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Kansas Stations Test 
AM Synchrocasting 
by Dee McVicker 

KANSAS CITY, Kan. The FCC has 
its eye on a Kansas City AM station that 
will soon break through the 1 kW sound 
barrier arid leap across state some 200 
miles away using synchronous broad-
casting. 
If the "superstation" is successful, other 
AM stations up against coverage barriers 
could benefit, according to the FCC's 
Chief of the AM Branch Jim Burtle. 
"This isn't going to be the salvation of 

AM, but it could help in some situa-
lions," he said. The Kansas City, Kansas, 
station was given experimental autho-
rization by the FCC on January 26 as 
part of the Commission's efforts to 
improve AM. The plan is to broadcast 
two 1 kW AM stations and a low-pow-
ered transmitter on the same frequency. 
When completed, listeners in Kansas 

City will be able to drive 200 miles to 
the Oklahoma border and continue pick-
ing up programming on 1340 kHz 
(without changing frequency), accord-
ing to Bill Johnson, who owns 
KNHN(AM) and recently purchased 
KSEK(AM) of Pittsburg, Kansas, as 
part of the plan. 

The project was slated for this month, 
and the plan calls for originating pro-
gramming from KNHN in Kansas City 
and distributing it over satellite carrier to 
an unmanned 250 watt transmitter in 
Amoret, Missouri, and to KSEK's trans-
mitter 125 miles to the south. 

Super coverage 
Geographically, the coverage area will 

have increased four-fold, giving the 
superstation almost the saine coverage as 
a 100 kW directional AM. 

Although dual synchronous transmis-
sion has been attempted in the past, the 
KNHN/KSEK superstation is one of the 
most ambitious to date. Of some ques-
tion is whether or not the extended cov-
erage will be offset by increased interfer-
ence. "He's a pioneer in his field and 
he's taking a risk," the FCC's Burtle 
said. 
Despite the risk, there are good argu-

ments in favor of dual synchronous 
broadcasting for KNHN. For one, pur-
chasing a station with the same reach 
would cost significantly more than the 
superstation experiment, according to 
Johnson. 
But even more important, he said, is the 
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continuing shift of population in the 
Kansas City metropolitan area. In recent 
times, migration of the population to the 
southern quadrant has moved listeners 
and advertisers further and further from 
KNHN's 25-mile area set by the FCC in 
1925. 
In the next five years, forecasts predict 

that migration further south will be sig-
nificant. Moreover, just south of KNHN 
is a 1 kW AM broadcasting on the same 
frequency, not only a source of competi-
tion but a source of interference that 
eliminates all possibility of KNHN 
upping its power. 
Johnson said he flirted with the possi-

bility of buying KSEK for the purpose of 
shutting it down, but then realized what a 
valuable resource it would be joined with 
KNHN. With listeners and advertisers 
slipping out of reach, Johnson began 
looking at the possibility of synchroniz-
ing the two stations in order to increase 
the market for his news/talk program-
ming. 
After drawing up engineering studies 

that cleared the plan of all interference to 
existing licensed stations in the area, he 
went to Washington to plead his case to 
the FCC. 

Helping AM 
The Commission responded amiably. 

Said Johnson, "The FCC is looking for 
ways to help AM broadcasters." 
But, Burtle warned, the FCC is not yet 

ready to grant permission in large num-
bers for AM superstation hopefuls. "It 
will take years before we have enough 
experimental data to determine whether 
it's a good idea," he said. 
Of particular interest to the FCC are the 

characteristics of the interference zones 
between conflicting transmission signals. 
Although engineering studies predict sig-
nals will fight one another in overlap 
zones, and therefore, cause interference 
in the form of distortion, these effects are 
somewhat manageable. 
"You can basically lay that over a very 

unpopulated area," Johnson said. "Plus, 
you can control where that zone of inter-
ference occurs by turning the power up 
and down at the synchronous site." 
All three sites in Johnson's plan have 

limited terrain to shield them from signal 
overlap, making these sites ideal for col-
lecting interference data. 
The data collected will tell the FCC 

"how they can reduce the interference 
zone, if it varies with the seasons and the 
ground conductivities," Burtle said. 

Waiting for results 
The results will depend somewhat on 

the receivers available. "There's been a 
lot of changes in receivers recently, par-
ticularly with the digital ( tuning) 
receivers," he said. "Some are far less 
able to reject unwanted signals." 
The FCC AM Branch also is interested 

in the effects of synchronizing audio 

continued on page 7 

NPR Targets 
the World 

WASHINGTON National 
Public Radio ( NPR) is celebrating 
the fifth broadcast season of its 
American media showcase for con-
temporary African music, 
AFROPOP World-wide. The 
weekly program, which launched 
five years ago as AFROPOP, has 
expanded its musical base to 
include African-rooted music in 
the Caribbean and the Americas. 

NPR and World Music 
Productions announced that the 
Rockefeller Foundation has award-
ed the program a distribution grant. 
AFROPOP Worldwide will soon 
be heard on two radio stations in 
Zimbabwe, with plans to expand 

continued on page 7 
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NEWSWATCH 
FCC Refuses Request 
For Time Extension 
On AM Stereo Docket 

WASHINGTON The FCC refused to 
grant an extension of time to allow com-
ment on the pending rulemaking that 
would make Motorola's C-QUAM the 
national AM stereo transmission/receiver 
standard. 
Leonard Kahn, designer of the 1SB AM 

stereo system, and a litigant in the patent 
dispute with Motorola, asked the FCC on 
March 22 to extend the comment deadline 
in order to meet with Commission staff 
"for the purpose of obtaining staff guid-

ance in the formulation- of his comments. 
In denying the request, the FCC said that 

interested parties have had ample time 
(from December 10 until April 5) to file 
comments. 
The FCC was forced to initiate the rule-

making by a 1992 law requiring C-
QUAM, considered the "de facto" AM 
stereo standard for several years, to be 
chosen as the standard one year after the 
FCC embarked on the process. 
During an interview with RW late last 

year, Kahn hinted that he may mount a 
legal challenge to the FCC process. 
Although many industry analysts said the 

standard should have occurred ten years 

ago when AM stereo was in its start-up 
period, others have said that an official 
standard at least establishes a benchmark. 
In Japan, the government's sanctioning 

of C-QUAM and an organized promotion 
by radio stations have netted listeners and 
more AM stereo radios and tuners. 

Schiller is Engineering 
Director at ABC Radio 

DALLAS Ron Schiller has been hired 
as ABC Radio Network's director of 
engineering and technical operations. 
Prior to his new position, Schiller had 

helped develop ABC Radio's technical 
plant in New York, and he was the net-
work's radio director of technical facili-
ties and radio host operations for the 
1984 Summer Olympics. 

A Little Bit of MAGIC... 
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tic monitor pots, fully burned-in socket-mounted ICs, 
industry standard machine control switches and, of 
course, documentation and instructions that make 

installation really simple. 
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reputation and experience, and be assured that quality 
and performance will be yours. 
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Diaz-Dennis Goes 
International 

WASHINGTON Former FCC 
Commissioner Patricia Diaz-Dennis, has 
joined the international law firm of 
Sullivan & Cromwell as a special coun-
sel for communications matters. 
Diaz-Dennis served on the FCC from 

1986-1989, and was Assistant Secretary 
of State for Human Rights and 
Humanitarian Affairs until January 1993. 

FCC No Longer Giving 
Commercial Operator Tests 

WASHINGTON As of March 19, the 
FCC suspended its February and August 
Commercial Radio Operators examinations 
that it had administered for several years. 
The FCC said it suspended the program 

because of budget constraints, and its plan 
to privatize the administration of commer-
cial radio licenses. 
Those who had applications on file for 

the February session prior to the March 
19 cutoff (there were about 1,800) were 
to be mailed out a one-time examination 
that allows the test to be taken with a 

continued on page 14 
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International Broadcast Changes Recommended 
Policy Group Calls For Centralization Under USIA, 

VOA Should Focus on DBS, Shortwave, New Technology 

by Lucia Cobo 

WASHINGTON The U.S. Advisory 
Commission on Public Diplomacy has 
issued a 64-page report urging President 
Clinton to centralize country's overseas 
information, broadcasting and education-
al exchange activities as a cost-cutting 
measure. 
The commission also recommends the 

consolidation of all U.S. government 
international broadcasting under the 
United States Information Agency 
(USIA). 

radio technology, the report added. 
The report also recommends VOA 

investment in opportunities where old 
shortwave markets are vanishing and new 
placement approaches are delivering 
results. It is important, however, for VOA 
to maintain control, flexibility, depend-
ability with shortwave and AM/FM in 
China, Africa and central Asia, as well as 
crisis capability worldwide. 
• Reduce the number of languages VOA 
broadcasts to ensure continued program 
quality and maximize listenership within 
budget ceilings. The commission 

believes 49 language 
services is "artificially" 
high in today's interna-
tional broadcasting 
environment. The 
report urges the 
President to work with 
the Congress in estab-
lishing a list of lan-
guage priorities based 
on U.S. interests, avail-
able resources, media 
research and alternative 
technologies. 
• The U.S. should ter-
minate construction of 
the relay station in 
Israel rechannel those 
funds to other U.S. pub-
lic diplomacy needs 
(particularly in light of 
the delays and changed 

world situation). When first conceived, 
the relay station was to enhance Radio 
Free Europe/Radio Liberty and VOA 
broadcasts to the former Soviet Union, 
Eastern Europe and East Africa, and cir-
cumvent widespread jamming of U.S. 
broadcasts. The conditions for its origi-
nal purpose no longer exist, the report 
said. 
• VOA should pursue installation of 

Funds available for U.S. government international Radio 

and television broadcasting in 1993* 

(in millions) 

TV Marti 
$21 (3%) 

Worldnet 
$23 (3%) 

Israel Station 
Construction 
$170 (20%) 

RFE/RL 
$170 (26%) 

Radio Marti 
$19 (2%) 

VOA Construction 
$164 ( 19%) 

Voice of 
America $220 

(27%) 

Other commissions recommendations: 
• The Voice of America (VOA) should 
continue to reduce shortwave broadcasts 
where listenership is dropping, expand 
local AM/FM placement and pursue a 
blend of signal delivery systems. The com-
mission believes VOA should strive for a 
balance of delivery systems that blends 
technologies "prudently." VOA should 
continue to use paid placements and DBS 
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AM and shortwave transmitters in 

Kuwait, and lease facilities to strengthen 
its medium wave presence in the Arab 
world. The U.S.-Kuwait agreement is 
praised by the commission. 
There are no operational restrictions or 

for foreign radio broadcasts in China. 
Enhanced VOA broadcasts are carrying 
news and information about internal 
events in China and can do so more 
effectively and at less cost than a new 
station, the commission concluded. 

The Voice of America (VOA) should 

continue to reduce shortwave broadcasts 

where listenership is dropping, expand 

local AM placement and pursue a blend 

of signal delivery systems. 

constraints on the languages that can be 
broadcast. The Kuwait site can accom-
modate any remaining shortwave needs 
of both VOA and RFE/RL. 
• Plans to phase out Radio Free 
Europe/Radio Liberty should be imple-
mented, consistent with established U.S. 
policy and achievement of surrogate 
broadcasting goals. 
• Broadcasts of news and information 
about internal events in Asian countries 
can be achieved more cost-effectively 
through enhanced VOA operations than 
through a separate Radio Free Asia. 
VOA already has the largest audience 

Secondly, China is not perceived to be 
the closed-off society that the U.S.S.R. 
of the 1950's was. All of Asia is reached 
by radio, television, computer links, fax 
transmission and the many people who 
travel to and from the region annually. 
Another concern is that shortwave is 
no longer the technology of the future, 
although it is still important. 
Television is the primary source of 
information for most Chinese adults. 
Lastly, a Radio Free China or Radio 
Free Asia would inevitably draw funds 
from other valuable U.S. public diplo-
macy operations. 
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Public Service Is Florida AM's Charter 
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Much has been written about the 
decline of the AM band, both in these 
pages and in the pages of other trade 
journals. And even though there are 
large market, full service "legendary 
stations" still churning out profits, it is 
no big secret that large numbers of AM 
stations operate in the red. 

It is an unfortunate situation. It also 
has served as a call to action to the 
more dedicated and innovative broad-
casters. And they are out there. The last 
few years have seen AM format offer-
ings ranging from all-Elvis to all-shop-
ping, all-business, all-kids programs, 
all- motivational, all- sports, and so 
forth. Some have worked brilliantly— 
all-sports WFAN is the shining exam-
ple of what an aggressive operator with 
ideas can accomplish—and others have 
failed abysmally ( all-Elvis lasted a 
month). 
Through it all though, AM believers 

are hanging tough, looking for the per-
fect formula that will keep them on the 
air. 
One such group of believers is 

Pensacola, Fla.'s "The Voice of Print." 
WKGT(AM)'s approach is really a 
return to one of radio's original char-
ters: service to the public. 

In a nutshell, the station recruits vol-
unteers to read newspapers, magazines 
and books on the air. The station 
doesn't sell spots, but rather sponsor-
ships (another idea from the past) of 
entire segments of programming. 
According to the station manager, 

Bruce Lyons, a decision was made to 
keep the station (WKGT 1090 kHz) 
operating. "We are only looking for the 
sponsorships to cover the expenses of 
running the station." The group targets 
local businesses to buy the sponsor-
ships, thus involving the community in 
serving the community. 
The philosophy behind keeping the 

station a commercial operation is a 
laudable one. Lyons and crew maintain 
that they would rather not tap into gov-
ernment funds (if the station were to be 
organized as a non-profit venture it 
would have access to various grants) 
because they would rather see that 

money used to help their audience. 
According to numbers provided by the 

station, its target audience is a large 
one. The station categorizes its audience 
as those with vision severely impaired, 
dyslexic, functionally illiterate, pre-
kindergarten, special education, hospital 
patients and residents of homes for the 
aged. Listeners falling into one or more 
of those categories make up 49 percent 
of the population of Pensacola, 42 per-
cent and 41 percent of the surrounding 
counties of Escambia and Santa Rosa, 
respectively. 
But as large as the audience is, says 

Lyons, there is an equally large commit-
ment from the community to what the 
station is doing. "We have two-and-a-
half times as many volunteers as we 
need," he said. 
A sampling from the station's schedule 

reveals that they are striving to provide 
something for everyone. Daily readings 
include excerpts from the Bible, the 
Wall Street Journal, USA Today, the 
New York Times, and readings from an 

assortment of mystery, romance, sci-
ence fiction and classic novels as well 
as the local newspapers and a variety of 
national magazines. 
Lyons and the crew at "The Voice of 

Print" are extending an offer to all AM 
stations in search of a formula. If you 
would like to try something similar in 
your market, give them a call. The sta-
tion management is willing to walk you 
through what they are doing; if they 
receive enough inquiries they will even 
produce a manual. 

* * * 

Creative radio formats are really only 
part of the entire radio package. Good 
radio creative (advertising copy) can 
add to the mix to provide a clean, pol-
ished sound that won't have listeners 
reaching for the scan button every time 
there is a commercial break. You'll 
recall that last year a group of radio 
executives, led by Group W President 
Jim Thompson (who has since moved 
on to co-captain Liberty Broadcasting 
with former Group W VP Mike 
Craven), made a monetary commitment 
(to the tune of $ 1 million over a ten-
year period from Group W alone) and a 
concerted effort to inspire agencies and 
stations to elevate the level of interest 
and work that goes into writing adver-
tising copy for the radio. 
The end result was the Radio Creative 

Fund that brings together some of 
radio's and advertising's brightest tal-
ents. The Fund sponsors an annual com-
petition, the Radio Mercury Awards. 
This year, the best radio commercial of 
1992 will walk away with $ 100,000. 
Eight additional cash prizes will be 
awarded, with a $20,000 Mercury Gold 
prize and a $5,000 Mercury Silver prize 
to be awarded in each of four cate-
gories: humor, non-humor, music/sound 
design, and radio station-produced. 
The number of entries this year is 889, 

an increase of 50 percent over last year, 
the first year of competition. The 
awards will be presented at a black-tie 
gala at New York City's Waldorf 
Astoria on June 9. Dick Clark will be on 
hand to emcee the event. 

*** 
While I'm on the subject of the com-

plete radio package, where would any 
of it be without the technology? At the 
March AES Show in Berlin, a group of 
German manufacturers (the CAR 
Group) held a meeting to discuss how to 
move toward standardization in the dig-
ital audio market. The idea is to provide 
a common hardware communications 
link, i.e. a standard file format to which 
all manufacturers can conform. 
The CAR Group, comprised of Barco-
EMT, David, GTC, Management Data 
and Digigram (a producer of MUSI-

I I UM 
ARC-16 ID CD  

CAM compression cards), reached a 
joint accord, agreeing to put in place a 
common file data standard for audio 
compression systems operating under 
the ISO/MPEG Audio Standard (MUSI-
CAM). 

The Katz Radio Group named 
Steve Shaw vice president and 
general sales manager of Christal 
Radio. Shaw joined Christal in 
1985 as an account executive and 
has held various positions with the 
rep agency since then. His most 
crecent position was that of New 
York sales manager. 

Tom Joyner, the well-known 
"Flying DJ," has been tapped by 
ABC Radio Networks to host a 
morning program that will origi-
nate in ABC's Dallas studio. Also 
in the works for Joyner are long-
form and feature programs. 
Since 1985, Joyner has worked in 

Dallas and Chicago—as top-rated 
morning man on KKDA-FM 
Dallas and top-rated afternoon host 
on WGCI-FM Chicago. Joyner 
flew back and forth between the 
cities on an almost daily basis. 

Bob Edwards, the absent host of 
NPR's Morning Edition, returned 
to the popular program on April 1. 
Edwards took a leave of absence in 
December 1992 to write a book 
about his friendship with legendary 
baseball announcer and NPR com-
mentator Red Barber. 
Edwards weekly chats with 

Barber were one of the most popu-
lar segments of Morning Edition. 
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Bullish on AM 

Dear RW, 
I must respond to Stephen Poole's letter 

in the Feb. 24 issue, which disagreed 
with your Jan. 6 editorial in which you 
said "there are no valid reasons not to 
convert to AM stereo." You are right— 
there are no valid reasons! Broadcasters 
everywhere moan, "there is no discern-
able public demand for AM stereo." 
They've been saying that for over a 
decade. 
But thanks to the persistence of the 

folks at Motorola, there are some 25 mil-
lion AM stereo radios in cars and trucks 
anyway, wanted or not. Often consumers 
don't know they have one with that new 
vehicle; often the salespeople don't 
know they sold them! But if the radio 
reproduces an AM station in stereo auto-
matically, the station just sounds better, 
and that's a competitive advantage. 
Mr. Poole says his students "know that 
AM stereo exists" but aren't interested. 
You can wow anyone with a well-engi-
neered AM station reproduced in stereo on 
an AMAX receiver, whether a GM model 
bought as a demonstration device from a 
car dealer and powered from a battery, as 
some have done, or with the Denon TU-
680-NAB receiver. In fact, you can wow 
anyone with the 12-year-old Sony SRF-
A100 stereo portable, if you can find one! 
Once an AM station is stereo (and any 

format sounds better in stereo, even all-
news; check out KNX and KFWB in Los 
Angeles), you still have to attract listen-
ers. Since there are many people today 
who will tell you, "I never listen to 
AM"—many of them do anyway, at least 
occasionally. Consider this: 33 years 
ago, when I started in FM, few people 
had an FM radio and ratings services 
wouldn't print numbers for FM stations, 
no matter how many listeners they had. 
Today, everybody has an AM radio, 
whether they listen to it or not, and AM 
ratings do get printed. AM today is in a 
better position than FM was three 
decades ago. 
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And as far the pervasive attitude that 
AM can't work with music anymore, 
that's just hogwash. AM has a major 
advantage over FM in the very percep-
tion that the two bands are different. I 
have successfully exploited it on AM 
several times within the last ten years— 
in Arbitron-rated markets with strong 
FM competition—to generate big ratings 
among adults 25-49 presumed to be 
impossible today for AM stations. There 
was not one failure with a modern Adult 
Contemporary format. And such AM 
A/Cs build numbers without having to 
battle FM A/Cs head-on. Anyone willing 
to entertain the possibility (and an amaz-
ing number of theoretically professional 
broadcasters are not open-minded 
enough to even consider such a possibili-
ty) can get the details from me (503-232-
9787), no charge. 

Eric Norberg 
Radio Programmer/Writer/Teacher 

Portland, OR 

Versa-Count Update 

Dear KW, 
I have yet another update of the Versa-

Count/Scientific Data International saga. 
SCI also has officially passed into obliv-
ion like Versa Count. I just received a 
notice regarding the recent auctioning of 
the company's remaining assets. To all 
those with functioning Versa-Count 
gear... pray for God's luck, clear skies, 
clean power, and a more generous capital 
budget (ha)!! 

Michael G. McCarthy, N9EAO, Owner 
McCarthy Radio Engineering 

Mt. Prospect, Illinois 

Can be undone 

Dear RW, 
Thank you for your excellent coverage 

of AKG's DSE 7000 digital audio work 
station in the Feb. 24 issue. 
Unfortunately, a typographical error 
incorrectly changed one of our features. 
The end of the third paragraph should 

have said, "Because audio is stored in 
RAM and on disc, edits are instanta-
neous and can be undone." In fact, 
UNDO also is instantaneous and proper-
ly treated audio can be infinitely undone, 
all the way back to the first edit. 

David Angress 
VP of Sales/Marketing 

All about local 

Dear RW, 
Not long ago I wrote RW asking 18 

technical and management questions. 
You published the letter. 
Many people called with great solutions 

and explanations. You even published 
whole stories in answer to some of my 
questions. Thanks everybody. 
Here is another question: In your 

February 24 issue, NAB CEO Eddie 
Fritts is quoted as saying that satellite 
digital audio broadcasting (DAB) will 
destroy local radio. isn't all radio includ-
ing DAB required to be "local?" If so, 
DAB doesn't seem capable of meeting 
that requirement. 
I thought that "local" is what public 

Paying 

the 

Piper Twice 

Record-industry lobbying for performance roy-
alties, a regularly recurring Capitol Hill phe-
nomenon, has returned in 1993. William 
Hughes ( D-N.J.), chairman of the House 
Copyright Subcommittee, appears to be odds on 
favorite to introduce such a bill in the current 
session. The issue takes on renewed urgency, 
Hughes says, because new digital audio broad-
casting and cable services are coming. 

DAB and performance royalties? Seems like a difficult connection to 
make. 
Broadcasters already pay music licensing companies for the right to air 

copyrighted compositions. Additional performance-royalty payments are 
proposed to recognize every airing of a composition as a separate "perfor-
mance" and the performers' voices, instrumentations and interpretations 
as separate entities meriting separate copyright compensation. 
It is an interesting concept; a concept the Congress has chosen to reject 

for the last few decades. 
But soon, record companies say, consumers will be making perfect 

copies of digital transmissions on digital recording devices. The incen-
tive to bootleg copyrighted material will be increased. Performers and 
composers (read the handful of major record companies that have per-
formers and composers under contract) will lose royalties. It could mean 
the end of recorded music retailing. 
If this sounds familiar, it is essentially the same argument rejected by 

the Supreme Court in the Betamax case in the 1970s. Recorded analog 
audio and video have prospered since then and some say home record-
ings have boosted—not blunted—recorded music sales. 
Consumer digital technology is not likely to change the scenario. The 

record industry claims there is no technological solution. But the 1992 
Audio Home Recording Act already requires copyright payments on blank 
digital tape purchases and a chip in every digital audio recorder to prevent 
digital copies beyond the first generation. 

If even more protection is deemed necessary, requiring anti-copying 
codes in the broadcast digital bit stream makes more sense than a perfor-
mance royalty. 
At the root of the performance-royalty argument is the assumption that 

broadcasters have always profited from the use of property that does not 
belong to them. Radio station owners are willing to pay fair copyright 
compensation for the music they air. The injection of DAB into the 
debate is a red herring. 

—RW 

access files were all about; proving how 
local you were. I thought that a require-
ment for localism was the result of the 
FCC's interpretation of the Communi-
cations Act of 1934... " in the public 
interest, convenience and necessity." 
Wasn't localism the reason that stations 
have their own news departments or, at 
least, public service announcements of 
local events? 
Weren't hundreds of competitive hear-

ings and license renewal challenges held 
to determine how local broadcasters real-
ly were? 

John H. Wiegman 
Wallace, Idaho 

Faulty power supply 

Dear RW, 
Thanks for the opportunity to clear up a 

misunderstanding in the "Overtime. 
Ingenuity Bring RDS to ' Vegas" article 
(Feb. 24 RW). The particular reference 
is; the receiver, Casey recalled, "was 
temporarily DOA." I never made the 
"quoted" statement and the choice of the 
term "DOA" may have sent the wrong 
message regarding the Delco RDS radio 
product. 
In reality, it was not the receiver that 

was the problem. The actual box fixture 
that contained the Delco RDS radio and 
loudspeakers also contained a 12 volt 
DC power supply. At the time of the 
KFMS-FM installation, some very heavy 
EMI/RFI conditions existed that were 
radiating from the dozen or so transmit-
ters housed in the same building. Keith 
LaMonica and I immediately assumed 
the 12 volt DC power supply contained 
in the box fixture was shutting down due 
to these adverse conditions. 

Once back at the KFMS-FM studio, the 
Delco radio display unit powered up 
with no problems and functioned quite 
wonderfully. It wasn't until the first 
morning of the Consumer Electronics 
Show that Delco engineers quickly deter-
mined a faulty power supply was causing 
the problem. After an on-the-spot field 
repair, the Delco RDS radio was success-
fully demonstrated at the EIA/CEG 
booth for the entirety of the show. 

John D. Casey 
Sales Engineer/Broadcast Products 

RE America 

Correction: 
In the March 24 RW article. 

"Radio Altered for SCAs," WPGC 
(AM) was described as a station 
without nighttime coverage. The 
station, however, does have night-
time coverage at 270 watts. Cook 
Inlet wanted to improve its post-
daytime coverage using the second 
SCA on WPGC-FM. 
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Quality That 
Inspires Confidence. 

Gentner's AUDISK, with 
years of proven reliability, is 
constantly leading the way 
with new technological 
improvements that allow a 
station to operate up to 80% 
more efficiently than with 
carts or other digital 
systems. 
Why would you want to 

trust your operation or the 
sound of your station to an 
"off the shelf" digital system, 

when you can own a system 
that was designed and built 
from the ground up speci-
fically to meet or exceed 
your needs? 

HARRIS 
ALLIED 

AUDISK incorporates all 
the standard features you'd 
expect from a digital storage 
system, but Gentner doesn't 
stop with the basics. AUDISK 
incorporates other advanced 
features such as multiple 
record/playback, the ability 
to operate two stations from 
one system, and the ability 
to link several systems 
together without conventional 
networking. 
This doesn't mean that 

AUDISK s difficult to 
operate. It has been designed 
with the user in mind. In 
fact, after your operators 

have used the system, they 
will probably tell you that 
AUDISK is more complex 
than a light switch but simpler 
to operate than their kids' 
video games! Plus, AUDISK's 
configuration results in 
consistently faster, more 
efficient operation than you'll 
find in most of the systems 
on the market today. 

At the outset, AUDISK may 
seem complex. But, with this 
"complexity" comes the 
most important aspect of 
what you would expect from 
new technology - versatility. 
The versatility to not only do 

what you want it to do today, 
but what you may need it to 
do tomorrow. 

AUDISK - the system that 
solves tomorrow's problems 
with future technology... 
Today. 

Call the professionals at 
Harris Allied or see us at 
NAB, Booth #2218 (in the 
North Hall). 

800 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST 

1-800-622-0022 

Fax 317-966-0623 

Canada 1-800-268-6817 

Toronto 416-731-3697 

1993 Harris Corp. 

"Call me, I'm interested." Circle (80) "Send me literature." Circle (201) 
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IEEE/ANSI RFR Standard 

Key Topic at EEPA Forum 
by John Gatski 

ALEXANDRIA, Va. Recent publicity 
about the claimed adverse effects from 
exposure to RF radiation from broadcast 
towers, cellular phones, speed radar, 
household appliances and power lines has 
created confusion about public safety. 
One of the nation's premier forums on 

RF radiation, the annual Electromagnetic 
Energy Policy Alliance's (EEPA) annual 
conference May 3-5, will try to sort 
through the research, hysteria and public 
misconceptions on the complex subject, 
according to the forum's organizers. 
NAB Deputy Counsel Barry Umansky 

said broadcasters are especially affected 
by the debate over RF radiation exposure 
in terms of restricted land use for towers, 
and the necessity of meeting proposed 
new regulations likely to be approved by 
the FCC later this year. 
"The focus for broadcasters is the 

increasing difficulty in land use," 
Umansky said. "I use to get calls 3-4 times 
a year on this subject. Now, I get calls 3-4 
times a month." 
Pressure for action by environmentalists 

and citizens groups who said their proper-
ty values and their health were being 
threatened has forced some local govern-
ments to propose exposure limits that 
could force broadcasters to place a tower 
in undesirable locations. Some local ordi-
nances that have been enacted are based 
on hysteria, rather than scientific fact, 
researchers claim. 
Umansky said the FCC's involvement in 

creating a new two-tier standard, one level 
for workplace exposure, the other for pub-
lic exposure, should give local jurisdic-
tions a reasonable guide to enact local 
laws. 
Without "reasonable" guidelines, radio 

and television broadcasters may 
encounter more problems if they have to 

NPR Aims 
For World 

continued from page 
into at least 10 African nations by 1994. 
Currently, the program airs on 200 pub-

lic radio station in the United States and 
in the United Kingdom on BBC Radio 5. 
Cameroon-native George Collinet hosts 

the hour-long program. The U.S.-based 
broadcaster's programs have an estimat-
ed reach of 90 million Africans. 
AFROPOP Worldwide is produced by 
World Music's Sean Barlow. 
The program's spring 1993 season will 

feature 13 new programs including: an 
exclusive live recording of Yousou 
N'Dour in performance on the last night 
of his most recent U.S. tour; an all-
rumba program featuring a live recording 
of Los Muñequitos de Matanzas; a brief 
history of funk; a live acoustic perfor-
mance by Gilberto Gil, and visits to 

We can help get you back on 

the air with our STL Loaner 

Program. We have STL's avail-
able that will be set to your 

frequency prior to shipping. 

We also provide over-the-

phone technical assistance. 

Cairo, Lagos, Abidjan, Havana and 
Johannesburg. 
To complement the program, World 

Music Productions has published the 
1993 AFROPOP WORLDWIDE 

Listener's Guide (pictured above), fea-
turing discographies and record 
sources, suggested reading, and a guest 
essay by Brazilian superstar, Gilberto 
Gil. The guide is designed for easy ref-
erence by media professionals and 
music lovers. 

) ) RPU's ) TSL's ) Exciters 

) AM/FM Broadcast Monitors 

) Remote Control Systems 

SPECIALIZING 
IN EQUIPMENT BY 

) Belar Marti ) Moseley 
) McMartin TFT ) And others. 

make wholesale changes in transmitting 
equipment and antennas when imple-
menting digital audio broadcasting and 
high definition television in the future, 
he said. 
The EEPA symposium will be held at the 

Raddison Hotel. Sessions will run through 
the three days. Significant sessions include: 
"Myths and Facts: What the Science Tells 
Us" at 1:30 p.m., May 3; "Risk Assessment" 
at 3:30 p.m., May 3; "Research: Answers or 

More Questions," 8:45 a.m., May 4; 
"Consumer Confusion: Who Pays?" at 1:30 
p.m., May 4; "What is the Future? 
Regulation or Litigation?" at 8:30 a.m., May 
5; and "Is the Public Perception Making 
Science Irrelevant?' at 1:30 p.m., May 5. 
To register, contact the EEPA at 202-

452-1070; or fax, 202-833-3636. 
Registration fee (minus hotel fee) is $450 
for EEPA members and $500 for non-
members. 

Synchrocasting 'fried 
continued from page I 

over a long path, particularly as it 
relates to time delay, and will be col-
lecting experimental information on 
this as well. 
"Some of the (overseas) countries 

already allow this, so there's been 
some work in this area already," 
Burtle said. 
But the challenge for U.S. stations 

will be in fitting synchronous broad-
casting within a congested band. 
Heavily populated areas are not likely 
to benefit from the application 
because of the likelihood of interfer-
ence, he added. 
Others, like KNHN and KSEK, 

could find new power in synchronous 
broadcasting. Not only are the two 
stations able to increase market poten-
tial by consolidating resources, but 
the union will bring a valued service 
to listeners that otherwise would be 

too costly. 
"We're able to offer regionally ori-

ented talk programming that to date 
had been too cost prohibitive to put 
into the smaller rural areas," Johnson 
said. 
Depending on the outcome of the 

experiment, Johnson said he could be 
looking eastward to other small AMs 
to extend even further the reach of his 
superstation. 
What about a nationwide supersta-

tion? Not likely, according to Burtle. 
"If you look at the way the nation is 
broken up in the AM market, there 
really is no situation where a station 
would be able to do that without caus-
ing a whole lot of interference to an 
existing licensee." 
But, Burtle added, he hasn't ruled 

out the possibility entirely. "I'm 
always amazed at the creativity and 
ingenuity of businessmen." 

SMARTCASTER 
RJUM1171 TUDE 

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING AVAILABLE 
By John Schad 
President, SMARTS Broadcast Systems 

When we started peddling computers to broadcasters in the 
early 80's, one thing really came clear. Prompt, accurate support, 
available 24 hours a day, is an absolute necessity. 

In the early days I found myself glued to a phone. I always had 
a beeper, a car phone, later a cellular phone, and only flew in air-
planes with flight phones. I doubt that our customers realized that 
some of the support we provided was from above 30,000 feet! 

Now that the company is bigger , we have a full support 
department. Jan, Kathy, Sharon, Chad, Johnny, Bill and Todd are 
primarily responsible for helping our customers. And that help is 
always provided 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

When you purchase digital automation, or billing, accounting 
and traffic systems from us, you're never alone. A toll free call 
can get you help anytime. 

That's the big difference with SMARTS Broadcast Systems. 
We back our products with high quality, fast support and service. 

And call us to learn more about our Jock-in-the-Box CD auto-
mation, total hard disk automation, and soon to come—touch screen 
digital audio to replace every cart in your station. 

SMARTS BROADCAST SYSTEMS 
BOX 293, EMMETSBURG, IOWA 50536 

(800) 747-6278 FAX: (712) 852-3061 

Circle (29) On Reader Service Card Circle (216) On Reader Service Card 
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Performance Royalties 
by Randy Sukow 

WASHINGTON The broadcast industry 
is bracing for legislation expected later this 
year imposing performance-rights royalty 
payments on radio stations, digital cable 
radio channels and other music services. 
The bill is likely to be introduced by 

House Copyright Subcommittee Chairman 
William Hughes (D-NJ.). 
The recording industry and broadcasters 

have long grappled over whether stations, 
which already pay royalty fees to com-
posers, should also pay into a performance 
fund. Congress has traditionally sided with 
broadcasters on the issue, most notably by 
omitting performance-royalty language in 
the 1976 Copyright Act. 
But the expected emergence of digital 

audio radio (DAR), the recording industry 
argues, has changed the copyright debate. 
Record companies also claim changes in 
the international recording marketplace 
justify changes in U.S. copyright law to 
provide equal performance-rights protec-
tion. 
"An Israeli politician once remarked 

about Middle East negotiations that if 
you're not talking about land, you're not 
talking," Hughes said. "In the context of 
[international copyright-law negotiations], 
it might be said that if you're not talldng 
about changes to the U.S. Copyright Act, 
you're not talking." 
Broadcasters and record companies 

tend to speak of performance rights in 

apocalyptic terms. As DAR approaches, 
the potential loss of revenue from piracy 
with consumer digital recording equip-
ment "threatens the very existence" of 
retailed prerecorded music, said Jason S. 
Berman, president of the Recording 
Industry Association of America (RIAA) 
in written testimony to the Hughes 
Subcommittee. 

Digital difficulty 
"Digital transmission systems have 

advanced to the stage where acts of broad-
casting can be more akin to a means of 
distribution and less like our traditional 
notion of broadcasting," Berman said. 
The NAB, however, said the RIAA is 

overreacting. "There is no evidence that 
this phenomenon will occur," NAB 
President/CEO Eddie Fritts said in his tes-
timony. 
RIAA uses the same arguments rejected 

by the Congress and courts after other 
technologies—such as home VCRs, ana-
log audio cassettes and FM stereo—were 
introduced, Fritts added. 
But in an era of when several radio sta-

tions are going dark and the industry is 
threatened with higher taxes, loss of tax 
deductibility for advertising, spectrum 
auctions and new FCC user fees, it is 
broadcasting's existence, not the record 
companies' that is threatened, according to 
Fritts. 
As in earlier copyright battles, NAB 

stressed the promotional value of radio 

A Broadcast Industry 

BEST BUY 
Mono Play Stereo Play 

$920 $1000 
F.O.B. Factory 

Reliable / Rugged / Professional Design 

• All Metal Housing with Cast Aluminum Front Panel 

• Half Inch Thick Aluminum Deck with Stainless Steel Overlay 

• Air-Damped Solenoid with 
Telfon"-Coated Plunger 

• Direct-Drive Capstan 
Motor 

• Three-Point Adjustable 
Head Mounts 

• Output Transformers 

• CMOS Logic 

• Straightforward / 
Serviceable Design 

• Compact Size ( 1/3 Rack Width) 

• 30-Day Guarantee of Satisfaction / 1-Year Warranty 

AUDI-CORD CORPORATION 
1845 West Hovey Avenue, Normal, Illinois 61761 USA 

Phone 309-452-9461 — Fax 309-452-0893 

Available Through Your Regular Distributor 

Addressed 
air play. "Exposure of musical record-
ings to the buying public through free 
broadcasting is a critical part of the pro-
motion of records, tapes, CDs, music 
videos and concert tickets, not to men-
tion spin-off goods and services market-
ed under the names of star performers," 
Fritts said. 
U.S. Registrar of Copyrights Ralph 

Oman accused broadcasters of overstating 
their promotional value. "Such promotion 
benefits only certain recordings and cer-
tain lead artists. It does not benefit all," 
Oman said. "Even if (broadcaster) asser-
tions are true, this does not, in the view of 
the Copyright Office, justify denying com-
pensation for public performance of 
recordings from which the user enjoys 
financial gain." 
(The Copyright Office has consistently 

sided with the recording industry in per-
formance-rights debates dating back to the 
1970s. Most recently, in a 1991 report, the 
office recommended new royalty pay-
ments specifically because of marketplace 
changes expected from DAR.) 

Other ideas 
Edward P. Murphy, president of the 

National Music Publishers Association, 
did not take a direct position on perfor-
mance rights payments, but suggested a 
number of alternative policies to protect 
the record industry. Broadcasters could 
agree to limits on the consecutive cuts 
aired from a compact disc and could agree 
to inclusion of anti-copying codes in their 
broadcasts. 
In time, Murphy said, a new industry of 

home-shopping music service, pej5 
rhaps replacing all prerecorded tape and 
disc sales, is likely to grow as consumers 
buy digital recorders. Those new indus-
tries could be established to provide fair 
payments to composers and performers. 
NAB is "amenable to negotiating" a lim-

ited fee policy for such subscription audio 
service, Fritts said. 
Broadcasters are not willing, however, to 

discuss new royalty payments for tradi-

tional radio music formats, digital or ana-
log. Provisions of the 1992 Audio Home 
Recording Act, in NAB's view, insure that 
the recording industry gets its due from 
home digital-audio dubbing. 
The 1992 act adds a copyright royalty 

charge to consumer purchase of blank dig-
ital audio media and requires all recorder 
manufacturers to add a copy limiting fea-
ture, such as the Serial Copy Management 
System, which blocks digital dubbing 
beyond the first generation, into their 
products sold in the U.S. 
"No consumer hardware solution 

presently exists nor is it likely that one will 
be developed that will function without 
broadcasters cooperation," RIAA's 
Berman said. The 1992 act was never 
meant to be a final solution to the prob-
lems raised by digital innovation. It pro-
tects record companies and composers 
from illegal copying. 

A world view 
The United States, performance-rights 

supporters say, has long been the fore-
most supporter of international intellec-
tual-property law. "Our trading partners 
naturally question our commitment to 
such standards when we fail to accord 
sound recordings the basic protection of 
a performance right," Berman said. 

The World Intellectual Property 
Organization (wisp) is in the process of 
assembling a committee of experts, 
Hughes said, "conclude a protocol to the 
Berne Convention [international copyright 
treaty] and to establish a new convention 
for the protection of the rights of perform-
ers and producers." 
Several key U.S. trading partners already 

have performance-rights laws, including 
most of the European Economic 
Community. Ironically, Oman said, U.S. 
performers often do not benefit from even 
other countries' performance fees because 
"they grant rights to foreigners only on a 
basis of reciprocity." 

Fritts said, "To ask U.S. broadcasters to 
pay new royalties to the recording industry 
so that it can go abroad to obtain still more 
royalties is unfair and inequitable. Overall, 
U.S. interests are more likely to be harmed 
than helped." 

Clark Listens... 
Clark listens to its customers and designs its complete 
line of audio/video cable accordingly. Now you can 
listen to Clark's new 700 Series snakes 
that are designed, as usual, 
with the customer in mind. 
Why not give 
Clark a listen? 

Cables available 
cut to length and 

terminated to 
your specs. 

glEARUritU 

1-800-CABLE- IT! 
1801 Holste Rood • Northbrook, IL 60062 

Listen to Clark! 
Circle (38) On Reader Service Cud Circle (152)On Reader Service Card 
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One FM Simulcasts Two 
Games Via Stereo Split 
by Gary Hart 

SULLIVAN, Mo. The laws of time and 
spectrum space were against KTUI-AM-
FM of Sullivan, Missouri the night of 
March 3, 1993. Two local high school bas-
ketball teams were playing in different state 
tournaments at the same hour, and this was 
not the first time this had happened. 
On this occassion, however, the station 
devised a way to air both games live on 
its single FM frequency. 

Two winning teams 
The Sullivan Eagles were playing in 

their class "3A" District Tournament in 
Owensville, Missouri 
starting at 8:00 p.m. 
while the Bourban 
Warhawks were going 
to begin their drive in 
the Class "2A" 
Sectional Tournament 
in Rolla at 8:15 p.m. 
KTUI's Sam Scott 
read of a solution 
from KSHN in Libertyville, Texas and 
brought it to the attention of General 
Manager John Rice. 
KTUI-FM broadcasts in stereo with 

3,000 watts on 100.9 MHz. The 
Warhawks' play-by-play team headed 
down the interstate to Rolla with an audio 
set-up Scott built with a telephone, two 
beyerdynamic DT- 108 headsets, and a 
Realistic amplifier and 5-channel 
portable stereo mixer. The announcers 
sent audio down the phone lines to the 
AM's 10-channel Gates board. 
KTUI(AM) is a 1,000 watt daytimer on 

1585 kHz. The AM was off the air by the 
time the game started and had plenty of 
Gates and Harris cart machines on which 
to run spots. The personnel back at the 
station routed the audio from the AM 
board, through the Switchcraft patch 
panel, and into the right channel on the 

62 Years Ago 
Reprinted from Radio World April I 931. 

Editor's note: The RW of old, printed for a 

time in the 1920s and 1930s and today's 

RW are unrelated except in name. 

FIRST REGULAR 
RADIO TALKIES 
SOON TO BEGIN 

Eyes are being provided for the here-
tofore blind radio audience, with the early 
inauguration of regular programs from 
the first sight and sound broadcasting 
studio in New York City. The Jenkins 
Television Corporation's television trans-
mitter W2XCR and the General Broad-
casting System's station WGBS, are co-
operating as outlets for the sight and 
sound studios. 

'With a corps of electricians and me-
chanics completing their work on the 
radiovision studios and television trans-
mitter at 655 Fifth Avenue, New York 
City, entertainment and enlightenment 
will soon be projected by sight and 
sound to the homes of the metropolitan 
area as well as to other parts of the 
country. 

...it was almost 

certain the Warhawks 

and the Eagles 

would be scheduled 

opposite each other. 

FM's McMartin 5-channel board. 
The Eagles' game came in over 161.76 
MHz on the Marti RPT-440L 40-watt, 
single channel directly to the FM board 
and then out again on the left channel. 
The overlap began around 8:00 p.m. and 
lasted for more than an hour. Did they 
need special permission? Scott laughs, 
"the FCC doesn't care as long as you run 
your station IDs." 
General Manager Rice says KTUI's stu-

dios were expanded and rebuilt when the 
FM station was added in 1981. Both sta-
tions were linked through the patch panel 
at that time. Scott says it's not unusual for 
an FM jock to be working out of the AM 

studio while the FM 
board is being ser-
viced. Using a "Y" 
patch cord, they 
route the mono sig-
nal from the AM 
mono output bay into 
the "Left" and 
"Right" channel FM 
bays. Getting sepa-

rate signals to each FM channel involved 
simply plugging the AM output to the 
right channel and letting FM run normally. 

Listeners were told 
Scott says it was almost certain the 

Warhawks and the Eagles would be 
scheduled opposite each other several 
days before it actually happened. After 
testing and making sure it would work, 
instructions on how to hear each game 
were "hyped pretty heavy" on the FM 
stations. Scott says they "talked it up" on 
KTUI(AM) (news/talk before noon and 
then simulcasts Country music with FM) 
and put ads in the local newspapers. "We 
were telling people they wouldn't be 
able to hear it on their clock radios." 
Scott tells a story of one man who'd 

been out of the state and was driving 
back into the area when he heard two 
games being played at the same time. 
"He told me later he was confused until a 
commercial came on at which point he 
figured out that he should turn up the 
channel he wanted to hear." 
Scott says they got one call before the 

games from someone who still didn't quite 
get it and after a woman called saying, 
"That was the dumbest thing I ever heard!" 
Scott says that was the only complaint. 
Rice says, "I was kind of shocked I 

didn't think of this before." He says 
Sullivan and Bourban are both good 
teams and KTUI listeners could hear 
more doublecasts in the future. 
Scott is the morning-drive jock on FM 

along with sales duties and he says adver-
tisers were pleased with the experiment. 
Scott says they "don't want to make a 
habit of this" but were pleased with the 
experiment. Both say KTUI has gotten a 
number of "How did you do that?" calls 
from other radio stations and put the story 
on the Associated Press wire statewide. 
The night was not a success for every-

body. The Bourban Warhawks lost. The 
Sullivan Eagles won their game, but lost 
in the championship. 

ODD 

Gary Hart is a freelance writer and 
Assistant News Director at WCIL-AM-
FM Carbondale, IL. 

Your Digital Audio 
Automation Needs 
The Media Touch 
Control Software. 
Digital audio is essential in radio automation, 
but control software is the critical part. 
Talk to Media Touch before buying. 

Media Touch delivers automation  
software first and foremost.  

The most important part of radio automation is the 
capabilities, the reliability and the flexibility of the 
automation software. Media Touch is the pioneer 
in digital audio radio automation, and we know 
what's important and what's not. And without 
first class control software, the digital audio is 
worth very little. 

Media Touch delivers highest quality  
digital audio fully interactive with the 
best control software available.  

Digital audio recording and playback systems are 
available from many sources and in various con-
figurations. But Media Touch's digital audio is fully 
integrated with Media Touch control software 
custom designed for radio automation needs. Using 
networked PCs, your system can comprise any 
number of operator workstations. How about in-
stalling the latest CD changers in your system for 
music? 

Media Touch delivers digital audio radio 
automation systems for larger stations,  
duopoly and network applications.  

From the first all news FM station in California to 
the new major business news format station in 
New York City, only Media Touch can deliver the 
necessary sophistication. Whether news, news 
and music, just music, or full live assist, serious 
broadcasters turn to Media Touch for the best 
control software for digital audio radio automation. 

Call us at 603/893-5104 to receive our new 
information package. 

MEDIA TOUCH 
Media Digital Corporation 
50 Northwestern Drive, Salem, NH 03079 
Tel. 603/893-5104 Telefax 603/893-6390 

In Canada, call Oakwood Audio 
at 416/427-2333 or 204/786-6715 

E. J 
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UNREAL DEALS 
Shure M267 
This compact 
audio mixer is a 
"must have" for 
every station's 
ENG and sports 
production. Take advantage of our great price — $ 364. Available 
from stock! 

Spot Writer SpotWr iter 
The easy computer program for writing, 
storing, sorting, editing and printing radio 
commercial copy. Even handles notariza-
tion. Free demo disk. $49.95 buys the 
software & documentation! 

CircuitWerkes Teleradio 
Aircheck your station and 9 of your competitors from 
any dial-up phone. Remote controlled scanning, tuning, AM/FM 
band change & memory set. All in real time! $499. 

MTS 2016 DA 
This well-built audio DA is available in a 2x8, dual lx8, or lx16. 
Easily removable rear connector makes servicing simple and 
wiring changes are a snap. Dual lx8 $368! 

* Marantz PMD-222 
Every news department 
can use this excellent 
portable cassette re-
corder. Now available 
with XLR mic connec-
tor! $ 294. In stock. 

Eastern 
& Central 
VOICE 

800/525-1037 
FAX 

919/934-1537 The Davis Communications Group, Inc. 

The Preferred Source 

Vellox Coating 
Attention satellite dish owners! This new 
space-age hydrophobic coating provides 
extremely effective water and ice repel-
lency. Must see to believe. Easy to 
apply. Complete kit $ 60! 

BROADCAST 
SERVICES CO. 

Mountain 
& Pacific 

VOICE 

800/523-1037 
FAX 

805/266-1695 

• 

Rock Managers Eyeing 
Satellite Digital Radio 
by Nancy Reist 

SAN FRANCISCO Endangered for-
mats, such as classic soul, roots rock, 
folk, bluegrass, blues, jazz and old coun-
try, which currently receive scant com-
mercial air time, may find a haven in the 
proposed digital audio radio satellite ser-
vice (DARS). 
At least that's the plan of rock n'roll 

artist managers Cliff Bornstein and Peter 
Mensch. Their company, Primosphere 
Limited Partnership, is one of five 
which have active proposals before the 
FCC to deliver digital radio to listeners 
via satellite. 
Burnstein says the most significant dif-

ference between 
Primosphere's pro-
posal and the others 
is Primosphere's 
focus on program-
ming. "We went to 
the effort of identi-
fying some niches 
of what we call 
American Heritage 
music, that we think 
ought to be pre-
served, a kind of 
living museum in a 
way. It's stuff that 
really you can't 
hear today. You can 
buy a lot of it on 
CD reissues, but 
you can't buy all of 
it by any means, 
and the market for it 
is shrinking because 
most people don't have any kind of free 
exposure to it." 
Primosphere proposes to provide twen-

ty-three music channels and up to six 
talk channels on the S-band. They are 
proposing a 4:1 compression ratio to pre-
serve the fidelity of the music. The plan 
calls for use of two satellites with single 
beam coverage of the continental United 
States. The service would be free for lis-
teners and supported by advertising. 
Bornstein, who has a B.A. in Economics 

and an M.A.in Demography, believes that 
the specialized formats would be com-
mercially viable nationally. "We can do it 
because, at least by our proposal, we have 
enough channels that we can serve rela-
tively small niches. As we like to say, if 
you can serve 1 percent on the national 
level, you'd be wildly successful. On the 
local level if you served 1 percent, you'd 
be a major failure." 
He added that the different formats 

would work together and could be cross-
promoted. "I also look at this as kind of 
a system. It gives listeners an opportuni-
ty to go across channels to hear different 
things, but whenever you want to hear 
one particular thing, you know you're 
going to get it." 
Though Bornstein and Mensch are suc-

cessful popular music managers (their 
acts include Metallica, Bruce Hornsby, 
and Def Leppard) Burnstein said he 
would hire programmers to do the 
hands-on work and would remain a 
"critic and overseer." 
Primosphere hired experts to prepare 

playlists for five of the "American 

Primosphere's Peter Mensch (14 

and Cliff Burnstein 

Heritage- formats described in the FCC 
proposal: Country music recorded 
before the mid- 1970s; Soul; Folk, 
Bluegrass and Blues; American Roots 
Rock; and Jazz. 
In addition, Primosphere's proposal 

includes channels dedicated to show 
tunes, classic rock, oldies, standards, 
international music, CHR for younger 
demographics, CHR for older demo-
graphics, rock for younger demograph-
ics, rock for older demographics, alter-
native rock, black/urban for younger 
demographics, black/urban for older 
demographics, country, dance, Spanish 
language music, "top 40" classical, clas-
sical for "the more serious listener," 

contemporary jazz, 
news/talk, sports, 
business, comedy, 
children's pro-
grams, and audio 
for the visually 
impaired. 
Although many 

current radio own-
ers have objected to 
the proposed satel-
lite services, 
Bornstein does not 
consider Primo-
sphere's proposal 
to be a significant 
threat to local sta-
tions. As a radio 
station owner him-
self, (Bornstein and 
Mensch own three 
stations in Cali-for-
nia) Burn-stein has 

a vested interest in the success of current 
stations. 
"I think what will happen is that there 

will be a relatively small proportion of 
national business lost to the satellite sys-
tem. Local business shouldn't suffer in 
any way at all," he said. 
He pointed out that DARS is unlikely 

to be operational before the end of the 
decade, and after that, it would still be 
several years before it achieved a signif-
icant market penetration. He added that 
he believes a local station could easily 
outcompete a national station with the 
same format. 
For the same reasons, Bornstein believes 

that in-band DAB (if it is selected as the 
terrestrial standard) and satellite-delivered 
DAB can coexist comfortably. "I hope in-
band becomes a reality." 
Of course Pritnosphere's proposal is far 

from a done deal. Though Loral Aerospace 
Holdings recently dropped out of the com-
petition by joining with Satellite CD 
Radio, five satellite DAB proposals remain 
before the FCC. The negotiations sur-
rounding the proposals are likely to be 
complicated and controversial. 
"This is like the Wild West to me. It's 

like you make your own rules as you go 
along. So we'll see what happens. I 
don't expect it will happen quickly, 
because of the nature of the beast," 
Bornstein said. 
Steve Selwyn, a staff engineer in the 

Policy and Rules Division of the FCC's 
Mass Media Bureau, said that significant 
decisions on the applications are still 
pending. 
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When It Snows It Pours 
Dear Luci, 
I'm piecing this one together on the 

train back home out of Noo Yawk City. 
The 1993 Intercollegiate Broadcasting 
System's annual convention ended only 
hours ago and, boy howdy, this was one 
for the memory chest. 
The IBS is the organization for college 

radio stations and the people who run them 
—all the future broadcasters of America 
who say to the boss: "Whattaya mean I 
can't bring my own records from home?" 

It's always a great pleasure for me to 
attend the event and share what little 
nuggets I've picked up along the way. 
For anyone who's been offered a chance 
to speak at any convention, I say do it. 
There is nothing else I can compare it to. 
But do you remember the phrase: "It 

always comes in threes?" It sure did this 
time. 

Bombs and buckets 
Back in February the IBS package 

came with the list of workshops offered 
and the flyer trumpeting the new conven-
tion location—the beautiful New York 
Vista Hotel at the World Trade Center. 
Right. The one that got bombed. That's 

"one." 
Only weeks away from the convention 

date, IBS's home office had to scramble 
to get exhibition space. They found some 
at an old familiar haunt, the New York 
Ramada (a.k.a. the Penta, a.k.a. the 
Pennsylvania Hotel) across from 
Madison Square Garden. 
Oh, great trivia question, Luci: What's 

the phone number of the New York 
Ramada? I'll tell you at the end. 

It was a kick to see so many familiar 
faces again, including LPB's Ed 
Devecka, BSW's Laura Tyson, Lauri 
Deutsch of WMGK(FM) Philadelphia. 
I also saw half the city of Syracuse, not 

to mention fans of Georgetown, Seton 
Hall and other basketball teams from all 
over attending the Big East Semis at the 
Garden and all staying at our hotel! The 
whole @#$%&* weekend!! 
There were victory celebrations next 

door at 2 a.m.; horn practice for the 
bands at 10 a.m., and empties sailing 
past my window on the way down at all 
hours. That's "two." 
For all the time spent in prep, all of my 

own workshops went just fine. I repeated 
last year's MIDI seminar with some gear 
I'll be discussing in Studio Sessions. I 
chaired two groups on production tech-
niques (cartoon-like effects seem big 
with this crowd, thanks in part to "Ren & 
Stimpy" and "Beavis & Butthead") and 
worked with IBS's Thom O'Hair and 
WHCR-FM's (New York) Frank Allan 
in an audition-tape workshop. 
These are all solid, necessary bread'n'but-

ter skills for you and me, but almost 
unheard of for most folks in college radio. 
In between whoops and hollers from the 
Hoyas and the UConn Huskies across the 
hall, we actually got some work done. 

Completing the trip 
Which brings me up to "three." The 

Blizzard of '93. Nuff said? 
New York City is paralyzed when four 

inches of snow falls. Imagine five times 
that amount and you'll see that almost 
everything locked down, including a 
couple of side trips during my downtime 
(a visit to the Empire State Building, a 
trip to Barry Electronics to see the new I-

Com Amateur gear and a jaunt to the 
Burrito Bar for one crummy taco). 
Some of the exhibitors played it safe 

and split early, to razzing from the 
Syracuse crowd ("You call dis snow?"), 
and got home safely. 
By the end of the snowfall, trains and 

planes were cancelled and normally-sui-
cidal cabbies drove like grandmas on 
Sunday. Eventually I also figured it was 
time to pack my cassettes and synthesiz-
ers and grab the next loco back to 
Danbury. Well Casey Jones dropped me 
off in Croton Falls, N.Y., instead due to 
one line being snowed under. 
Man, whatta commute that was. 

Last time I wrote about the IBS conven-
tion, I seem to recall ending with a wish 
to top what I had done for the next gath-
ering. How can you top bombs, basket-
balls and blizzards? 
Maybe next year I'll find out. 

—Al 

Al used to work for big-band station 
WMAS Springfield, Mass., and can still 
dial the Ramada 's phone number from 
that great ol' Glenn Miller tune 
"Pennsylvania 6-5000." Write him at 
WLAD, 198 Main Street, Danbury, 
Conn. 06810. 
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Gentner Communications Corporation 
Professional Audio Products 

1825 Research Way / Salt Lake City, Utah 84119 / (801) 975-7200 / FAX (801) 977-0087 

AUDISICs proven 
digital storage technology 
streamlines your stationS 
operations. Feel the 
confidence that comes 
from owning a system 

that's easy to use and 
built to last 
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COLE'S LAW 

No EBS Witch Hunt ... But Watch Out 
by Harry Cole 

WASHINGTON I heard a rumor the 
other day. Two readers from Louisiana 
called, separately and independently of 
one another, each to report hearing of an 
impending FCC crackdown on stations 
operating remotely at night. 
The problem, they said, involved com-

pliance (or lack thereof) with the 
Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) rules 
by stations run by a remote operator. 
"What's the scoop?," they wanted to 

know. 
Eager to please, we asked some folks at 

the FCC. Based on those conversations, 
it appears there is no specific "crack-
down" underway in any particular geo-
graphic area. Routine station inspections 
are proceeding as they would normally. 
On the surface, then, there seems to be 
no immediate need to panic. 

Be ready 
However, as part of the standard Field 

Operations Bureau routine station-
inspection drill, inspectors will be check-
ing to make sure each station's EBS 
capabilities are in compliance with the 
rules. While attention to that particular 

The Best Things... 
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...Do Come 
In Small Packages. 
Add to your station's 
revenues by selling infor-
mation. Thanks to Henry's 
DigiStor— the no-hassle 
way to provide instant 
information to listeners 
while creating extra income. 
Have an advertiser 

sponsor the line with a 
short ' spot' announcement. 
It's quick. It's easy. And 
listeners love it. 
No tapes. No carts. No 

expensive equipment 

aa HARRIS 
A4L1-1EID 

required. Just the DigiStor 
and you. 
Hear it for yourself. Call 

818-355-4210 for a 
demo — 24-hours a day. 
Then call Harris Allied to 
start producing some extra 
revenue for your station. 
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST 

1-800-622-0022 

Fax 317-966-0623 

Canada 1-800-268-6817 

Toronto 416-731-3697 

aspect of station operations may not have 
been an especially high priority in the 
past, those days appear to be gone. 
Now you should expect to be asked 

about EBS and you will be expected to 
have the right answers. If you don't have 
them, a fine is very possible. 
This is not an insignificant matter. 

Faithful readers of this column may 
recall that the standard fine for failure to 
have EBS equipment installed and opera-
tional is a cool $ 12,500 per violation. 
That alone should have the salutary 
effect of encouraging compliance. 
But, you may ask, what exactly are the 
EBS equipment and procedures 
required? 
Each station must 

have an EBS mon-
itor to pick up 
EBS alerts. That 
monitor must be 
accessible to the 
operator on duty, 
who must review 
the EBS alerts and 
determine what 
steps to take as 
soon as one is 
received. 

Since the real 
possibility always 
exists that an alert 
will require regular-programming inter-
ruption to broadcast an EBS announce-
ment, each station must be equipped to 
give the operator on duty immediate 
access to the transmission system. 
This last consideration may present 

problems for some stations. As deregula-
tion worked its particular magic on the 
broadcasting industry over the last 10 
years, a number of stations may have 
become somewhat lax in certain aspects 
of their operations. 
We have heard rumors (generally 

unsubstantiated, of course) of stations 
being routinely left on overnight with no 
one in control. We have heard tell of 
other stations supposedly installing 
remote metering devices at such fanciful 
locations as the local Holiday Inn so the 
all-night desk clerk can make readings. 
There's also equipment available that 

will let your transmitter in effect monitor 
itself, turning itself off automatically if 
problems arise. We have even heard of a 
system that automatically receives and 
records EBS alerts and dials out to sta-
tion personnel to get them to the station 
within minutes to review and evaluate 
the message. 
The trouble with many of these innova-

tive approaches is that, while they may 
assure compliance with some of the 

"Don't count 

on the pendency 

of (the FCC's) 

rulemaking to get 

you off the hook 

if you are caught 

with your EBS 

down." 

Commission's operating rules, they may 
not necessarily provide for proper EBS 
procedures. 
For instance, even the automatic EBS 

recorder/dial-out system might run afoul 
of the rules because it does not provide for 
immediate review of the EBS alert by sta-
tion personnel and, if warranted, immedi-
ate interruption of programming. Falling 
short of the rules, as noted above, could 
mean getting dinged for a $ 12,500 fine. 

Deus ex machine? 
As you may recall, the Commission is 

considering a rulemaking proceeding 
that could lead to a massive overhaul of 
EBS requirements. That proceeding 
cranked up in mid- 1991 and the initial 
comment period wrapped up about a 
year ago. 
However, in light of the complexity of 

the issues involved, 
any changes flow-
ing from that pro-
ceeding are not 
likely to happen for 
another year or 
more. Don't count 
on the pendency of 
that rulemaking to 
get you off the 
hook if you happen 
to be caught with 
your EBS down in 
the meantime. 
Bottom line on 

all this: While no 
FCC witch hunt 

appears to be on, there are indications 
that commission inspectors may be 
assigning a greater importance to com-
pliance with the EBS rules than has pre-
viously been the case. In light of the 
potential penalties, broadcasters would 
probably be smart to review their EBS 
operations in detail and be sure every-
thing is running smoothly and (most 
importantly) in compliance with the 
rules. 

If you have any questions about EBS 
requirements, you can always call the 
Commission's EBS Office directly (at 
202-632-3906). As a general matter, 
though, Commission personnel—no mat-
ter how helpful they are (and the folks at 
EBS are certainly helpful)—are not in a 
position to advise you on how to conduct 
your business. All you should expect 
them to do is to give you a straight read-
ing of the rules. 

If you want to discuss "what-ifs" or 
assess the relative merits of several 
different courses of action, your best 
bet is to take it up with your own 
counsel. 

DOD 
Harry Cole is a partner in the 

Washington-based law firm of Bechtel & 
Cole, Chartered. He can be reached at 
202-833-4190. 

BNE ((=iST[EM Fax-On-Demand! 
Suppose it's 2:00 AM and you need the Installation chapter from our 

RFC- 1/B Dial-Up Remote Control instruction book. Call (615) 227-

2393 from your fax machine and you've got it. Suppose you want the 
poop on our new Thermal Sentry and you don't want to talk to a 
salesperson. Call (615) 227-2393 and you've got it. Sales documents, 
technical documents, FCC information and general user tips. It's all on 

our new Fax-On-Demand service and it's available 24 hours a day. 

Just call from your fax machine and follow the instructions. It's simple, 

efficient, innovative...that's sort of what Sine Systems is all about! 

©1993 Harps Corp 
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KEYBOARD CONNECTION 

MS-DOS 6 Doubles Disk Space at Low Cost 
by Barry Mishkind 

TUCSON, Ariz. Not so long ago a 
computer was a rarity in a radio station. 
Today it's unusual to find a station with-
out at least one running everything from 
traffic and billing to music selection. 
No matter what application is being 

run, all computers have something in 
common, an operating system (OS). The 
OS takes your commands and programs 
and tells the computer what to do. 
Computers with disk storage (the vast 
majority) have a combined disk operat-
ing system (DOS). 
Since DOS is so important to the opera-

tion of the computer, it makes news 
whenever Microsoft upgrades its MS-
DOS, the world's heaviest seller. By 
the time you read this, a sixth version of 
MS-DOS, offering significant improve-
ments, will be on the street. 
True, many of the utilities have been 

available from third-party products or in 
alternate DOSs, like Digital Research's 
DR-DOSTM. But DOS 6 combines them 
all into a single, conflict-free system. 
Should you consider upgrading, especial-

ly if the DOS you currently use is working 
without problems? Indeed, many still use 
version 3.1 or even 2.11 every day without 
hassles. What features can DOS 6 provide 
to make it worth the upgrade? 

More room 
Probably the most common user com-

plaint today is the "shrinking" hard drive. 
Not so long ago, we wondered what to do 
with 10 megabytes (mB) of storage space. 
New computers now often come with 80 
or 125 mB and still "free space" disap-
pears quickly as we load the newest fea-
ture- filled application. For example, 
Microsoft Windows, a word processor 
and spreadsheet, can take up to 40 mB 
before you start saving your work. 

If free space is your headache, you'll 

enjoy DOS 6's new DoubleSpace real-time 
disk compression utility. Similar to some 
third-party products, like Stacker and 
SuperStor Pro, DoubleSpace links right 
into the central DOS code or "kernel." This 
makes operation more seamless and trou-
ble-free. I've been testing DoubleSpace for 
about four months now and, as its name 
implies, I've virtually doubled my storage 
space without any problems. 
Integrating utilities into the DOS is a 

key feature of DOS 6. While many third-
party utilities work fine, sometimes we 
worry about possible interactions 
between DOS and the utility. Microsoft 
has worked hard to make sure everything 
works together well in DOS 6. From the 
basic install program to DoubleSpace 
and the other utilities, getting DOS 6 up 
and running is pretty smooth and easy. 

More features 
What are the other utilities? MemMaker 

is a new way to maximize the memory 
configuration of your computer. 
MeinMaker looks at your CONFIG.SYS 
and AUTOEXEC.BAT files and automat-
ically loads as many drivers as possible in 
high memory, freeing your main memory 
for programs. There's even a safety undo 
feature in case you get nervous. 
DOS 6 includes a new menu driven 

backup program. This is great news for 
those users who've used and cursed the 
DOS backup program of prior years. 
Remembering all the arcane syntax was 
such a pain that many people bought 
other programs or simply bypassed back-
ups. That's no longer necessary. 
Microsoft Anti-Virus (MSAV) takes 

away some more worry. While not as 
exhaustive as some other packages, it'll 
handle most situations found in stations 
where you don't have lots of diskettes 
coming in from outside. DOS 6 includes 
Windows versions of MSAV and backup. 
Sometime back we wrote about the 

need to periodically optimize your hard 
drive, getting rid of fragmented files 
which can slow down operation. DOS 6 
includes a defrag, a subset of Norton's 
famous SpeedDiskTm. Both Defrag and 
the diagnostic utility CHKDSK automat-
ically recognize when they're dealing 
with compressed drives and run appro-
priate operations on them. 
Laptop users will find two DOS 6 utili-

ties especially useful. One helps con-
serve battery life on many laptops. The 
other, Interlink, makes it easy to transfer 
files from the laptop (or a desk comput-
er) to any other computer. Interlink cre-
ates a mini-LAN, in effect letting you 
make any computer a server and any 
other computer the client. The server 
appears as just another hard drive on 
your system and file transfer is a snap. 
A major problem when adding periph-

erals is what to do if a conflict develops 
causing crashes or making operation 
unreliable. Before DOS 6, the common 
advice was to edit the CONFIG.SYS and 
AUTOEXEC.BAT to a minimum, 
adding one driver at a time until the con-
flict reappears. It was a lot of work. 
Under DOS 6, pressing the F5 button 

while booting bypasses CONFIG.SYS 
and AUTOEXEC.BAT, automatically 
providing a "clean boot." Pressing F8 
allows you to step through your CON-
FIG.SYS one line at a time, loading only 
the drivers you want. 
Would you like to automate that? Use the 
new multiple-boot configuration feature. 
With it you define a menu of customized 
start-up options, allowing different users to 
boot the machine to their individual needs. 
There are even more little enhancements 

to make users happy. If you hate having 
the number lock "on" when the computer 
boots, you can now set it "off' with a line 
in CONFIG.SYS. The MOVE feature lets 
you put a file from one directory in anoth-
er without copying and deleting. DEL-

If you're in a hurry, we understand. 
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M aybe you just want to get on the air. Your choice of one exciter/amplifier over another or whose STL to 

install may not be your first priority. 

you don't buy a BEXT, r9 you 
Booster/Translators 

won't get that BEXT From $4,985 instant serviceability nor our unique 24-hour engineering 

hotline. You won't have the convenience and speed of front-panel programability and you may 

not be treated the way you would like. 

specifications because they're built by 

broadcasters who know 

No. And, our delivery 

most often immediately 

NM 1, 

FM Amplifiers 
From $2,995 

But now's as good a time as any, so listen to this. If 

just won't get BEXT's modular construction. You 

STL's 
From $3,980 

E3 7 .". *t. BEXT products consistently outperform their own high 
FM Exoters 

From $1,695 engineers who know broadcasting for 

engineering. Does it cost a little more for the BEXT difference? 

times are often weeks less than you've UHF LPN learned to expect... 
From $9,485 

from stock... so you can afford to slow down a little and still come to the 

right decision. Join the FM Transmitters  From 790 growing BEXT family. 
$5,  

739 Fifth Avenue • San Diego, California • 92101 • USA 
619-239-8462 FAX: 619-239-8474 

TREE allows you to kill an entire directo-
ry without deleting files or subdirectories. 
As you can imagine, purchasing each of 

the main utilities included in DOS 6 
would cost hundreds of dollars. Until 
May 31, the entire upgrade package is 
being marketed for a list price of $49.99. 
Even if you only need one of the utilities, 
it's hard to find a better deal. 

ODD 
Barry Mishkind, a.k.a. RW 's "Eclectic 
Engineer," can be reached at 602-296-
3797, or on FidoNet at 1:300/11.3 or 
@barry@coyote.datalog.com" on 
Internet. 

Building 

Higher 

Ratings 

from the 

Ground 

Up. 

Call us today for a free 

catalog, detailing our 

complete line of 

broadcast equipment. 

= Gentner 
(801)975-7200 FAX (801)977-0087 
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insulation about two feet from the lamp 

Maintenance Rites of Spring, Radio Style 
by John Bisset 

FALLS CHURCH, Va. As the bees 
begin to buzz, thoughts turn to insect-
proofing the satellite dish. Before you 
turn your attention to the dish, however, 
take a look at the RF connections. 
Oxidation on connectors can cause inter-
mittent problems. Moisture can also cor-
rode the connector. 
Clean the connector with Scotchbrite® 

Question: 
Ever wonder 

why transmitter 

manufacturers operate 
Altronic dummy loads 

at NAB and other 

trade shows? 

JI' 

Answer: 
The best performance 

and the most dependable 
dummy loads built. 

femeee 
miument 
semereee 
wire/ 

ALTRONIC 
RESEARCH 

INC. 
WATER AND AIR COOLED 

MODELS FROM 
1000 WATTS TO 1,500,000 WATTS 

• 

RO. Box 249 
Yellville, AR 72687 

(501) 449-4093 

or use a contact restorative such as 
Cromolin® to remove the corrosion. 
Replace the connector in severe cases. 
Remember to remove the DC power 
before you clean so you won't short the 
supply. Once you're done, seal the RF 
fitting with layers of electrical tape or the 
waterproofing putty sealant that you find 
at Radio Shack. 
A lower signal or higher noise level can 

be traced to defective low-noise ampli-
fiers ( LNAs). With lightning season 
upon us, a spare LNA is a good invest-
ment at prices under $200. 
When you climb up to inspect your 

LNA, look over your shoulder and make 
sure the dish has a clear view of the 
satellite. Clear any tree growth from this 
window and inspect for loose or missing 
hardware. 
While you're at the dish base, take an 

indelible ink pen, like a Sharpie®, and 
carefully mark the adjustment angles. If 
someone vandalizes or misadjusts the 
dish, these marks will be invaluable in 
getting the dish back into alignment. 
These satellite maintenance tips were 

compiled by Bill Young, service engi-
neer at Scientific Atlanta, and were con-
tained in SA's publication, "Spectrum." 

For a free subscription to this periodic 
update, circle Reader Service 99. 

* * * 
If the change in season means some stu-

dio or office remodeling, consider the 
new series of Mod-Corn faceplates, pro-
vided by Panduit, for your cabling needs. 
Designed for data and networking use, 
the plates make a lot of sense when rout-
ing phones, video or other signals around 
a station. 
The faceplates can also be used for their 

original function, LANs. Office or studio 
decor can be matched using one of four 
colors. The Mod-Corn is one of a series 
of network products produced by 
Panduit. Circle Reader Service 144 to 
receive the Pan-Net System Catalog. 

* * * 
This great spring weather will be bring-

ing some severe lightning storms. 
Accompanying the storms will be surges 
that will tax your high-voltage rectifier 
stacks. George Nicholas from KHAK-
AM-FM Cedar Rapids, Iowa, sent in a 
schematic that turns a standard extension 
or drop lamp cord into a handy rectifier 
tester (see Figure 1). 
Using a cheap drop light, George cuts off 

the plug. He carefully strips back the outer 

SAVE MONEY 
WHILE MEETING THE FCC JULY 1 STL 
DEADLINE WITH MARTIFCC APPROVED 
TRANSMITTERS. 

COMPOSITE STL-15C 
MONOPHONIC STL-10 

$3500.00 
$1645.00 

Guaranteed compatible with your current 
STL system. 

Ask about the $250 rebate when you pur-
chase a stand alone STL-15C Transmitter. 

MART! Electronics, Inc. 
PO Box 661 

Cleburne TX 76033-0661 
Phone:( 817) 645-9163 FAX: (817) 641-3869 

exposing the hot, ground and neutral wires. 
The hot lead is snipped in the middle and 
two heavy-duty insulated clip leads are sol-
dered onto the hot wire. A new wall plug 
on the now shorter lamp and a heavy-duty 
60-watt bulb complete the project. 

A new outlet box faceplate 
combines modular and bnc outlets. 

To use the tester, remove the rectifier 
from the circuit. With the tester 
unplugged, attach the two clip leads to 
the rectifier stack terminals. Plug the 
lamp into any 120V AC wall plug. If the 
rectifier stack is working properly, the 
lamp should glow at half-brightness. 
Generally, if the stack can handle 120V 

continued on page 30 

N EWSWATCH 
continued from page 2 

commercial operator licensee witness. 
Those who filed after March 19 had the 

option of a special interim procedure that 
allows applicants who need the license for 
employment to be evaluated through the 
FCC. 
These applications have to be filed with 

the engineer-in-charge at their local FCC 
field office. For more information, call 
your local FCC field office. 

Westwood One Sells 
KOLZ FM For $ 40 Million 

LOS ANGELES Westwood One sold 
the last of its broadcast properties by 
signing a $40-million deal with Viacom 
International for KQLZ-FM Los 
Angeles. The deal follows the $50 mil-
lion sale of Westwood's other station, 
WYNY(FM) New York, to Broadcast 
Partners Inc. last January. 
The company said the stations were 

sold in order to reduce its debt by 50 per-
cent and its annual interest payments by 
60 percent. Westwood's debt burden 
grew mainly due to revenue losses dur-
ing the recession after taking out loans in 
the late 1980s to buy high-ticket items, 
such as the stations and NBC Radio, 
according to Westwood One. 
The sale also allows Westwood to con-

centrate on its "core" network-program-
ming businesses (NBC Radio, Mutual 
Broadcasting, Talknet and others), the 
company said. 
Meanwhile, Viacom, will be taking advan-

tage of the FCC's new duopoly regulations 
by acquiring its second FM in Los Angeles, 
where it already owns country-formatted 
KYSR-FM. Prior to FCC approval of the 
transfer, however, the two stations have 
entered into a local marketing agreement to 
sell advertising time in combination. 
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Introducing ADX, the first digital production system designed for the real world of 
broadcasting. A world where time is of the essence, change is the rule, last-minute is routine, and creativity 

is the competitive edge! 

ADX is a fully integrated system which combines the creative flexibility of digital recording 

and editing with the speed and intuitiveness of a fully automated production mixer. Instead 

of simply storing audio elements and their edit decisions; ADX also recalls and recreates 

the mixing and processing talent of the producer. 

Just imagine having the ability to precisely replay complex multitrack production work 

the way you mixed and equalized it yesterday, last week or last month! Think of the creative time 

saved when a change or update is requested in an otherwise perfect mix. 

Plus, the ADX is unencumbered by the architectural limitations of first-generation 

workstations and is designed to grow and expand with your needs. Even the basic system has more 

standard features than anything before. 

And like all PR&E products, ADX is a powerful tool optimized for the fast and furious 

demands of broadcasting and backed by world-famous PR&E support. Call today for information on 

ADX, the next generation of digital. 

Pacific Recorders ez Engineering Corporation, 2070 Las Palmas Drive Carlsbad, CA 92009 

Tel: 619-438-3911 Fax: 619-438-9277 GSA Contract: GS-03F-2057A 

DESIGNS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE 
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There are just a couple of things 
we can" t supply to broadcasters... 

buildings and voice talents. 
Call AEQ and you will find almost everything you need for your local radio station 
or for your international broadcast network. 

Our talented engineers can provide you with Systems Engineering Design, state of 
the art equipment, technical advice and, most of all, the expertise obtained through 
the set up of over a hundred radio stations using our own designed equipment over 
the last ten years. 
Do not hesitate. Choose somebody who knows. Choose AEQ. 

AEQ MP-10 Portable Mixer. 
Allows program production and news report from 
anywhere with an available telephone line. 

AEQ SYSTEL-3000 Multipoint Multiconference System. 
Allows full duplex simultaneous intercommunication of up to 9 people. 
Controlled via PC or through AEQ CR-01 remote control console. 

AEQ BC-2000 Broadcast Mixing Console. 
Complete Modular design. 18, 25 or 35 module versions. 

Grde (106) Ow Reeder Service Cord 

• Power Amplifiers 
• Digital Telephone Hybrids 
• Frequency Line Extenders 
• Distribution Amplifiers 
• Broadcast Mixing Consoles 
• Broadcast Portable Mixers 
• Self Powered Monitors 
• Line Amplifiers 
• Line Equalizers 
• 'Turn-key" Projects 
• ...and much more ! 

APLICACIONES ELECTRONICAS QUASAR, S.A. 
C/ Rey Pastor, 36 Pol. Ind. Leganés 28914 - Leganés (Madrid) ESPAÑA Tel.: + 34 1 686 13 00 Fax: + 34 1 686 44 92 
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Equipment and Applications for Radio Production and Recording 

Les Paul Recalls Recording Past 
Part I of II 

Les Paul jokes that a lot of people don't 
know that he plays guitar. "They think I 
am one," he says with delight. As father 
of the solid body electric guitar, thousands 
of guitarists in the world covet Gibson's 
famed Les Paul guitars. But few realize 
the other contributions Les Paul has made 
to recording. 
As an inventor, Les Paul, now 77, is 

credited with creating sound-on-sound, 
over-dubbing, the electronic echo effect 
and multitrack tape recording. He made 
the first eight track recorder in the late 
1940s by stacking eight Ampex tape 
machines and synchronizing them. RW's 
Frank Beacham interviewed Les Paul at 
Fat Tuesday's in New York City prior to a 
recent performance. 

RW: Do you think of yourself primarily 

as a musician or an inventor? 
Paul: A musician. The only reason I 
invented is I needed something as a per-
former that I couldn't buy. If something 
was missing, I invented it. 

RW: Is it true that you invented the elec-
tric guitar because the conventional 
acoustic guitar wasn't loud enough? 
Paul: In 1928 I'm playing in this little 
joint...a car hop in the country...and the 
people were complaining that I wasn't loud 
enough. I was singing through a telephone 
hooked to a car radio, but you couldn't 
hear the guitar. So I just took a phonograph 
needle, jammed it in the top of the guitar, 
and it made it louder. And then I took the 
other half of the telephone, held that under-
neath and oh my goodness. 

RW: You jammed the needle where in the 
guitar? 

11 0 
It you look at this and see "tee not "two;' 
we've got the digital audio system for you. 

The DAD 486x Digital Audio 
Delivery System lets you reap all 
the benefits of a powerful, CD quality 
digital audio system without having to 
hire computer wizards to operate it. 
With your DAD on the job, you can 
throw away your cart and floppy disk 
machines, the carts, the disks and all 
the problems and expenses they've 
caused you. But since DAD's basic 
operation emulates standard cart 
machines, you won't have to waste 
time learning unusual operating 
methods or incur brain damage trying 
to figure out complex computer 
screens. DAD's easy, intuitive touchz 
screen operation lets you put it right 
to work boosting your audio quality, 

The DAD 488x 

improving your audio operations and 
paying dividends on your investment 
quickly and efficiently. 

But, underneath DAD's easy to 
operate touchscreen is a powerful, 
hard disk-based production and play-
back system. DAD can even be con-
figured as a networked system with 
multiple users and locations for even 
greater versatility and economy. With 
virtually unlimited stereo audio stor-
age capacity, graphic waveform edit-
ing capability and versatile automa-
tion, interface and operating features, 
your DAD system is far more than just 
a replacement for cart machines. It 
really is a complete Digital Audio 
Delivery System! 

To receive more information or to find out how to put 
our DAD to work for you, call us at 1-800-ENCO SYS. 

EPiJCO 18h6o6C, ry - raigshirme 2D-6ri7v97e StF.aLox:u3is1,4M-40536-03061461 

°SYSTEMS, INC. Phone : 

Paul: Right at the bridge, but the feed-
back came up with it too, so I had to keep 
moving my father's radio farther away. 

RW: How did you conceive the idea for 
multitrack recording? 
Paul: That idea came about in the 

1920s...long before tape recorders...with 
my mother's piano roll. You have to align 
a piano roll so it will play the right notes. 
I saw that the piano keys go down when 
there is a hole in the paper. I thought if I 
punch a hole somewhere else in that paper 
a key's gonna go down....and it did. 
There's a space on the roll with nothing 
on it. Now when the real roll came 
on...say it was Fats Waller playing some-

continued on page 22 

DIGITAL 
EVOLUTION 

Technology evolves. The market develops. 
DX Digital excels. 

RECORDABLE CD 

elm 
[1 , 

As one of the original suppliers of DAT 
tape to the professional. DIC Digital 

recognized industry demands. As 
a result, we were the first DAT 

supplier to offer a truly pro-
fessional DAT cassette. 

Once again DIC Digital is 
leading the way by introducing 

recordable CD's. Our discs are fully 
compatible and bear the " compact disc -

logo. DIC Digital's CD- R's are readily avail-
able in 18. 63 and 74 minute lengths. Call today 

for the name of your nearest DIC Digital dealer. 

THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND 

DAL DelTRZ, 
222 Bridge Plaza South. Fort Lee. NJ 07024 

Phone . 201-224-9344 or 1-800-328-1342 Fax 201-224-9363 
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SIGNAL-TO-NOISE 

MIT Researches 'Virtual Acoustics' 
Editor's note: In this issue, RW con-

tributor Frank Beacham begins Signal-
to-Noise, a monthly column that discuss-
es new technologies, trends and tech-
niques relating to audio production. 

by Frank Beacham 

NEW YORK Fasten your seat belt. Dr. 
Barry L. Vercoe and his students at the 
Media Lab at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (MIT) are blazing the 
research trail with some new audio tech-
nology so revolutionary it sounds like 
the stuff of science fiction. 

First, there is a prototype virtual 

acoustic room capable of duplicating the 
reverberant acoustics of other rooms. 
Using an active boundary system of 
microphones and speakers and a lot of 
computing power, this electronic room 
simulator can take any audio signal—say 
a CD or DAT tape—and from it synthe-
size a reverberant soundfield that is ren-
dered via a circular array of loudspeakers. 
How is this different from standard 

reverb devices? Reverb information used 
in today's recordings is folded in at the 
studio without consideration of the char-
acteristics of the ultimate listening room. 
The MIT system takes into account the 
actual listening environment of the audi-

ence by electronically creating room 
ambiance in real time during the listen-
ing experience. 
Since the prototype system uses a con-

cept called "scalable audio" it is not 
restricted to any number of channels. It 
can adapt to any system, whether three, 
ten or 100 channels. The user can con-
figure the listening room to personal 
taste or go to an "auto" mode that 
allows the system to take instructions 
generated by the mixer of the original 
sound material. 
The possibilities of such a listening 

system are extraordinary. The post-
production mixer on a motion picture 
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D740 CD Recorder 
Effects libraries, commericals, demos, 

rough mix different order of songs, 

and jingl ow you c!iirecord your 

own custo CDs wieetuder's D740 

CD Reco Cr. Pro features include 

calibr faci fixed studio 

''' levels, a lc oc changeover to 

. G the digital inputând muc more. 

' 
D780 R-DAT 
Super fast spooling speeds of up to 400 

times play speed, Variable Search Mode 

__with cueing_ ' ither direction, Quick 4 

tartl fealtur atallel and serial RS 1 e 
  32/422 interfaces, Auto Cue function 

—Sv,ider's D780 offer s the newest 

DAT technology. 

DYAXIS D. • Workstation elf 
The great so fulLcompatibility, 

and unlimit r' tual tracks of Dyaxis 

make it the perfect choice for the 

digital studio. Our exclusive MacMix© 

software has all the professional features 

you'll ever need such as EQ, DSP, 

synchronization, time-scaling, sample 

frequency conversion, mixing, non-

destructive editing, plus a new and 

unique remote controller. 

For the ultimate in Hard Disk, DAT 
and CD professional recording systems, 
call your Studer representative. 

STUDER 
Studer Revox America, Inc • 1865 Air Lane Drive, Suite 12 

Nashville, TN 37210 • Tel: 615/391-3399 • Fax: 615/391-5974 
New York 212/626-6734 • Los Angeles 818/780-4234 
Studer Revox Canada Ltd., Toronto 416/510-1347 

can deliver little digital "packets" of 
audio instructions directly to home 
receivers and playback devices through 
the digital data stream. The home sys-
tem can take these instructions and 
shape the reverberant characteristics of 
the listening room to exactly match that 
of the mixing theater on a scene-by-
scene basis. 

Malleable performances 
Live concerts to the home could also be 

enhanced with the system. Dr. Vercoe, 
himself a composer and musical per-
former, said concert sound is often close-
tniked and artificial. With the MIT sys-
tem, however, a performance could be 
made to acoustically fit the individual 
listening room. 
"Think of watching Isaac Stern playing 

his violin on the tube and suddenly he is 
there—in your living room," Dr. Vercoe 
said. "Your living room becomes an inti-
mate solo recital ball. Ultimately, we'll 
be doing holographic video and then 
you'd have Isaac Stern performing in 
your living room." 
If that's not futuristic enough, the MIT 

researchers are also using genetic algo-
rithms to "grow" listening rooms in 
order to determine the salient features of 
good listening environments. "It's like 
digital sex," Dr. Vercoe said. "We com-
bine two rooms and they make children. 
We are breeding good rooms." 
Ultimately, the key features of these 
"good rooms" could be incorporated into 
a computer tool kit so that users could 
design their own ideal listening environ-
ments at home. 

Working with sine waves 
In another Media Lab project, Dr. 

Vercoe and students are working on a 
perceptual encoding scheme that breaks 
down complex orchestral sounds into the 
equivalent of about 20 pure sine waves. 
Control signals, rather than complete 
audio signals, are sent to the loudspeak-
er. At the loudspeaker, the sound is 
reconstructed using 20 simple digital 
oscillators. 
Ordinarily sound transmission requires 

air and motion, Dr. Vercoe said. When 
the air moves, the sound is transmitted. 
In today's recording, we don't record air 
because we presume air is available on 
the receiving end. "I suggest that we 
needn't bother to record and package the 
sinusoidal motion either," Dr. Vercoe 
said. "What we really hear is the control 
information, the sine waves are only the 
carrier signal. 
"Future microphones will analyze the 

sound and just record control informa-
tion," he said. "Future loudspeakers 
will have 20 digital oscillators inside, 
and all we'll send to these oscillators 
are the low bandwidth control signals." 
Bottom line: Because of the low-band-

width of transmitting only the control 
signal, very high quality audio can be 
transmitted down common twisted pair 
telephone lines with ease. To this listen-
er's ears, the difference between the 
original and reconstructed audio was 
indistinguishable. 
Working with Dr. Barry Vercoe on 

these two projects are graduate research 
assistants Bill Gardner and Dan Ellis. 
Remember where you heard their names 
first. 

DOD 

Frank Beacham is a writer, director, 
producer and consultant. His address is 
163 Amsterdam Ave. #361, New York, 
NY 10023. 
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GO WITH THE WINNERS. DY1YAMAX DCR1000 SERIES 

DIGITAL CARTRIDGE RECORDER 

"Our DY1YANIAX DCR1000 machines 
produce superb audio with clean 
highs, full bass, great clarity and 
definition. Everybody loves the 
consistent, CD quality sound." 

Bob Kanner 
Chief Engineer 

KRTH-FM 

#1 Oldies Station 
Los Angeles, CA 

DYNAMAJC 
BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC 

Fidelipac Corporation 
P.O. Box 808 

Moorestown, NJ 08057 
USA 

609-235-3900 
FAX: 609-235-7779 
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MIDI Use Increases In Radio Studios 
by AI Peterson 

NEW MILFORD, Conn. The 
Musical Instrument Digital Interface, or 
MIDI, changed the face and the sound of 
music upon its introduction ten years 
ago. Visionary production directors 
already immersed in multitrack and ana-
log synthesis for homemade "lasers" 
took to it almost immediately. 
But MIDI isn't limited to synthesizers 

anymore. Entire compositions, mix-
downs and control over enhancement 
and "sweetening" can fly down a MIDI 
cable at 31.25 k Baud, at extremely 
attractive prices. This kind of control 
over sound on the cheap has made MIDI 

TV or FM, 
Fair Weather or Foul, 
TENNAPLEX has the right 
KATHREIN Antenna 

for the job! 

Our modern Ottawa offices allow us to 
rapidly provide the following services: 

• Custom Pattern Studies 
• Quick turnaround on Antenna and 
Combiner quotes 

• Experienced staff ready to advise you 

and help solve your problems 
• Staff Aerial Technician to supervise 

installations and test systems 
• Comprehensive Spares inventory 

Call or fax us your needs today 

TEL: (613) 226-5870 
FAX: (613) 727-1247 

TFJAVAPLFX SYSTEMS LTD. 

21 Concourse Gate, Nepean, ON, K2E 7S4 

TENNAPLEX is a member 

of the KATHREIN Group 

irresistible to even budget-conscious 
radio stations. Jingle production for 
small and medium market facilities is a 
reality, and is limited only by the imagi-
nation. 
Over the next four issues, I'll be pre-

it's a very good bet the signal processor 
now in the production room has one of 
those little five-pin DIN plugs on the 
back. This installment will help to teach 
your DSP to jump through a hoop or 
two. 

Figure 1. 

MIDI Keyboard 

00 

  Every time you 
press a new 
voice here... 

II III 1 II 
MIDI out 

MIDI in 

Ea] o 
o 

SPX-90 

The SPX-90 
changes to a 
new program 

senting ways MIDI can be incorporated 
into your station (if not already), demys-
tifying some of it along the way. The 
series will include methods in use now, 
ways to overcome limitations of some 
gear you may already have, and how to 
put a MIDI rig right into your production 
room for creative promo and commercial 
use. 
I won't delve too heavily into the jar-

gon used by most of us "MIDIots." Your 
objective is to pump out the best produc-
tion you can—knowing Channel Voice 
Messages or SysEx codes really won't 
move you along any faster. For now, 
let's just plug in and go to tape. You can 
read up on pro-level MIDI from one of 
many fine musician magazines now in 
print. 

Not just for keyboards 
You needn't be a keyboard player or 

even know music at all to get into MIDI; 

12 kHz effect bandwidth and only one 
effect at a time—it remains a popular 
choice some seven years after introduc-
tion. The SPX-90's MIDI abilities are 
equally limited, but remarkably useful. 
The SPX-90 responds to Program 

Change commands via MIDI. Figure 1 
shows the SPX connected to a depart-
ment store keyboard (with a MIDI OUT 
jack). Every time you change the sound 
of the keyboard—let's say pushing the 
"organ" button and then the "fuzz guitar" 
button—the SPX will jump directly from 
one program to another. This becomes a 
big time saver if you're recording some-
thing requiring different processing on-
the-fly, such as a modified voice that's 
tracking one already on tape. Program 
Change allows you speed via MIDI, 
instead of having to scroll through pro-
grams with the front-panel buttons. 
Yamaha's "Freeze" program is as close 

as we all get to Max Headroom's stutter. 
While a MIDI keyboard cannot give us 
pitch change and a retriggered sample, it 
does allow us the ability to hit the stutter 
rhythmically. A MIDI drum box does it 
even better. When a drum pattern plays, 
one single note can fire the sample play-
back on the SPX-90. For example, say 

Figure 2 

drum machine 

MIDI out 00 

MIDI in SPX-90 

O 

drum 
audio out 

 "Q-Q-Q-Q" 
audio out 

At present, it seems the Yamaha SPX-
90 (and it's cousin the 90-II) is still the 
processor of choice for low-cost radio 
station use. In spite of its limitations— 

my station wants a drum track for a 
promo bed. I'll load my voice saying, 
"Q" into the SPX-90, and set things up 

continued on next page 
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A Multiplex or redundant two times 
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A Mono, Dual Mono, Stereo, Joint 
Stereo operation 

• AES/EBU and SPDIF digital 
interface included 

A Two-times V.35, X.21 or RS 422 
interface included 

A Headphone monitor included 

RE AMERICA, INC. 
31029 Center Ridge Rd. A Westlake, Ohio 44145 
Phone: (216) 871-7617 • Fax: (216) 871-4303 

The RE 660/661 MUSICAM Digital Audio 
Codec was developed 
to enhance MUSICAM 
technology, provid-
ing up to 20 kHz of 
audio bandwidth. 
From satellite net-
works to switched 

56 telephone lines, the full-fea-
tured RE 660/661 is completely bit 
rate flexible up to 384 kbit/s. 

\
Applications range from net-

work program distribution to 
remote pick-ups for sports, con-
certs, special events, news 
gathering. STL back-up, audio 
backhall, recording and post 
production studios. 
When it comes to digital 

audio transportation, nothing 
comes close to the RE 660/661 for 
providing quality audio with hassle 
free set up. Backed by 55 years of 
experience in analog and digital 
audio products, the RE 660/661 is 
the simple MUSICAM solution for 
all your digital audio transmission 
needs. 
Available through Harris Allied and Broadcasters 

General Store 
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I> continued from previous page 

so every time my drum box plays a cow-
bell, it'll trip the sample. Now the drum 
track has "Q-Q-QQQ-Q" as part of the 
beat. Figure 2 shows how. 

Repitching your voice 
Back to the cheap keyboard for a 

moment. Calling up the Pitch Change 
programs on the SPX-90, you can switch 
your voice between Satan and a Smurf 
instantly, simply by hitting the appropri-
ate note on the keyboard. Again, this 
takes no musical ability, just enough 
"ear" to know what sounds right. And 
MIDI makes the change happen right 
away without having to scroll through 
the numbers. On a personal note, my 
biggest gripe regarding the SPX-90 is 
that it cannot read Pitch Wheel data (the 
part of a pro keyboard that "bends" a 
note up or down). It would be a kick if 
the SPX could change pitch the way the 
Eventide H949 "knob" Harmonizer can, 
with a smooth up-and-down (Figure 3). 

This kind of control 

over sound on the 

cheap has made MIDI 

irresistible to even 

budget-conscious 

radio stations. 

More contemporary DSPs can perform 
nearly everything via MIDI. I am cur-
rently using the ART Alpha 2.0, where 
reverb mix, flange speed and more can 
be changed by MIDI continuous con-
trollers (additional data provided to add 
expression to music via pedals, wheels). 
Since the controllers are assignable to 
anything, a great deal of articulation can 
be realized. Plus the ART is software-
updatable, so I need not buy the next 
"new box" right away. 
Even the "older" boxes have life. I still 

have an Alesis MIDIVerb which allows 
me to jump from a tiled shower to Grand 
Central Station in under 50 milliseconds, 
thanks to MIDI Program Change. This 
makes for some very funny promo possi-
bilities. 
Should your production room have a 

processor from any of the major compa-
nies and be micro-based, it's got MIDI. 
Find the manual to find the MIDI imple-
mentation chart and see what it can do. 
Next time, in part II, samplers and syn-

thesizers in your studio, with a sidebar 
from folks who are getting it done down 
by the or MIDI data stream. 

DOLl 

Al Peterson is Production Director for 
WLAD/98Q, Danbury CT, 06810. A syn-
thesist since the ' 70s, he MID1fied in 
1986 and has never looked back. 

The Origins 
Of MIDI 

by Al Peterson 

NEW MILFORD, Conn. The 
seeds for MIDI were planted back 
when dinosaurs roamed the earth, 
around 1981. Up until then, there was 
no five-pin DIN on the back of any-
thing, save connecting a Nagra or Uher 
deck to the rest of the world. 
Most processors, the ones that did 

exist, had voltage control ( i.e. the 
"knob" Harmonizer) scaled to the 1 
volt/octave standard. Up until then, it 
was all EQ and manual flanging that 
made up a producer's outboard bag of 
tricks. 
In the late '70s, Sequential Circuits 

cooked up the Prophet-5 synthesizer; 
the first in a long line of microprocessor 
controlled instruments. The companies 
of the day, including Oberheim, Roland 
and others, followed with their own 
gear run by on-board computer chips. 
The hassle was, their machines could 
only talk to their machines through 
proprietary interfaces. Plugging a 
brand X into a brand Y device 
wouldn't have made a peep, but would 
have made for a great fireworks dis-
play-assuming you could interconnect 
an RS232 jobbie with someone else's 
ribbon connector with some shielded 
twin-lead and a supermarket twist tie. 
Rather than risk a stalled out music 

industry (and Keith Emerson's stack of 
keyboards growing any higher), sever-
al manufacturers began chewing on the 
idea of an industry-standard interface. 
This was in mid- 1981 at the National 
Association of Musical Merchants 
convention. After exchanging notes 
and proposed names (such as 
Universal Synthesizer Interface— 
phooey), the now-familiar name MIDI 
was chosen, and the early versions of 
instruments with this ability left the 
factories in early 1983. 
The initial objective of MIDI was 

"hit-key-here, play-note-there." Now, 
over a twisted pair, a production direc-
tor can control an orchestra, sound 
effects, the width and speed of digital 
flanging and decay characteristics of 
reverberation-while leaving room for 
level and panning of all signals on 
mixdown. 
All told, a pretty cool trick for the 

creative razor rat. I recommend going 
back to the February 1993 issue of 
Keyboard magazine to look up the 
entire history of MIDI. 

Figure 3. 
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BUILT 
TO HANDLE 
A LIFETIME OF 
QUICK CUES, 
REVIEWS AND 
SHUTTLES. 
EVERY DAY 

The TASCAM 112B is a broadcast deck 
that doesn't know the meaning of the word 
'downtime!' 

And, while not as full-featured as the 
industry standard TASCAM 122MKII that 
inspired it, the 112B is a top-end machine 
built to get the job done. Day-part after day-
part. Book after book. Year after year. 

The "B" in 112B is for "balance' as in 
+4 dBm balanced XLR Ins and Outs. 

But that's just the beginning. 
The 112B also features Cue & Review 

for quick and convenient open-reel style cue-
ing and shuttling in both the fast-forward 
and rewind modes. Two long-wearing 
permalloy heads (erase and record/repro) for 
crisp, clean sound. Choice of Dolby* B, C and 
HX-PRO for enhanced sonic quality. And, at 
only $799, a suggested retail price that even 
the most money-minded station manager 
would find hard to ding. 

You asked us to build a broadcast deck 
as rugged and reliable as the 122MKII, but 
with fewer features and a lower price. 

We did. 
Now all you have to do is call or write 

TASCAM and put the hard-working 112B to 
work for you. 

TASCAM® 

©1992 TEAC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. 213(726-0303. 
*Dolby C and HX-PRO are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. 
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Les Paul Talks About Multitrack 
continued from page 17 

thing on the piano...there were a lot of 
places for me to play along with him. So 
I'd punch in extra holes and out would 
come extra notes. So I could make him 
play fifths, I could make him play thirds 
and I was having a field day with this 
thing. 

RW: Sounds like the first multitrack 
recorder also was digital? 
Paul: Yeah, and it was better than on a 
phonograph record which I got to next. 
And the reason being, is that as I slowed 
the piano roll down, the pitch didn't 
change, there was no change in the veloci-

ty at all. Now I didn't know digital or ana-
log from a hole in the head, but I knew 
that when I put my finger on the record 
and slowed it down, the woman turned 
into a man, the record started to slow 
down, and the pitch went down. But on 
the piano when you slowed it down, the 
whole remained the same. 

RW: The story is that your mother was 
indirectly responsible for some of your 
breakthroughs in recording technology. 
Paul: My mom came down to Chicago and 
she said 'I listened to you last night on the 
radio and you were good.' I said, 'Mom, 
I've been playing here at the theater with 

Go Wireless. 
AirLink wireless modems, that 

is. 

AirLink wireless modems by 

Cylink offer a cost-effective, 

wireless digital link. You get 

fast, easy installation and 

alignment with no Telco 

carrier intervention or FCC 

licensing required. 

The AirLink modems can 

provide full duplex data which 

may be used by your digital 

codecs for audio transmission. 

They are the same codecs 

used on your digital telephone 

service (like Switched 56). 

Quickly establish a link 

within your building or across 

town. It's up to you and your 

needs. A standard omni-

directional antenna allows 

indoor or outdoor communica-

tion up to 1,000 feet. Line of 

CD HARRIS 
AL-1-1ED 

sight links can reach up to 10 

miles with an optional Yagi 

directional antenna. 

AirLink wireless modems 

can provide permanent com-

munication links for less than 

the installation and monthly 

service costs of wired lines. 

You can select between five 

channels available within the 

band. Spread spectrum 

technology allows you to 

select a "frequency hopping 

sequence" within your band, 

providing an extra guard from 

interference. 

Go wireless with AirLink 

from Harris Allied. 

8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST 

1-800-622-0022 

Fax 317-966-0623 

Canada 1-800-268-6817 

Toronto 416-731-3697 

Signature 
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the Andrews Sisters, you must have been 
listening to somebody else.' And she said, 
'Well if everybody sounds like you and 
your own mother can't tell you from anoth-
er electric guitar player, then you'd better 
do something about it.' I thought about it 
and finally I went to the Andrews Sisters' 
manager and said 'I'm leaving. I'm going 
home and lock myself in the garage and 
I'm gonna create a sound that my mother is 
gonna be able to distinguish from anybody 
else out there in this whole world.' 

RW: And is that where 
"sound- on- sound" 
came from? 
Paul: That's where 
sound-on-sound devel-
oped from. I'd already 
been fooling with it, but 
I had to do a lot more 
than just sound-on-
sound. I had to make dif-
ferent sounds on sounds 
to create the synthesis. 

RW: How did you do 
sound-on-sound on a 
tape recorder? 
Paul: It happened when 
I got my very first tape 
machine. Mary (Mary 
Ford, his longtime wife 
and performing partner) 
was hanging up the 
laundry in the back yard 
and I'm looking at the 
tape machine. She asks, 
'What are you thinking 
up now?', I said, 'Oh, I 
have an idea here and it's crazy. We don't 
need the studio anymore. It can all be 
done with this tape machine.' By now 
Mary's got her clothes pins and gone. 
She's not even listening to me any 
more....and I'm saying to myself, 'Hey, 
there's no reason in the world why I can't 
do my multitracking right here, sound on 
sound. If I can lay one generation down 
and another generation down.' 

RW: Can you explain further? 
Paul: There's a residence point to every-
thing. Tape has a residence. Let's say that 

the tape is at 50 hertz and it has a two dB 
head hump. If you go down another gen-
eration you now have a 4 dB head hump. 
If you go down another generation you 
now have a 8 dB head hump, then 16 dB 
and there goes the square root and all of a 
sudden you say, 'I'm gonna have one hell 
of a problem.' But I went 37 generations 
and it sounded like one generation. The 
trick is to do the least important parts first 
and do the most important parts last. If 
I'm playing my guitar and it's not impor-
tant I might record that part first. But if 
it's my bass part or Mary's lead vocal or 
it's my lead guitar, I put those on last. 

RW: So you set a list of priorities and 

record them one part at a time? 
Paul: That's right but you have to learn to 
think backwards. You cannot piece some-
thing together. Because now it's sound-
on-sound and it means that when you start 
recording you play to the end. Let's say 
you are twenty dubs in and make a mis-
take. You go back twenty dubs and start 
all over again. So you don't make a mis-
take. 

DOD 

In part two of this interview in the next 
Studio Sessions, Les Paul tells the story of 
how the tape recorder arrived in America. 
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DIGITAL AUDIO - LOCOING RECORDER 
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I yyoouu,rdeo mn'tishsainvge tahne ieEevaesntisdte VR240 Digital Broadcast Logger, 
most efficient way to keep track 

of everything that goes out on your air, and more. There's no 
bulky, high maintenance, hard-to-use hardware, because Eventide has 
compressed a complete 8-to-24 channel digital broadcast logging 
system into one easy-to-use three- rack-space device. There's no 
need for a tape warehouse, either—the VR240 records up to ten days 
worth of audio on a single ultra-compact DAT cassette. With the dual-
drive option, total unattended logging time stretches up to three 
weeks. And yes, you can search and play a tape on one deck while 
simultaneously recording audio on the otner. 

Without an easy, practical, multi-channel logging system, you're miss-
ing what's going on with your crosstown compeiitors, what your 
talent (and call- ins) really said on the air, when that commercial 
actually ran, who called your contest lines, what the police and fire 

dispatchers said. The VR240 even records modem, fax, and transmit-
ter remote control telemetry transmissions. The advantages of logging 
have always been clear. Now the Eventide Digital Broadcast Logger 
gets rid of the disadvantages. 

There's no broadcast logging system as advanced as the VR240. And 
with hundreds of Eventide- built digital loggers already in service 
worldwide, there's no other digital logger with our track record of 
reliable service. So don't miss out—call Eventide or your broadcast 
distributor for full information on the logger that makes full-time 
logg,ng practical: The Eventide VR240 Digital Broadcast Logger. 

Eventide 
One Alsan Way • Little Ferry, New Jersey 07643 USA 

Tel: 201-641-1200 • Fax: 201-641-1640 
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PRODUCT GUIDE 
Companies with new product announcements for Product Guide should send them to 

Radio World, C/O Studio Sessions Editor, 5827 Columbia Pike, Suite 31 0, Falls Church, Va. 2204 1. 

Akai's Low Cost 
Multi-track Recorder 

FT. WORTH, Texas Akai has intro-
duced a four-track, hard disk digital recorder 
designed to work with any SCSI hard drive. 
Using a 200 megabyte hard drive can yield 
eight minutes of audio per track. 
The unit is equipped with four balanced 

inputs/outputs, built-in professional and 
consumer digital I/Os,. nine instant 
Locate buttons, 100 user-selectable loca-
tions, and Autopunch. Optional MIDI 
and interfaces will soon be available. 
Cost is $ 1,995. 
For more information, contact James 

Martin at 817-336-5114, or circle 
Reader Service 46. 

TimeLine AL-2 For Alesis ADAT 

VISTA, Calif. TimeLine recently debuted its a companion synchronizer, AL-2, for 
the S-VHS tape-based Alesis ADAT recorder_ The AL-2 allows interface of the 

ADAT unit with a variety of pro audio and video equipment. 
Features include SMPTEJEBC time code chase, simultaneous Alesis BRC master remote 

control connection, external MIDI command input, and LTC and MTC generation. 
For more information, contact TirneLine at 619-727-3300, or Alesis at 310-558-4530; 

or circle Reader Service 33. 

Longer MiniCiscs 
Available From Sony 

MONTVALE, N.J. Sony has 
announced its 74-minute recordable 
MiniDisc, MDW-74, is available for 
MiniDisc consumer and professional 
recorders, such as Sony's upcoming 
MiniDisc professional "cart" recorder. 
Still available, the first generation record-

able MiniDisc has a 60-minute capacity. 
For more information, contact Sony at 

201-930-6443; or circle Reader Service 
211. 

Digital Domain FCN-11 
Format Converter 

NEVV YORK Digital Domain's FCN-1 
format converter is a valuable tool in edit-
ing digital audio from a variety of sources 
in the studio. The box allows the user to 
edit from consumer to professional. pro-
fessional to consumer. consumer to con-
sumer, and professional to professional. 

It also enable the user to control most 
digital status including the ones that con-
trol SCMS, generation, copy and sam-
pling frequency. The FCN-1 also can 
reduce digital jitter. Other features 
include S/PDIF In to S/PDIF Out, and 
compatibility with current and future 
digital formats. 
For more information, contact Bob 

Katz at 212-369-2932; or circle Reader 
Service 96. 

Antex Computer Board 
For Dolby AC-2 Playback 

GARDENIA, Calif. Antex has intro-
duced a low-cost, playback only digital 
card, the SX-7, for PC use. The broad-
cast-quality board works with Dolby 
AC-2 and other compression audio for-
mats, according to the company. 
Features include real time decoding of 

files using the Dolby AC-2 encoding tech-
nique, which can be transmitted over T-1 
phone lines for broadcast applications. 
For more information, contact Allan 

Kan at 714-433-7400, or circle Reader 
Service 123. 
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Mackie OTTO-1604 
MIDI Automation Add-On 

WOODINVILLE, Wash. Mackie now offers a real-time fader and muting MIDI 
automation upgrade for the CR-1604 16 channel mic/line mixer with the OTTO-1604. 
The internal gain cell board and MIDI box provides 28 channels of automation, gain 

adjust/mute for all 16 input faders, four stereo AUX returns, ALT 3/4 bus and main 
left/right outputs. The OTTO 1604 can be controlled by any Macintosh, Atari, Amiga 
or MIDI sequencer that offers on-screen virtual faders and continuous controllable 

messages. 
For more information, contact Mackie at 206-488-6843; or circle Reader Service 3. 

GET-TECH 0-218 AUDIO Voice Recorder 

NEW WINDSOR, N.Y. GET-TECH's new customizable AUDIOQ-28 digital 

voice recorder can store up to 218 seconds of speech in RAM. 
The unit has four selectable sampling rates (4.8, 8.5, 9.6 and 11 kHz, and optional 

17.8 kHz). Up to eight variable length messages can be stored within the Q-218. Two 
audio outputs are provided as well as adjustable D.C. power regulator, 4 megabytes of 
RAM and battery backup. 
For more information, contact GET-TECH at 914-564-5347, or circle Reader Service 1.. 
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Automation: Let a Robot Run the Station 
by Bruce Bartlett 
with Jenny Bartlett 

ELKHART, Ind. Have you been think-
ing about letting a robot run your station? 
We are talking about the new computer-
ized automation systems. On a computer 
monitor screen, you see the daily sequence 
of scheduled events—spots, records, 
PSAs, intros, jingles, IDs. By tapping a 
single key, you can play these continuous-
ly or one at a time. 
With an automated system, there are no 

carts to juggle. There are fewer errors 

to record digital audio; a system con-
troller box to turn audio sources on and 
off. 
In a typical setup, the station's program-

mer or traffic manager types in the daily or 
weekly sequence of events to play, along 
with their start times. This traffic log 
becomes the playlist which shows up on a 
computer monitor screen in the master 
control room. 
The list can be played continuously with-

out attention, or can be played by an oper-
ator, one event at a time as needed. As the 
computer steps through the playlist, van -

Computer Concepts Corporation's Digital Commercial System 

and less paperwork. Sometimes the staff 
can be reduced, saving the station 
money. Operating personnel can spend 
their time on creative productions instead 
of cueing up carts all day. 
A basic system includes: a computer-

running automation software; a hard disk 

ous devices play on cue. 
Note that an automation system is differ-

ent from a digital audio editor running a 
playlist. While a digital editor plays cues 
only from a hard disk, many automation 
systems play cues from several types of 
devices. Also, a digital editor has a generic 

user interface, while an automation system 
is specialized for radio station use. 
Many automated systems can work with 

several types of audio sources. One is a 
CD jukebox such as the 
Sony CDK-006, which 
holds hundreds of CDs. 
Another is a magazine-
type CD player which 
carries anywhere from 
six to 18 CDs. Several 
of these are needed for a 
station's programming 
needs. 
Another audio source 

is a digital-audio cart 
machine. Some exam-
ples are the Digi-Corder 
by Register Data 
Systems, the DigiCartTM 
by 360 Systems, and the 
DynamaxTM DCR1000 
by Fidelipac®. Resem-
bling tape-based cart 
machines, these units 
record, edit, and play 
digital audio on hard 
disks. 
More digital-audio 

sources are satellite feeds 
and hard-disk recordings. 
A special type of auto-
mation system is a satel-
lite-based system. At pre-
set times, it records digi-
tal audio from a satellite feed onto a hard 
disk for later playback. 
Normally, you run the system from a 

computer keyboard. An alternative to the 
keyboard is the Wheatstone Disk Control 
Panel. It's a small panel of buttons with 
dedicated functions, such as start and 
stop. On-air personnel find this easier to 
use than a keyboard, and they can't get 
into the computer's operating system. 
Many systems offer digital audio editing. 

You record an audio program onto a com-
puter hard disk, edit it on-screen with a 

mouse, and dump the edited program back 
to DAT. 
Another feature is multitasking, which 

lets you do several things at the same time. 

Gentner's Dawn system 

Maybe at one time it was worth risking second-hand sound, iffy 
reliability and outmoded technology to save money on a used 24-track 

Not any more. 
At $12499,* the MSR-24 actualry costs thousands less than most used 

machines And its cost-effective one inch format saves you even more 
But despite its low price, the MSR-24 has micro-electronically con-

trolled functions that recorders even a year or two old can't match. 
And when it comes to lock-up speed, no used 
machine can compete. 

Best of all, the MSR-24's incredible 
sound will knock you out, thanks to features 
like our superior head design, gapless punch 
in/out and spot erase And, of course, you 
also get Tascam's legendary reliability 

See your Tascam dealer and try out the 
brand-new very affordable 
MSR-24 And let Al keep _ 
the hand-me-downs. 

• Manufacturer's suggested retal pce 

c 1989 TEAC America, Inc , 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640, 213/726-0303 

For example, you can simultaneously 
record and playback. You might play a 
block of commercials while doing produc-
tion, or read sales copy while recording a 
program onto hard disk. 
An example of a multitasking system is 

the Audio Wizard by Prophet Systems, 
Inc. It's a centralized computing package 
that runs control rooms, allows realtime 
production, lets you edit audio for news 
and sports, permits copy editing, and so 
on. 
Many systems have several workstations 

which are linked by a Local Area Network 
(LAN). Typically, one workstation is in 
the master control room to play the pro-
gramming. It's linked to another worksta-
tion in production, used to edit speech and 
produce spots. 
Some systems can access the traffic-log 

database. Most have automatic logging— 
they generate logs of the times at which 
scheduled events actually aired. 
Here are some automation systems cur-

rently on the market. 
Audio Wizard by Prophet Systems, Inc.; 

Disk Control Panel by Wheatstone Corp.; 
CORE 2000 by Broadcast Electronics Inc.; 
Jock-in-the-Box by Smarts Broadcast 
Systems; DAWN-9000 by Gentner 
Broadcast Systems; Ultimate Digital 
Studio Tm by TM Century; R-DASTM by 
Register Data Systems; Digital Commercial 
System (DCS) by Computer Concepts 
Corporation; Digital DJTM by The 
Management; Audisk by Harris Allied. 
There are other systems too numerous to 

list. All offer the potential of desktop sta-
tion automation. 

D 

Bruce Bartlett is a microphone engineer 
and technical writer for Crown 
International, and the author of Stereo 
Microphone Techniques published by 
Focal Press. Jenny Bartlett is a technical 
writer. Bruce can be reached at 219-294-
8388. 
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Analyzing Monitors in the Studio 
by Ty Ford 

BALTIMORE The monitors of every 
studio I have worked in each have their 
own sound. Even the three sets of HD- 1s I 
have listened to in different studios 
sounded different to me when playing the 
same DAT master. (Of course that could 
be due to different DAT machines, line 
amps, the speed of the chips in the circuit, 
and the impedance interactions between 
the various pieces of equipment.) 
Obviously, the acoustics of each room 

also has a lot to do with the way a set of 
monitors performs. It's just that; when it 
comes to speaker coloration due to vari-
ances in cross-over and bass response, we 
are still suffering from the effects of too 

wide a spectrum of possibilities. 
When I mentioned this to Dick Pierce, a 

friend of mine in Massachusetts who 
designs speakers for a living, he snick-
ered smugly and suggested that I toss in 
controlled dispersion, linear phase (low 
group delay error) and many kinds of 
small amounts of distortion. He went on 
to say that, "a minimum criteria for a 
loudspeaker to be an objective neutral 
monitoring system is that it should have a 
smooth, flat frequency response. In this 
country, there are home speakers that are 
more accurate than those normally found 
in the studios." 
The really scary thing is that the varia-

tions among monitors become a lot less 
significant when you find out how they're 
actually being used. 

E0ing not the answer 
If you've thought about improving the 

sound of your monitors by sticking an 
equalizer between your monitor outs and 
your power amp, think twice. First, make 
sure the problem isn't in your power amp, 

or due to some funky impedance stuff 
going on between your console output 
and the monitor amp input. If it still 
comes back to the monitors, use them for 
rear speakers in a surround system and 
spend the money on new monitors that 
you don't have to EQ. 
Every box you put in the signal path 
changes the audio. No other circuit 
changes the phase relationships of an 
audio signal more than an analog equaliz-
er. It's how they do it. (The jury is still out 
on the phase changes caused by digital 
equalizers.) 
Live sound reinforcement people use 

equalizers because the problems they run 
into are monstrously worse than are found 
in most control rooms. They can't control 
the size of the hall, its reflection charac-
teristics, resonances or the changes in its 

The acoustics of each 

room also has a lot to do 
with the way a set of 

monitors performs. 

air density. They also have limited control 
over cabinet placement, and their cover-
age patterns can change every night. 
Studio control rooms, on the other hand, 
are relatively stable. 
Another area that has considerable vari-

ance from application to application is 
monitor mounting. I've encountered very 
strange mounting rituals like monitors 
mounted three or four feet above ear level 
and pointed down at the console. I don't 
want to get too retentive here, but it's a 
really good idea to position the monitors 
so that they are as close to the same height 
as the operators ears as possible. 

You 
can measure... 

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set. 
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of 
precision measurement than ever before. . You can measure S/N below 
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations 
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than 
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more... 
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measure-
ments a dream. 

ACI ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC. 
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333 

Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors. 

BELA R (215)687-5550 

Here's why. the further off-axis the 
monitors are from your ears, the less 
direct high frequency content you hear. 
It's very challenging to make good deci-
sions about EQ when the monitors are 
pointed at the top of your head. You can 
easily miss high frequency noises like hiss 
and buzz that can sneak into the console 
and into your recording. Also, the more 
bouncing around the highs and mids do 
before they get to your ears, the more 
messed up the stereo image becomes. 

Mounting side effects 
I found another interesting variation of this 

sort exists in an unnamed radio station's 
production studio. In addition to being an 
"overhead army" the sound from the moni-
tors was further compromised by the fact 
that the monitors were way too big and too 

close. The dimensions of 
the face of each monitor, 
where the speakers were 
mounted, was about 2.5 feet 
by 2.5 feet. The speakers in 
each monitor were mounted 
from six to twelve inches 

apart-
The monitors were sus-

pended by cables from the ceiling so that 
they pointed at your forehead as you sat at 
the console. They were close enough that 
you could actually reach up and touch the 
bottom of the cabinets while seated at the 
console. 
So there you sat with these rather impos-

ing speakers looming over you. These 
were either two-way or three-way moni-
tors, I forget which. Anyway, if you tilted 
your head back to look up at each cabinet, 
you were so close that you got the bass 
speaker in one ear and the tweeter in the 
other. Although this sort of placement 
definitely creates some interesting right-
brain/left-brain stuff, you can toss any 
hope of cohesive sound right out the win-

dow. 
Here's another one that left me scratch-

ing my head. I was contracted to pro-
duce some audio that would be used as 
part of a video production. The folks at 
the edit suite couldn't have been nicer. 
They agreed that the quality of the audio 
was important. When I got to the edit 
suite, I found that the only audio moni-
tor was the two-inch speaker in a video 

monitor placed on top of the equipment 
rack. Although there were two small 
Bose speakers on top of another rack, I 
was told that they weren't hooked up. 

It dawned on me that the two-inch 
speaker buried inside a TV chassis sitting 
on top of a rack was standard to these 
folks. I thought of asking them how they 
felt about making quality and edit deci-
sions about their video while using a 
"tummy TV" with a two-inch screen 
placed on top of a rack somewhere in the 
suite other than in front of the edit con-
troller, but I didn't. 

Put them on a shelf 
If you glean anything from all of this, it 

should be that placement of monitors is 
really important, that bigger is not better 
and that less is more. The old tried and 
true method of positioning monitors is to 
build a shelf over the console on which to 
place the monitors. If your work is done 
in a rack-mounted work bay in really 
tight quarters, take a listen to the Wohler 
monitor systems. They take up only a few 
inches of rack space, and although I 
would be hesitant to mix my next CD 
project on them, they sound surprisingly 
good. If you've got more rack space, try 
mounting monitors on shelves in the 
racks. The Electro-Voice Sentry 100s are 
about as big as I'd want to go. Tipped on 
their sides with the tweeters farthest from 
the center, works best for me. 
For a more contemporary solution, try a 

pair of adjustable angle-arm computer 
monitor stands, the kind with a jointed 
arm and adjustable ends for mounting. 
Just make sure you get an arm that's 
designed to hold the weight of your moni-
tor when the arm is extended. 
For a solution that is sure to jazz your 

clients, there's a company here in the 
Baltimore area that makes a hydraulic 
monitor bridge. It was invented because 
the small near-field monitors that sat on 
top of the console diffused the sound 
coming from the main monitors. When 
you're ready to mix on the smaller moni-
tors you hit a button on the console and 
the near-fields do a dramatic rise from 
behind the console. When you're done 
with them you hit the button and they 
drop out of sight. Very cool. 

OD D 

Ty Ford writes about and experiments 
with audio from his studio and beta test 
site in Baltimore. Contact him at 410-
889-6201. 

STUDIO SERVICES 
DON'T READ THIS! 

UNLE.S.S...You want the most aggressive and 
professional radio production available!!! We can 

raise your ARBS... Increase your revenue.., and kill 

your competition... Dead! The best Voices... Music 

EFX... Studios.. And Prices in the business! Call 

(908)627-0376 right nowt Get Soundquest work-

ing for you now.., and lock out 

all competitiors for good.. 
Soundquest 
Productions 
POB 104 

Zarephath. NJ 
08890-0104 

Setindquest Media...The Competition Exterminators!!! 

AM FM TV 
Addresses, Mailing lists, 

Data Discs, Mailings to P.D.'s 

& General Managers. For 

details, call 

The Radio Mall 

1-800-759-4561! 

ATTENTION PROVIDERS! 
Promote your services to Radio World's 22,000+ readers. Reach 

Radio Station and Recording Studio owners/managers and 
engineers with your message. For information on affordable 
advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045. 
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ON-THE-SPOT 

Rules-of-Thumb for Effective Spots 
by Ken R 

TOLEDO, Ohio Why do half of the 
clients who use radio think of it as a 
newspaper with sound? 
Turn on any medium or small market sta-

tion and listen to the commercials. You'll 
hear advertisers list store hours for each 
day of the week and address, maybe a 
phone number or two, and not to mention 
a half dozen specials—all read at break-
neck speed in 60 seconds with some sort 
of generic background music. 
Of course the message is jumbled, gets 

lost in the clutter, and the client doesn't do 
well with the commercials. The advertiser 
then says to his/her radio rep "well, the 
radio spot didn't pull that well, I'm going 
back to newspaper." And the cycle begins 
again. The next broadcast sales person 
who visits has an uphill battle because of 
their "bad experience with radio." 
How can we stop this cycle? I'm not 

sure it's possible, but I've spent the last 
15 years of my life trying. At Ken R. Inc. 
we're often sent completed scripts to cast 
and produce... so we do the best we can. 
I will suggest to agencies or direct clients 
that we simplify the verbiage, take out 
all the unneeded words, cliches ("Why 
pay more?" "Quality and value," 
"Service you can trust," and on and on). 

Attention-grabbers 

People listening to the radio can only 
remember one or two key points anyway, 

and not even that if you don't catch their 
attention or engage their emotions in 
some way. 
When we are provided a fact sheet and 

asked to develop a spot from scratch, it is 
a little easier. Here are some of the tools 
we incorporate to make each project spe-
cial: humor, sound effects, original 
music, dramatic post-scoring, a voice 
over the phone, or sometimes even 
silence. They all work! 
Let me break those down and explain 

each one. Humor is difficult to pull off, 
but tremendously engaging when it 
works right. You must have a script that 
ties each funny line to a main copy point. 
A funny spot that doesn't relate to the 
product is funny, but it won't move mer-
chandise or get people in the door. 
Humor also is helped by great announcer 
talents who understand timing. 

Turn-offs are spots that make fun of 
specific groups of people, i.e.: minori-
ties, folks with speech impediments or 
women in general. 
I've heard so many so-called "funny 

spots" which are take-offs on TV shows 
such as Dragnet or Star Trek. Again, make 
sure there's a reason for such a sketch that 
illuminates a benefit of the product or ser-
vice you're selling. And if you're doing 
impersonations, they'd better be good or 
your spot will sound like amateur night. 
In addition to creating basic radio com-

mercials, we are also a custom music 
house (actually, we started off creating 
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jingles in 1977). We've found the jingle 
to be a great way to build instant name 
recognition, create a mood, and develop 
a consistent image... something most 
advertisers really need. But beware! 
Having a jingle just to have a jingle is a 
waste of money. A tinny, poorly-pro-
duced jingle will do more harm than 
good, and a lot of guys with basement 
studios are cranking these horrid things 
out every day. 

High-quality a must 
Make sure your production company 

has a track record and a demo tape that 
compares favorably with national jingles 
you hear on network television. 
Dramatic post-scoring can actually be 

quite simple. The term just means it's 
music written and played to follow the 
copy. This could be a low, sustaining 
bass note under an announcer to build 
tension, a sparkle or accentuating stab 
between sentences, or it could be a full 
30-second or 60-second custom track 
designed to support the commercial. 
The advantage of the post-score over 

more typical library music is that it's 
unique. It won't be heard the next hour for 
a car dealer or shopping center on the 
same station. It can be used over and over 
for that client to add to the consistent 
image. One of the most effective post-
scores we have ever made was just six 
notes played on what sounded like a flute, 

which preceded the commercial as a "sig-
nature" for a retirement community. It set 
the mood beautifully in four seconds. 

If one of the voices in your commercial 
sounds like it's over the phone, the listen-
er's ears perk up. It's different. It gets atten-
tion. I don't really know why, but try it. 
And silence can be a tremendously suc-

cessful tool. When you hear silence for 
even 2 seconds coming out of your radio, 
conversation in the room stops, and 
attention is riveted on the radio because 
it's so unusual. But when you resume 
audio, it better be worth it, or the listener 
will feel cheated. Don't demand atten-
tion unless you have something to say. 
And remember, each successful radio 

spot has three elements: it gets the listen-
er's attention; it states benefits in a way 
the listener can relate to; and it ends with 
a call to action. What do you want the 
listener to do? Come into the store? Dial 
a toll-free number? Be specific and ask 
for it. Saying "just remember our name" 
isn't going to cut it. 

ODD 

Ken R is president of Ken R. 
Incorporated, a 1 5-year old audio pro-
duction business in Toledo, Ohio. He can 
be reached at phone: 419-243-1000; fax: 
419-24 I-KENR; or circle Reader 
Service 208. 
Those wanting to submit future On-The-

Spot columns addressing radio produc-
tion of commercials and jingles, mail us 
the hard copy and, if possible, PC floppy 
disk with the story in Wordperfect 5.1. 
Send to: On The Spot, do RW, 5827 
Columbia Pike, Suite 310, Falls Church, 
Va. 22041. 

Have You Ever Needed Your Computer 
In Two Places at One Time? 

PC-Companion Plus is the 
answer you've been looking for. 

✓ Easier Information Distribution 
NOW, you can nave remote access to 
your wires and other important data. 

✓ Better Physical Security 
Locate your computer in a secure area 
and still have round the clock access 
to your information. 

✓ User Friendly 
No complicated software to install. 
Just plug it in and go. 

Distribute your important 
information without a costly 
and complicated network. 
Instead, experience the advantages of having 
a second keyboard, monitor and mouse up to 
250 feet away from your computer. No 
software to set up means installation is quick 
and easy. Whether you're in the office or the 
booth, your computer is still close at hand. 

Options include: Audio channel, remote 
serial printer line, PS/2 or serial mouse. 

Note: PC-Companion Plus is not 
a multi-tasking device. Both users 
may view the display, but only one 
should type. 

Cybex Corporation 
2800-H Bob Wallace Ave 
Huntsville, AL 35805 U.S.A. 
(205) 534-0011 
Fax (205) 534-0010 
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"I recommend STABILINE° Voltage Regula-
tors for any brand of transmitter that is being 
placed in a harsh operating environment." 
— Steve McElroy, CCA ELECTRONICS 

Mixing Savvy Sweetens Sound of Live Bands 
by Bruce Bartlett 
with Jenny Bartlett 

ELKHART, Ind. Nothing is more 
exhilarating than mixing a band live— 
especially if it sounds great. Here are 
some suggestions, based on a true story, 
on how to mix live music effectively. 
A local non-commercial TV station, 

WNIT-TV in Elkhart, Indiana, was pro-
ducing a half-hour show featuring local 
musicians. Because the station lacked an 
elaborate audio mixing console, it had 
been using a single stereo mic to pick up 
each band. Pop-music groups, however, 
sounded muddy, and the sonic balance 

was poor. 
I offered to multi-mic the musicians 

and mix the music through my mixing 
console. My console's output can feed 
two mic inputs of the station's console, 
and the audio from that console would 
go onto videotape. 

Do your mic homework 
My mixing console is a semi-pro unit 

with unbalanced - 10 dBV outputs. The 
station needed a balanced mic-level sig-
nal, so I built the circuit shown in Figure 
1 to convert the signal format. Several 
types of musicians were hired for the 
series: ragtime piano, country, fusion 
jazz, African drum and dance, and com-
puter music. I had to accommodate the 
sound needs of each act. 

At the pre-production meeting, I 
talked with the band members to find 
out their audio requirements. "What 
instruments will you be playing? How 
many kick drums are in the drum set? 
Are the keyboards stereo? How many 
singers? Do you need monitors? Do 

a table to one side of the stage, out of 
camera range, and ran a snake from the 
stage to the mixer. 
In my notebook, I had assigned each 

instrument to a mixer input, and noted 
what mic or direct box to use on each. I 
ran cables and set up mies accordingly. 

Figure 1. — Adapter from unbalanced line level to balanced mic level. 

you want any effects?" 
I also asked, "Who are some similar 

artists whose sound you admire?" The 
fusion group mentioned Spyro Gyra. 
Back at home, I listened to some Spyro 

Gyra CDs to hear the sound production 
style that the band wanted. I also drew a 
block diagram of the audio system to be 
used with the band. From that diagram I 
generated an equipment list. Finally, I 
checked and packed each item on the list. 
The next day, I rolled in my equipment 

for the videotaping. I set up the mixer on 

Bass 
Electronic drums 
Cymbals 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 2 
Electric guitar 
Sax 
Flute 

The mic list for the fusion band looked 
like this: 

DI 
DI 
Crown GLM-200 
DI 
DI 
Crown CM-200a 
Crown CM-200a 
Crown CM-200a 

*DI: Direct injection or direct box 

Note the extensive use of direct boxes. 
A direct box converts a high-Z, unbal-
anced line-level signal to a low-Z bal-
anced mic-level signal. You can make 
one from a Radio Shack line-matching 
transformer. The direct boxes con-
tributed toward a clean, tight sound since 
they picked up no background noise or 
leakage. 

Direct boxes a plus 
The electric guitar sounded too edgy 

direct, so I miked the guitar amp with a 
cardioid condenser mic. 
The sax was miked near the bell, with 

the mic aiming at the finger holes for a 
natural sound. Flute was miked near the 
mouthpiece with a windscreen on the 
mic. Cymbals were picked up overhead 
with a single cardioid condenser mic 
(condensers are great for a crisp cymbal 
sound). 
For the country band, I miked the drum 

set with a single GLM-100 miniature 
omni condenser, clipped to the snare-
drum rim in the middle of the set, 4 inch-
es above the snare and under the cym-
bals. Another mic went in the kick. 
Time for the sound check. I set the mas-

ter faders to design center (0 dB, about 
3/4 up). Listening to the mixer output 
through headphones, I brought up the 
bass-player's fader and asked him to 
play. On the mixer, I set his gain trim pot 

continued on page 39 

How to tame transmitter power problems. 
WHR Series STABILINE I Voltage Regulators 

for AC power systems up to 660 volts. 

Transmitters placed in remote, 
unattended locations such as 
mountain tops and wilderness ar-
eas depend on long utility power 
lines for service. Unfortunately, 
the lines often produce poor volt-
age regulation and other damag-
ing power aberrations. Poor regu-
lation can reduce power tube life 
by as much as 70% and the perfor-
mance of associated equipment is 
similarly affected. 

For example, a 15% under-
voltage can decrease power tube 
life because cold operation pro-
motes contaminant buildup in the 
tube. Conversely, a 10% overvolt-
age decreases life because in-
creased temperature accelerates 
the decarburizing process. 

The problems can be easily cor-
rected. 

Cost-effective WHR Seri es STA-
BILINE° Voltage Regulators are 
the preferred choice of broadcast-
ers worldwide for use with trans-
mitters, receiving stations, studios 
and mobile production vehicles. 
These high power voltage regula-
tors maintain constant voltage to 
your sensitive equipment even 
when the power line input voltage 
and system load vary widely. 

Features include: 
• Hold output voltage within 
±1% 

• Power ratings from 2 to 1680 
kVA 

3-phase, 500 kVA WHR Series Voltage Regulator 

• Maintenance bypass plus 
other standard options 

• 99% typical efficiency 
• High overload capacity 
• 19-inch rack mount versions 
• Designed for UL and CSA 

approvals 
A host of options allow you to 

customize your application. 

Standard options include: 
— Single or three phase models 
— Analog or digital control 
— Bypass switch 
— Ammeters 
— Frequency trip meter 
— Tropicalization 
— Manual raise-lower switches 
— Zig-zag neutral generation 
— Single or individual phase 

control 
— High energy transient sup-

pression 
— Input voltage range alarm 

contacts 

"Our production vehicles don't leave without one." 
— Ron Crockett, SHOOK ELECTRONICS 

For Catalog WHR692 and to learn how 
WHR Series STABILINETVoltage Regula-
tors can be the solution to your power 
problems, write, fax or phone Ted Gladis at 

1-800446-6161 

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC 
WARNER ELECTRIC 
383 Middle Street • Bristol. CT 06010 
203/582-9561 • Fat: 203/582-3784 
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Cost-Effective Quality 
The New Dynamax MX Series 

Modular Audio Console 
• True modular desigl 

• UlItra-reliable motherboard construction 

• VGA mixer and monitor control 

• Active balanced line inputs, transformer isolated 
mic ,nputs 

• Active balanced main and monitor outputs 

• Full rnonitoring/cueng facilities with VGA level 
control and active source selection 

• Built-in cue amp with speaker and amplified stereo 
8-chm headphone output 

• Remote start logic 

• Count-up event timer 

• Tvvc input expansion switches standard 

• Two inputs per mcdule, mic/line or line/line - line 
inputs may be mono or stereo, consumer or 
professional format 

• Four assignable outputs - two stereo plus two mono 

• Available in 6, 8, 10 or 12 channel models 

• Rotary or linear faders 

• Separate audio and logic power supplies 

• Sturdy, all-steel construction 

• Durable Lexan overlay control surfaces 

• All inputs/output connection via compact, captive 
screw barrier strips - no soldering, crimping or 
spade connectors necessary 

• Excellent RF immunity 

Whether you lease, pay cash, or use your credit card, 
call the industry's most experienced distributor... 

Eastern & Central 
VOICE 800/525-1037 

FAX 919/934-1537 

BROADCAST 
SERVICES CO. 

Mountain & Pacific 
VOICE 800/523-1037 

FAX 805/266-1695 

The Davis Communications Group, Inc. 

The Preferred Source 
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> continued from page 14 they were stressed during the failure and 
AC, it will probably work back in the will fail sooner than new ones. 
circuit. You can confirm operation by If you don't have a trouble lamp, the 
carefully shorting the clip leads. The same tester can be made with a standard 
lamp should now go to full brightness. If extension cord. You. can plug the lamp or 
there is no change either way, the rectifi- other device that runs off 120V AC into 
er stack is shorted. If the lamp doesn't the extension cord and proceed from there. 
glow at all, the stack is open. Usually George reminds readers that they are 
you'll find the stack shorted. working with 120 volts—be careful. 

If the stack is of open-frame construc- George Nicholas can be reached at 
tion, acquire the diodes and make the KRAK, 319-365-9431. 
repair yourself. Remember to replace all * * * 
of the diodes in the stack. Even if they If you're planning on shipping your Otani 
check out fine now, chances are good either back to the factory or to a service 

Keillor's Comfortable Return 
to Radio Home on the Prairie 
by James T. Wold 

ST. PAUL, Minn. Garrison Keillor is 
back in Minnesota with his new radio 
broadcasts of the "American Radio 
Company," a direct descendant of the 
long-running "A Prairie Home 
Companion." After three years in New 
York City and on tour, Keillor's national-
ly broadcast variety show has set up per-
manent residence in the World Theater. 
The St. Paul theater also was the home of 
"A Prairie Home Companion" broadcasts. 

Ivy Austin with Music Director 
Rob Fisher on American Radio Company. 

Now in its fourth season, the "American 
Radio Company" is heard over 225 public 
radio stations. The popular broadcast of 
bluegrass music produced by American 
Public Radio (APR) for Minnesota Public 
Radio (MPR), has an estimated audience 
of 1.5 million. 

A brief history 
When Keillor came to KSJR(FM) (a 
member MPR station) in the 1960s, he 
often mentioned a mythical Lake 
Wobegon during his popular morning 
program. It was not until he moved to 
KSJN(FM) in St. Paul that he created "A 
Prairie Home Companion"—named after 
a cemetery he had seen in Fargo, N.D. 
The idea for such a radio broadcast defi-

nitely was in the embryonic stage when 
Keillor worked at KUOM(FM) at the 
University of Minnesota. Vern Sutton, 
now acting director at the university's 
school of music, met Keillor while the 
two were students and Sutton used to per-
form occasionally on KUOM. 
Sutton remembers Keillor calling to tell 

him about an idea he had for a new radio 
show, a combination of the "Voice of 
Firestone" and the "Grand Ole Opry." 

"He asked if 1 would be interested in 
putting my career on the line and doing 
something like that with him," recalls 
Sutton. "I said, 'Sure, it sounds like fun.— 
Sutton appeared on the first "Prairie 

Home Companion," broadcast in 1974, on 
the last one 13 years later, and on count-
less shows in between. "The first show we 
had more people on the stage than we did 
in the audience," says Sutton. "In fact, 
that was true the first couple of years." 
The performers had no idea how long 

the show would last. It gathered steam 
when Keillor took it to the hinterlands of 
Minnesota. In 1987 the "Prairie Home 
Companion" became the "American 
Radio Company" when it entered into 
syndication with American Public Radio. 
The live broadcasts continued from the 
World Theater. 
From the World Theater stage, Keillor is 

joined each week by guests such as Victor 
Borge, Bobby McFerrin, Emmy Lou 
Harris, Allen Ginsberg and Chet Atkins. It 

continued on next page '> 

dealer for refurbishl 
ment, make sure it is 
packed lying down. The 
photo shows the mas-
sive power transformer 
used in the MX-5050 
machines. In the upper-
right corner, you will 
see the single metal 
strap used to hold the 
transformer in place. 
The transformer is 

properly supported 
when the machine is 
shipped on its back. 
Ship the machine verti-
cally and chances are 
the sharp forces 
applied to the metal 
strap as the box is lift-
ed and dropped—even 

e`‘ e 

The massive Otan i power transformer 
is held by a metal strap that can snap if the machine 

is not shipped lying down. 

a few inches—will pop the strap and rip 
the transformer loose. Loose transform-
ers and phenolic PC boards don't mix. 
Save yourself the headache and expense 
and ship the machine on its back. 

INTRODUCING THE SHURE FP410; THE 
"HANDS OFF" MIXER THAT DELIVERS PERFECT 
SOUND AUTOMATICALLY. 

The new Shure FP410 is not just another pretty face. 
It's a whole new concept in portable mixing; one that 
forever solves the nagging problems of multiple open 
microphones. By automatically keeping unused micro-
phones turned down, the FP410 dramatically improves 
your audio quality. 

DOD 
John Bisset is a principal with 
Multiphase Consulting, a contract engi-
neering and projects company. He can 
be reached at 703-764-0751. 

SetitAnd 
The secret: Shure IntelliMix — the patented opera-

tional concept behind the revolutionary FP410. It 
thoroughly shatters existing standards for portable 
mixer performance and ease of operation. 

Just set your levels and flip the switch to "Automate 
Shure IntelliMix does the rest. 
D Its Noise Adaptive Threshold activates micro-

phones for speech but not for constant room noise, such 
as air conditioning. 
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Wrapping Up AC with Frequency 
of Resonance and Some History 
This is the last in a 10-part series 

called Fundamentals of AC. Northern 
Virginia Community College will offer 
1.2 CEUs (Continuing Education 
Units) to registered students who suc-
cessfully complete the course and an 
examination mailed at its conclusion. 
To register, contact the Community 

Education Office, Annandale Campus, 
8333 Little River Turnpike, Annandale, 
Va. 22003, or call 703-323-3168 or 
323-3528. The fee for the course is $30. 

by Ed Montgomery 

Part X 

ANNANDALE, Va. The last few 
lessons have presented the characteris-
tics of coils and capacitors in circuits 
containing alternating current. 
Differences do exist between the capac-
itor and coil. Voltage leads current in 
coils, or inductors, while voltage lags 
current in a capacitor. This was clearly 
illustrated in previous lessons. 
A direct mathematic relationship 

exists between frequency and a coil's 
inductive reactance, while an inverse 
relationship exists between frequency 
and a capacitor's capacitive reactance. 
If these relationships were plotted on 
graph paper, you would arrive at the 
curve and line depicted in Figure 1. 
Remember, as frequency increases, 
inductive reactance increases and 
capacitive reactance decreases. 
A very interesting phenomenon occurs 
when a coil and capacitor are connected 
together in the same circuit. As fre-
quency increases, as you can see in 
Figure 1, there is one location on the 
graph where capacitive reactance and 
inductive reactance are equal. At all 
locations the total impedance of the cir-
cuit is equal to the sum of the two reac-
tances. The one location where the 

reactances are equal is called the fre-
quency of resonance. 

Resonant elements 
Circuit designs containing coils and 

capacitors usually use resonant circuit 
elements. All capacitors and coils have 
a frequency where their reactances are 
equal. The mathematical formula for 
determining the resonant frequency is 
found in Figure 2. 
A series resonant circuit is illustrated 

in Figure 3. All resonant circuits consist 
of some value of resistance (if nothing 
else, due to the DC resistance in the 
conductor, but usually an added value 
of resistance to create a special effect), 
a capacitor and a coil. It is sometimes 
identified as an RLC circuit. Total 
impedance "Z" is equal to R + 
jX(SUB)L - jX(SUB)C. 
At resonance, total impedance should 

be purely resistive because the induc-
tive reactance and capacitive reactance 
will cancel each other out. Remember, 
the phase angles for voltage in a coil 
and a capacitor are 180 degrees out-of-
phase with each other. At resonance, a 
series resonant circuit exhibits a mini-
mum amount of impedance and maxi-
mum current flow. 
Figure 4 illustrates a parallel resonant 

circuit. Over the years this configura-
tion of a coil and capacitor has been 
called a "tank" circuit. It got that name 
because it appears to store energy in the 
same manner as a tank will store liquids 
or gas. As AC at the resonant frequency 
enters the circuit, the electrical energy 
is transferred back and forth between 
the coil and capacitor. 
Parallel resonant circuits exhibit a 

very high impedance at the resonant 
frequency and lower impedance at 
other frequencies. It builds up a high 
voltage and low current characteristic. 

continued on page 33 

Wobegone Lives in St. Paul 
continued from previous page 

is not unusual for listeners both on radio 
and in the live audience to hear the unex-
pected from American Radio Company 
guests—a bagpipe player recently per-
formed Bruce Springsteen's "Born in The 
U.S.A." at Garrison's request, and Paula 
Poundstone played the heroine in an 
episode of "The Lonesome Radio Theater." 

A media darling 
Jane Lamb, reporter for the Portland Press 

Herald, once witnessed the live broadcast 
and described the performers on stage as 
having more fun performing (possibly) 
than the audience. A cast of regulars is fea-
tured each week on the show, including 
Rob Fisher and the Coffee Club Orchestra; 
singer/actress Ivy Austin, and sound effects 
wizard Tom Keith. 
Every week listeners to American Radio 

Company will hear familiar voices such 

Garrison Keillor with guests 

Men Ginsberg (center) and Robert Bly (right). 

reporter for the Boston Herald: "By the 
time Keillor's 'News From Lake 
Wobegon' segment closed, the Great 
Woods stage resembled a pulpit of a secu-
lar church of droll truths." 
David Fondler, a reporter for the Daily 

Bulletin in California, characterizes 
Keillor: "Through his subtle and salient 
descriptions of life appreciating the obvi-
ous with care and wisdom, Keillor's humor 
touches on things universally American." 
Chuck Offenburger, a Des Moines 

Register reporter, writes: "The stories, the 
songs, the prairie wisdom, delivered with 
the wry smile, the meandering face and 
that soft low, slow voice—when that red 
stage light showed on air at 5 p.m.—what 
happened was almost flawless. Incredible!" 

A crowd pleaser 
Keillor's program is broadcast every 

Saturday from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. EST. Even 
though the "American 
Radio Company" is 
heard over public radio, 
the live broadcast plays 
to a capacity crowd of 
7,000 or more. This 
seems to be a phenome-
non in modern day 
radio, but as Geoffrey 
Himes, a reporter from 
the Washington Post 
stated, "Why did 7,000 
people pay to attend a 
live broadcast of a radio 
show they could have 
heard free at home? 
"Everyone wanted to 

know if Keillor himself 
read from notes or sim-
ply ad-libbed his 

as the perennial favorites Robin and Linda 
Williams, Kate MacKenzie, and Peter 
Ostroushko. 
Live musical performances are combined 

with Keillor's whimsical remarks as he 
gives the "News from Lake Wobegon," an 
event best described by Daniel Gewertz, a 
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Forget It. 
CI Its MaxBus limits the number of activated micro-

phones to one per talker. 
And its Last Mic Lock-On keeps the most recently 

activated microphone open until a newly activated 
microphone takes its place. 

With Shure IntelliMix, you'll get a "seamless" mix 
that's as close to perfect as you'll find. Providing the 
cleanest, clearest sound you've ever heard from 
a portable mixer. And freeing you from the tedious 

&de (207) Om Roeder Sinks Card 

FI'Ll 10 Mixer shown actual size. 

task of turning microphones on and off. 
For a closer look at the world's first portable auto-

matic mixer, call for more information including the 
article "Why Use An Automatic Mixer?". 

We think you'll agree: The Shure FP410 is automati-
cally a classic. 

Call 1-800-25-SHURE. The Sound Of The Profes-
sionalstWorldwide. SHURE 

famous feature 'The News from Lake 
Wobegon.' Well, he didn't read from 
notes. He told it with such seeming spon-
taneity that one wondered if he had mem-
orized it or stretched out the outline." 
This live two-hour radio variety show 

featuring comedy sketches, music, special 
guests and Garrison Keillor's signature 
monologue, "The News from Lake 
Wobegon," receives constant raves from 
the press. Bob Hoover, a reporter for the 
Pittsburgh Post Dispatch, wrote about the 
music: "Backed by the Coffee Club 
Orchestra of Rob Fisher, the 'American 
Radio Company' sparkles with great 
music." 
Even the sound effects man has received 

raves from the press. Janet Miller of the 
Ann Arbor News stated: "The sound effects 
are worth a radio show on their own. The 
sound effects man...becomes brilliant with 
sounds of screeching cars, whimpering 
dogs, and Marvin and Melvin the elks." 
Now into his fourth season of the 

"American Radio Company," Keillor is 
thrilled to be back at the World Theater. He 
also had a humorous remark about the old 
stage: "There are three spirits who live in 
the flyspace up over the stage, and whenev-
er I set foot on that stage I'm scared to 
death they'll cut a rope and I'll get nailed 
by the asbestos curtain in the middle of the 
monologue. It's hard to do comedy when 
you feel death hovering overhead." 

1313 o 
James T. Wold is a free-lance writer 

based in Minnesota. He is author of 
Minnesota Microphones, published by 
Northstar Press. Wold can be reached at 
1106 South Seventh St.. Minneapolis, MN 
55415. 



PURE PROGRESS. 

Stations Are Profitina From It, 

FM stations around the world are finding more sophisti-

cated ways to keep their listeners from cruising the 

dial. And OPTIMOD-FM 8200 has become a critical 

part of their strategy. Why? Because the 8200 is a 

technological breakthrough with bottom line impact. 

It lets you create a distinct, powerful sound that 

results in larger audiences, higher ratings and 

improved profitability. 

Digital Makes the Best Even Bett. 

Digital technology not only improves the quality of 

the signal—it makes the OPTIMOD-FM 8200 more 

programmable, more flexible 

and more user-friendly. And it 

can actually help keep capital 

equipment costs down because 

it allows stations to expand and upgrade their system 

1993 AKG Acoustics. Inc. Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics. Inc. 

AKG is a registered trademark of Akustische u. Kino-Geráte Ges.m.b.H.. Austria. 

OPTIMOD FM 

win software, rather than 

expenisive hardware. 

A case in point: all cur-

rent 8200 owners will receive etew 

a new software upgrade free of charge. 

Version 1.0's sonic and ope-ational improvements 

meet broadcas-ers' ongoing demands for superior audio 

performance and increased control—like customized 

bass response and automatiic switching of presets 

for dayparting. 
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The New Stark.,... 

The OPTIMOD-FM 8200 is now the new industry stan-

dard or digital audio processors. 

Call your dealer now for a hands-

on evaluation of the 8200. In a 

market where stations live and 

die by the ratings, you can dominate the dial. 

Of brim® 
a division of AKG Acoustics, Inc-. 

15r- Alvarado Street, San Leandro, CA 94577 USA 

Phone: ( 1) 510/351-3500 Fax: ( 1) 510/351-0500 
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Resonant Circuit Designs 
continued from page 31 

Series resonant circuits exhibit a high cur-
rent, low voltage characteristic. Another 
name commonly given to a parallel or 
series resonant circuit is a "trap" circuit. 
The principle of resonance permits the 

confinement of alternating current to a 

determines the frequency at which it will 
radiate energy. Although not always possi-
ble, antenna designers want to have an 
antenna resistance of R—j0 at the operat-
ing frequency. This is the value that is 
measured by the operating impedance 
bridge in AM facilities. 

The reading should be 
measured periodically to 
see if it conforms to the 
resistance that was 
established when the 
system was installed. 
Antenna resistance often 
varies slightly with the 
change of seasons and 
the amount of moisture 
in the ground. Antenna 

Figure 1 

X 
(reactance) 

f (frequency) 

XL=2/cfL 

2irlfc 

specific frequency or 
spectrum of frequen-
cies. This is key to wire-
less communications. 
Radio energy is nothing 
more than electromag-
netic waves passing 
through free space. 
What makes one radio 
signal different from 
another is the frequency on 
transmitted. 

Figure 2. 

IR (resonance) — 1  
2m \ LC 

2m = approximately (2)(3.14) a constant 
L = Inductance of the coil in henries 
C = Capacitance of the capacitor in farads 

which it is 

Antenna is inductive element 
The antenna is the inductive element of a 

resonant circuit. Its length, in association 
with a particular value of capacitance, 

resistance also changes when ground radi-
als are broken or when they rot away. 
A properly operating antenna is tuned or 

made resonant at a desired frequency. This 
enables the antenna to accept and radiate 
all of the power fed to it from a transmitter 
and connecting transmission line. 

Join the L1215 Signature 
Console Crowd 

Over 1000 licensed U.S. radio stations 
Hundreds of international stations 
Hundreds of college stations 

Discover why the LPB Signature may be radio's most popular console: 

• an unparalleled record of reliability and longevity 
• clearly labelled screw-terminal connections for painless installation 
• modular electronics for easy maintenance 
• superior RFI immunity 

Signature's standard features set new standards of flexibility: 

• 3 inputs per channel • 2 identical output buses 
• remote starts • tape outputs for each bus 
• internal monitor. headphone • mono/stereo input switches 

and cue speaker amps (on stereo consoles) 

Signature options add even more versatility: 

• mix- minus plug-in module • mono mixdown plug-in module 
(mounting kit for mono consoles) for stereo consoles 

Signature is available in a size to fit your station and your budget: 

• stereo 6. 8. 10 or 12 channel • mono 6. 8 or 10 channel 

Its easy to join the LPB Signature Console Crowd—just call your broadcast 
distributor. For full information and specifications, contact LPB. 

LPB 
28 Bacton Hill Road • Frazer, PA 19355 USA • Tel 215-644-1123 • Fax 215-644-8651 

If an antenna becomes detuned or falls 
out of resonance, it will no longer accept 
all of the power being fed to it, causing 
some of the power 
to be reflected back 
to the transmitter 
along the transmis-
sion line. These 
reflected waves are 
not in phase with the 
transmitted waves, 
thus a difference in 
waveforms is pro-
duced. That differ-
ence is known as 
standing waves. 
The SWR, standing 

wave ratio, is a mea-
surement of this phe-
nomenon and is very important in antenna 
work. The ideal SWR is 1:1 when the 
antenna is perfectly matched, or tuned, to 
the transmission line, and there no standing 
waves on the line. 

Often when operating on VHF, UHF and 
higher frequencies, where the wavelength 
is small, the size of the radiator (antenna) 
will change with ice build-up and some-
times even rain drops, causing the SWR to 
change. Often antennas operating on these 
frequencies are encased in plastic domes or 
have de-icing elements added to them to 
prevent the SWR from changing radically. 

Watch your 
Another consideration in resonant circuits 

is the "Q" or "quality" of the circuit. This 
is illustrated in Figure 5. As resistance in a 
resonant circuit increases, the "Q" will 
decrease. The solid line in Figure 5 indi-
cates a circuit with a high "Q" while the 
dashed line illustrates a low "Q" circuit. 
AM stations need to be concerned with 

the "Q" of their 
antenna systems. 
Since the energy 
in the sidebands 
of AM radiation 
determine the fre-
quency response 
of the station, as 
well as the loud-
ness, it is impor-
tant that the "Q" 
be as low and the 
bandwidth be as 
wide as possible, 
within FCC regu-
lations. In recent 

years many people have discussed the 
need for "broadbanding" antenna systems. 
Essentially, this is adjusting the "Q" of the 
system to pass more audio frequency 

continued on page 35 

More stations play their music on the 
world's best-selling tape carts. 

BROADCAST CARTRIDGES 

P.O. Box 3100 • Winchester,VA 22601 
Tel: (800) 522-CART or (703) 667-8125 
Fax: (703) 667-6379 
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Full function RDS 
for only $1750 

W hen you're ready for RDS, 
Modulation Sciences is ready for 

you. You already know us as the 
world's largest supplier of subcarrier 
equipment for radio and TV, with more 
Sidekick® SCA generators in use 
worldwide than all other brands 
combined. 

Now we've made it easy and 
affordable for you to enjoy all the 

benefits of broadcasting an RDS signal. 
Our RDS generator plugs right into your 
PC. And our included software gives 
you access to the entire CENELEC or 
U.S. RDS or RBDS Standard feature set. 

So why buy an RDS coder offering 
only part of the RDS standard when, for 
even less money, you can have the 
whole thing? 

Modulation Sciences is a worldwide supplier of ModMindee FM modulation monitors, StereoMaeor spatial image enlargers, 
composite audio processors and distribution ampleiers, Sidekicesubcarrier generators and receivers for FM and TV, Wired STL-

line drivers & receivers, TV stereo generators, SAP and PRO channel generators, and the remarkable new PROceiver-

For details on the RDS-1 System or any MSI product, contact your MSI dealer or 

modulation sciences, inc. 
12 A World's Fair Drive • Somerset, NJ 08873 USA 

Toll Free (800) 826-2603 • FAX (908) 302-0206 • Outside USA (908) 302-3090 
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of Electrical Distribution 

continued from page 33 

information in the sidebands. It is also a 
factor in FM. 
In the early days of FM stereo, many 

broadcasters discovered that their antennas 
did not have the bandwidth to pass the dif-
ference channel (L-R) at its higher frequen-
cies. The problem never existed when the 
monophonic channel was transmitted. The 
FM deviation at 100-percent modulation is 

—75 kHz off of the center frequency. The 
transmission line and antenna must have 
sufficient bandwidth or low "Q" to permit 
proper audio and data transmission. 
Further study of resonance can be found 

in "Basic Electronics," by Bernard Grob, 
published by McGraw-Hill. 

Some historical facts about AC 
A study of alternating current would not 

be complete without considering electrical 
power distribution. The commercial distri-
bution of electricity was developed by 
Thomas Edison. In fact, his name is part of 
many utility companies throughout the 
United States. He created the Edison 
General Electric Company to manufacture 
and market his electrical equipment. 
Ultimately he sold the company and it 
became General Electric. 

Edison believed that the best and safest 
way to distribute electricity was through 
direct current. 
Alternating current transmission was 

developed by Nikola Tesla. Born is 
Smiljan, Croatia in 1856, he studied engi-
neering at the Technical University at 
Graz in Austria and at the University of 
Prague. Tesla discovered that the chang-
ing, rotating magnetic fields surrounding 
alternating current could be useful. He also 
discovered that AC could be generated at 
higher voltages than DC with fewer prob-
lems, notably heating and arcing. 
In 1885 Tesla came to the United States 

and briefly worked with Edison. They fell 
out after a disagreement on the concept of 
power generation. Tesla's patents were 

purchased by George Westinghouse of 
Westinghouse Electric, and his system of 
AC generation, transformers and motor 
construction became the standard for 
power transmission and consumption 
worldwide. 
In the early days of alternating current, 

133 Hertz was the most common frequen-
cy used for electricity generation. In 1891, 
60 Hertz was chosen because of the 

design of the alternator 
and the stationary boiler 
that powered it. 
European research and 
design was somewhat 
different and the 
Europeans chose 50 
hertz as their power-
line frequency. 
However, 60 hertz was 

not universal in the 
United States. Through 
1949, Los Angeles 
operated on 50 hertz; 25 
hertz was also used 
through the first half of 

this century. When the Pennsylvania 
Railroad electrified its lines between New 
York City, Harrisburg, Pa., and 
Washington, D.C., it chose a 25 hertz sin-
gle-phase system operating at 11,000 
volts. That system is still in use today. 
Typically, electric power is transmitted 

from the generating plant at very high volt-
age and low current. This results in less line 
loss because of resistance in the wire. 
Electricity is often sent from the generating 
plant at levels between 200,000 and 
809,000 volts. This energy is delivered to a 
transformer substation where it is reduced 
to 2,300 volts. This, in turn, is reduced to 
120, 208, 240, 277, 440, 480, or 550 volts 
for distribution to homes and businesses. 
Alternating current is generated and 

transmitted in what is termed a "three-
phase" system. Three voltage waveforms 
are produced 120 degrees apart by the 
generating equipment (illustrated in Figure 
6). This arrangement requires one ground 
or "neutral" wire and three lines contain-
ing power. 
When three-phase power is employed, 

the time period between peaks of energy is 
reduced resulting in greater efficiency. 
Electrical equipment using three-phase 
wiring is less expensive to construct than 
single-phase equipment built to do the 
same amount of work. 

U.S. went with 120 
The standard operating voltage in the 

United States is 120 volts. This is a rela-
tively low-voltage, high-current system 
that was established in the very early days 
of electrical distribution. This method of 
power distribution requires numerous 
transformers dropping the voltage to serve 
businesses and homes. The transformers 
reduce the distance electricity must travel 
at this low-voltage resulting in less line 
loss because of the resistance in the wire. 
The United States also uses 240 volts as 

an option to run equipment and appliances 
requiring greater energy. Most homes and 
businesses will find 240 volt service 
installed for operating electric ranges, cen-
tral air-conditioning, and motors operating 
machinery. Operation is much more effi-
cient as it requires less current. 

continued on page 37 

Bring your station into 
the 90's with CATIBILINK 

the digital STLiTSL. 

"It's a dream system—we get specs like the microwave wasn't even there. 
CAT-LINK has completely eliminated the STL delay." 

Jeff Andrew, WGCI-FM, Chicago 

"CAT-LINK solved all our problems in 4 minutes-2 minutes to install each 
end. Performance has been impeccable." 

Paul Christensen, WIVY-FM, Jacksonville, FL 

"CAT-LINK makes money for us, and it improves the sound of the station." 

Mike Callaghan, KIIS-FM, Los Angeles CA 

"CAT-LINK has held up through extreme heat, a hostile RF environment and 
nasty summer lightning storms." 

Dick Byrd, WZGC-FM, Atlanta GA 

Two-way multi-channel communications 
CAT-LINK digitizes the entire composite signal with no data compression, so 
you can run the stereo generator and processing at the studio, where they 
really belong. At the same time, CAT-LINK sends and receives up to four 
customized auxiliary channels with no crosstalk—SCAs, control channels, 

voice communications, RS232 data, AM audio, transmitter readings and 
satellite or remote program feeds. What's more, CAT-LINK gives you extra 
capabilities like transmitter building surveillance via closed circuit TV and 
an analog telemetry channel. 

Transparent digital transmission 
CAT-LINK encodes the fully processed composite signal, then decodes it at 
the transmitter. You always get full stereo separation, without the phase or 
amplitude variations that plague two-channel STLs. Dynamic range is up to 
84 dB, and your processed composite signal can use virtually all of it. You 
hear clear, clean, undistorted audio—all the time. 

No audible delays 
CAT-LINK's real-time digital encode/decode process doesn't introduce audible 
delays as data compression can. Jocks can monitor on-air without problems. 

Flexible signal path options 
• 23 GHz 

Stations across the country are avoiding 950 MHz problems by using 23 GHz 
with CAT-LINK. They've stopped worrying about frequency congestion and inter-
ference, repeater-induced signal degradation, and fresnel zone clearance fading. 
23 GHz dish sizes also reduce wind loading and tower space requirements. 

• DS1 (Ti) Data Line 

CAT-LINK is cutting phone bills for stations that don't have a clear microwave 
path. With CAT-LINK, a single bidirectional DS1 line replaces multiple Class 

A telco lines, providing multi-channel STL and TSL over the same link. Already 
available virtually anywhere, DS1 service is getting cheaper every day. 

• Fiber Optic 

CAT-LINK and its optional fiber optic modem provide direct connection to 
discrete fiber. 

• Twisted Pair 

CAT-LINK will drive 
up to 5000 feet of 
twisted pair wire 
without repeaters. 
Four wires provide 
full two-way multi-
channel capabilities. 

Turn the weak link in your signal chain into one of the strongest. 
Call QEI toll-free at 800-334-9154 for more information on CAT-L I N \ — 
the digital STLiTSL for the 90's...and beyond. 

OEI CORPORATION 
ONE AIRPORT DRIVE • P.O. BOX 805 • WILLIAMSTOWN, N.J. 08094 

24 HOUR SERVICE HOTLINE (609) 728-2020 
TEL (800) 334-9154 • FAX (609) 629-1751 

UALITY • E NGINEERING • NNOVATION 
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NOW! A QUALITY AGILE BROADCAST 

SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER 
AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE! 

UNIVERSAL SCPC 300-C 
COMMERCIAL AUDIO RECEIVER 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Frequency agile, C and Ku Band, stable micropro-

cessor-controlled tuning, variable band widths, 3:1 and 
2.1 companding built in. Transponder tuning, LNB supply, 

polarity control, tunes all SCPC frequencies 50 to 90 MHz, 
readout on LCD display, 50-channel memory, line output, 

de-emphasis select, muting system, phase lock loop for 
stability, LNB calibration set up, 2 frequency synthesizers, 

digital AFC and more. 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $1345.1e plus S & H. 

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, INC. 
4555 GROVES RD., SUITE 13, COLUMBUS, OH 43232 

(614) 866-4605 FAX (614) 866-1201 
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ARE YOUR LIGHTS ON? 
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an" . 111th. en's balms ttl the tam ton then, I he 
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SSAC inc 
SOLID STATE TOWER LIGHTING CONTROLS 

°Obi , uLliirn Lamp Aiarrn Relay 

SCR4900 

$86.49 Senses Faded ObstructIon Lights 

2 to 9 Steadtly BurnIng Lamps can be Monitored 

Universal Light Alarms Relay 

SCR430T 

Shorted Flasher Alarm Relay 

SFA4307 

$86.49 $74.89 
Senses Flashing Beacon Of Obstruction Lignrs 

Switch Selectable Number Voltage and Wat. 

lago Of Lamps 

Mad. Sales 0,tee 

a3ac S Does.on oVertle 

1-800-999-9281 

Senses a Constantly ON Beacon 

Operates with SCR430T to Protetcle Complete 
Beacon Monaormg 

AUDIO SoutNeasmrn Sams Otf.ce 

BROADCAST Of). Sole 
GROUP Nnnt, • 

1-800-369-7623 

READER SERVICE NO. 41 

The Best 
Audio Test Meter Made! 

Advantage Model 310 
Precision Audio Signal And Noise Level Meter 

Professional 
Price! 

• 

*Low THD/Hi RF Reject With 

Valley Audio's Trans-Amp' 4 

•Lo- Noise Wideband Circuitry 

•Large Dual Scale Meter 

•Super- Accurate Filters 

•Average, R MS Or Peak Det 

*- 100 dB to +30 dB Range 

•Scope and Preamp 

Monitoring Outputs 

Call For The 
Nearest Dealer: 

1-800-800-4345 

Valley People 
Merriam, Kansas 

Uniformity. 
Durability. 

Dependability. 

Thee!'re important 
to iudiopak... ...and to us. 

BROADCAST CARTRIDGE SERVICE, INC. 

15131 Triton Lane, Suite 108 

Huntington Beach, CA 92649 

(714) 898-7224 

READER SERVICE NO. 78 

Shape Up! 
Coverage. Saturation. DBk 

contours. In FM broadcasting, the 
"bottom line" is always based on 
your pattern. 

More than any other 
manufacturer, Shively has the 
experience and reputation for 
providing crucial pattern solutions 

for critical propogation problems. 
On any tower. At any power level. 
Remember, it pays to be heard 

A good pattern. The shape 
you need. Talk to your consultant. 

And contact us. 

Shîvelv Labs 
A Division of Howell Laboratories, Inc. 

19 Harrison Road, Bridgton, ME 04009 
207-647-3327 FAX 207-647-8273 

READER SERVICE NO. 9 

Take Control... 
The Jr. Audio Director provides output source selection 

between Left Only, Right Only, Mono, Stereo, and Stereo 

Reverse. Installation is easy, using the plug-in Euro-style 

barrier strip. 

Jr. Audio Director 

$390.00 
BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC. 
315/437-6300 800/262-4675 FAX 315/437-8119 ...the meamire ot excellence!'" 

Features/Functions 
• Stereo (normal) 

• Mono 

• Left Only 

• Right Only 

• Stereo Reversed 

• Right Channel 

Polarity Inversion 

• Rackmountable 

• Built in mono mode 

gain reduction 

• LED Indicators 

• Balanced I/O's 

READER SERVICE NO. 21 

Central to: 
• Custo4i! Needs 
• Engineering 

* Quality. 
Fabrication 

•Installa4on 

• 5,pecialt'zed Services 

Central to All 
Your Tower Needs 

2855 Hwy >261•Newburp,h:IN 47630-8642 

800-264-0595 • FAX 812-853-6652 

ECONCO 

Econco 
REBUILT POWER TUBES 

Approximately One Half 
the Cost of New 

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee 

Call for Our Price List 

Econco 1318 Commerce Ave Woodland. CA 95695 

Phone 916.662-7553 Fax: 916-666-7760 Telex: 176756 

Toll Free 800-532-6626 From Canada 800-848-8841 
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Power Distribution Beginnings 
continued from page 35 

The standard operating voltages in 
Europe are 220 and 440 volts resulting in a 
much more efficient delivery system than 
in the United States. Over the years, pro-
posals have been offered to convert the 
United States to a higher voltage standard. 
The original argument was that 120 volts 
had a lower fatality rate than 240 volts. 
That has been proven to be untrue. 
Cost has become the deciding factor. The 

expense that would be incurred to convert 
every home, business and electrical distri-
bution system over to a higher voltage 
would be prohibitive. 
Utility companies are required to keep 

operating on frequency and within 4 per-
cent of their designated voltages. Not 
adhering to this could cause damage to the 
equipment connected to the system 

Proper 
essary 

voltage and frequency is also nec-
for utility companies to transfer 

power from one company to another 
through the numerous power "grids" that 
interconnect the companies. 
Aircraft also generate alternating current 

electricity. However, space and weight 

requirements prohibit the use of 60 hertz 
equipment. Alternators that operate on 
higher frequencies require less weight and 
space (most often 400 hertz on aircraft) 
An illustration of power distribution is 

given in Figure 7. 
This concludes the Fundamentals of 

Alternating Current course. For those who 
registered for it, exams will be mailed to 
you by May 28, 1993. Please complete it, 
and return the answer sheet to Northern 
Virginia Community College by June 11, 
1993. Certificates of completion will be 
mailed out in July 1993. 

D O 

Ed Montgomery is a communications 
teacher at Thomas Jefferson High School 
for Science and Technology. He has 
taught broadcast engineering at Northern 
Virginia Community College and worked 
as a broadcast engineer for several radio 
stations. He can be reached at 703-750-
.5090. 
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DIELECTRIC 
COAXIAL LOADS 

o 
a 

* Dry Loads 5-150 Watt 

* Oil Filled 600-10,000 Watt 

* Water Cooled 25-100 kW 

* Heat Exchangers 

* New for '93...High Power Calorimeter 

CALL FOR OUR NEW CATALOG! 

Dielectric Communications 
P 0 Box 949 
Raymond, Maine 04071 
USA 

207-655-4555 
FAX 207-655-7120 

•READER SERVICE NO. 52 

WHY LEAVE 

THEM IN THE 

DARK . . . 

. . . when you can reach over 

22,000 broadcast professionals 

with your product showcase 

ad? Gain valuable exposure for 

your products or services at 

minimal cost. 

For more information call 

1-800-336-3045 
or 

FAX: 1-703-998-2966 

AD2100 Audio Synchronizer 

The AD2100 provides from 0 to 5.4 seconds of 
stereo audio delay for talk show censoring, or to 
compensate for video procession delays. Delay can 
be set manually, or be controlled by a frame sync 
or standards converter for automatic delay 
tracking. 

An "obscenity dump" causes an instant zero delay 
and then auto-increments to restore the required 
delay. Advanced hardware and software processing 
eliminates pitch changes during periods of delay 
changa 

The AD2100 uses 16 bit sampling at 48 kHz for 
maximum transparency Call Joe Wellman at Pixel 
Instruments today for more information. 

PIXEL 
INSTRUMENTS CORP. 

718 University Ave, Suite 210 - Los Gatos, CA 95030 
Phone: 408-3M-9122 • Fax: 408-354-0122 

READER SERVICE NO. 171 

Automation Sales 
Opportunity 

Reps 

Dealers 

Engineers 

Consultants 

System Integrators 

The Management and Electric Works Corp 
has a unique opportunity for highly quali-
fied broadcasting and computer profession-
als who want to make more money. Due to 
the overwhelming success of Digital DJ, we 
have more digital automation, live assist, 
Traffic and Music systems business than we 
can handle, and we need the help of estab-
lished people to help us with the load. 
We're picky. You have to know and have 
access to DOS 386 computers, be fairly tech-
nical, and really know the programming side 
of Broadcasting from every angle, including 
automation. We will take FAX responses 
only. 817-624-9741. 

READER SERVICE NO. 73 

Effective & Affordable 
at Last. 

Studio Communications by Broadcast Tools 

•••••-•• 0 0 dieffinki, 
G 1 

M ost broadcast consoles.., even very high 

end consoles.., don't have adequate talkback/ 

intercom capabilities. The Broadcast Tools 

SMI 5B (Studio Monitor Intercom) provides 

the solution you've been looking for. 

• Dual headphone amplifier with host EQ 
• Split monitor and headphone talkback with dimming 
• Mic or line talkback input 
• On-Air programmable privacy 
• Simple interconnection between studio and console 
• Full remote control and tally 

Available today at BSW or Broadcast Electronics 
the SMI 5B at both the BSW and Broadcast Electronics show booths at NAB. 

BROADCAST 

tools 6353 40th Avenue SW, Seattle, WA 98136 USA Phone • Voice Mail • Fax 206-938-4089 
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STATION SKETCHES 

running 
the ship. 

Unattended 
operation is 

one way to keep your 
station profitable, but 
you still have to mind 
the store. 

The acclaimed Burk 
Technology ARC-16 
Remote Control System 
is the first step. You can 
control transmitter and 
studio from any phone. 

But wait. There's more! 

Introducing AutoPilot' 
from Burk Technology. 

AutoPilot is break-through 
computer software that 
makes automatic operation 
of your studio/transmitter 
facility a dream come true. 

Automatic power changes 

Automatic pattern changes 

Automatic site changes 

Automatic power trim 

Automatic fault recovery 

Automatic logging 

Now your imagination is 
the only limit. 

The new FCC fine schedule 
is imposing. Why risk a big 
penalty when AutoPilot 
can help you stay within 
the rules? 

Call us at 508-433-8877 
or toll free at 
1-800 255-8090 

for more information 
and a FREE DEMO. 

BuRK 
TECHNOLOGY 

Frequency Response for Test and 
by Tom Vernon 

HARRISBURG, Pa. When we left off 
last month, we had equalized our telco 
lines to the transmitter for a flat response 
and I promised to talk about how these 
equalizers could be misadjustetl to correct 
other problems. 
Most of the familiar tests for frequency 

response involve a signal generator with 
discrete tones and a vacuum tube volt-
meter (VTVM). When testing several sec-
tions of an audio chain, this can become a 
time-consuming process, sometimes 

dalaWCIPitr MAPS 

LMA/DUOPOLY 
CONTOUR MAPS 

The DATAWORLD LMA/DUOPOLY 
Market Survey Contour maps 
present a precise electronic 
verification of overlapping and 
intersecting contours. 

AM 5 mV/m and FM 3.16 mV/m 
City Grade contours are shown in 
full color, including transmitter site 
indicator. The map is supported 
with a printout showing all of the 
stations which appear on the map. 

Daily updating of DATAWORLD'S 
AM and FM databases protects 
against errors and omissions. 

OTHER MAP OPTIONS 

• SHADOWING (TERRAIN 
SHIELDING) 

• CONTOUR COVERAGE 

• POPULATION DENSITY 

• ZIP CODE BOUNDARIES 

• RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL 

• SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

1990 CENSUS 
WHO ARE YOUR 

LISTENERS? 

1990 BUREAU OF CENSUS 
POPULATION COUNTING 

• Comprehensive Ethnic and 
Demographic Data 

• Ethnic/Demographic Data 
Available for Each Zip Code 
Within Coverage Area 

• Age Analysis Reflected in Ethnic 
Breakout 

• Resolution Increased to Block 
Level 

• Percent of County Coverage 
Shown 

ETHNIC PIE-CHART 

DISPLAY 

• Projects Ethnic Population in 
Multi-Color Pie Chart Form 

datawuld`" 
800-368-5754 FAX: 301-656-5341 

involving several overnight sessions. A 
more rapid procedure involves a noise 
generator in conjunction with a spectrum 
analyzer or third-octave RTA. 

Gathering the tools 
Many engineers with low budgets avoid 

these tests due to a perception that the nec-

sive, but used third-octave or octave RTAs 
frequently show up in surplus test-equip-
ment catalogs for very reasonable prices. 
When using a noise generator for response 

runs, it's important to match its characteris-
tics with the measuring device you're using. 
Pink noise will produce a flat response 
when using a third-octave or octave RTA. 

A basic simplex control circuit. 
The relay can remotely turn on 
equipment power, operate a tally 

light or anything else the 
reader can imagine. 

essary equipment is too expensive. This is 
just not true. Simple but effective noise 
generators can be fabricated with special-
ized ICs and a few discrete components. 
Audio spectrum analyzers are quite expen-

SPEC 
CLOSEOUT SPECIAL 
TELEX PH-93 

Sportscaster Headset 
An smiting one lime offer! 

• Dual isolating muffs 

• Condenser Boom/Mie 

Orig. List $289.00 

NOW ONLY 
99.00 Buy 1 
94.95 Buy 2 
89.95 Buy 4 
79.95 Buy 6 

limited 
Time 
Offer! 

White noise must be used when measure-
ments are done with a spectrum analyzer. 
Last month we said that audio equalizers 

at the transmitter site are sometimes jug-
gled to give it a flat curve when the trans-

ALS 

HURRY 
AKG 240M 
HEADPHONE 
SPECIAL 
limited Time Only! 

Orig. list $ 139.00 

NOW ONLY 77.97 

OM COMPASS 

AKG CONDENSER 
MICROPHONE SALE 
limited Time Only! 

ABC C414/ULS Orig. List $ 1199.00 
Prices Tee hew To Print—CALL! 

1 - 8 0 0 - 3 5 6 - S 8 4 4 
Consultation: 608-271-1100 

5618 Odin. Road, Madison WI 53719 
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Measurement Questions 
mitter frequency response won't quite 
make it. With a little HF boost the proof 
looks fine, but that's cheating. Assuming 
flat response from telco lines or Sil and 
flat response from limiters, failure to 
make proofs means there's a problem in 
the transmitter. 

Bandwidth troubles 
Both AM and FM transmitters can 

develop problems that manifest them-
selves through poor frequency response. 
Older FM exciters have high Q stages 
after the modulator. Mistuning of any of 
these stages will produce a narrow band-
pass and poor frequency response. Proper 
broadband tuning of these stages is essen-
tial for flat response. Verify proper opera-
tion of the exciter by doing a response run 
into a dummy load. 
If the problem persists, connect the trans-

mitter to a dummy load and repeat the pro-
cedure, adjusting driver and PA tuning and 
loading controls for wideband response. If 
response is flat with the transmitter running 
into a resistive load, and skewed when 
measured off-air, suspect a damaged trans-
mission line or antenna elements. This may 
or may not reveal itself through poor volt-
age-standing-wave-ratio readings. 
Bandwidth problems in AM transmitters 

can also reveal themselves through poor fre-
quency response. Many of the tuning proce-

How to Mix 
A Band Live 

continued from page 28 

to prevent input overload. I listened care-
fully to check for hum, noise, and buzzes. 
Then I repeated these steps for each instru-
ment in turn. 
The musicians needed to hear what they 

were playing, so I set up a monitor mix 
with the aux knobs on the mixer. This 
monitor mix was sent to a power amp and 
two monitor speakers on stage. 
Finally, the band started to play its first 

song. I quickly set up a mix by raising all 
the faders to about - 15 dB. Then I adjusted 
the faders so that I could hear everyone 
about equally. That's a good starting point 
for a mix. I listened for each instrument in 
the mix, and made sure I could hear it. 

It was hard to monitor the sound clearly 
over headphones because the band's live 
sound leaked through the ear seal. Given a 
second chance, I'd rent or borrow some 
longer snakes so I could monitor in a sepa-
rate room. 
With the balances roughed in, I tweaked 

up EQ. The sax needed more warmth so I 
added +3 dB at 400 Hz. The station's chief 
engineer asked that the mix not be too 
bright (trebly) in order to prevent limiter 
pumping at the transmitter. So on the cym-
bals, I rolled off 10 kHz a few dB. 
The overall sound seemed dry, so I added a 

little digital reverb to sax and flute. It started 
to sound good. By the second take, we were 
ready to put a performance on tape. 

DOD 
Bruce Bartlett is a microphone engineer 
and technical writer for Crown Inter-
national and the author of Practical 
Recording Techniques, published by 
Howard Sams. Jenny Bartlett is a techni-
cal writer. Bruce can be reached at 219-
294-8388. 

dures described in manuals (particularly for older trans-
mitters) were written before noise testing became popu-
lar and are intended to maximize overall efficiency. It 
should be remembered that settings for best efficiency 
and best sound (broadband response) are often different. 
By using the noise generator/spectrum analyzer com-

bination, it is possible to see the bandpass while 
adjusting the tuning and loading controls for flattest 
response. As with FM transmitters, problems may per-
sist, and it might be necessary to substitute a dummy 
load to determine whether there are bandwidth prob-
lems in the transmitter or phasor. 

DOD 
Tom Vernon divides his time between consulting and 

completion of a Ph.D. He can be reached at 717-367-
5595. 

I, YOU SOUND LIKE TOO L( 
1' MUCH OF A WIMP TO COME 
7 DOWN HERE AND BACK THAT 
-) UP WITH A Lir-r-Le Acnoiv! 

If you're not using the lelos 100 Delta, you could 

get into a heap of trouble. 

After all, the 100 Delta has our exclusive digital 

dynamic equalizer to improve the quality of caller voices 

in a way never before possible. The EQ is so advanced, 

you won't find it in any other broadcast audio product. 

The 100 Delta produces the most natural sounding, 

full-duplex conversation on even the most difficult 

telephone lines. And you can monitor callers through 

open speakers without feedback. 

Get the lelos 100 Delta, the only telephone hybrid 

that uses advanced digital signal processing ( DSP) to 

automatically adapt to the phone line, adjust levels, and 

equalize the caller audio. Because you never know who's 

calling next. 

411 1111111111e Me% 

SYSTEMS 

2101 Superior Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

216.241.7225 FAX:216.241.4103 
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AM Transmitters & Exciters 

USER REPORT 

DX-50: A Reliable Winner for Heritage 
by Andy Laird 
VP Engineering/Radio Gp. H 
Heritage Media Corporation 

BELLEVUE, Wash. Three years ago, 
we made the decision to replace the aging, 
1960's era, high-level modulated transmit-
ter in our Los Angeles radio station, 

KDAY(AM). We wanted a better-sound-
ing, less-expensive-to-operate and more 
reliable transmitter. 
The initial decision was 

not easy. While Harris 
Allied DX-10s had been 
in the field for several 
years, there were only 
two DX-50s operating in 
stations. It was a new 
technology and we 
didn't want to be the 
"beta test" station for this 
product. 
But high praise from the 
two users along with an 
in-depth demonstration 
trip to the factory con-
vinced us the DX-50 was 
the future for high-pow-
ered AM transmitters. 
We haven't been sorry. 

Our first DX-50 went 
into operation in September 1990. A sec-
ond went into operation for KULL(AM) 
Seattle in April 1992. 

The transmitter only requires an exhaust 
hood (not attached) to exhaust heat and an 
air supply into the room to replace the 

The Harris Allied DX-50 is a 50 kW 

digital solid state AM transmitter. 

The Installation 
The transmitter is fully contained within 

two cabinets, except for a 4-foot by 3-foot 
step-start assembly box mounted on the 
wall. The larger cabinet contains the power 
supplies, control system and RF modules. 
The smaller cabinet contains the output 
tuning network, low pass/harmonic filters 
and the cooling fans. 
The entire transmitter is cooled by four 

very long-life, direct-drive fans. These pos-
itively pressure the entire electronics cabi-
nets so nothing is exposed to unfiltered air. 

iwtík1 ® MAPS 

DO YOU KNOW YOUR MARKET? 

YOUR COMPETITION DOES! 

DATAWORLD MAPS CAN 

Depict your coverage! 

Market orient your sales people! 

Target your ethnic/demographic 
markets! 

Identify marginal signal areas! 

Plot any special requirements! 

MAP OPTIONS 

• SHADOWING (TERRAIN SHIELDING) 

• CONTOUR COVERAGE 

• POPULATION DENSITY 

• ZIP CODE BOUNDARIES 

• RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL 

• SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

datawopld 
A Ser.,Ce 040W inc 

(301) 652-8822 (800) 368-5754 

exhausted air. 
The DX-50 easily fits into the space pre-

viously occupied by our auxiliary transmit-
ter, a Gates BC- 10B. The movers delivered 
and placed the two cabinets, and the elec-
tricians mounted the step/start box and 
installed the AC cables. 
We installed the grounding, RF output, 

stereo exciter RF/audio lines, remote 
meters and control/interlock wiring. The 

installation is truly no more difficult than 
that of a new higher-power FM transmitter. 

Sound quality 
Both of our DX-50s were extensively 

tested at the factory. Harris uses an Audio 
Precision computer-driven analyzing sys-
tem for precise performance documenta-
tion. We were able to confirm the measure-
ments (at both of our installations) using a 
Sound Technology system. 
The performance of the transmitters is 

superb. Test measurements confirmed per-
formance far exceeding all requirements 
for an FM station. From an overshoot and 
bounce standpoint, the transmitter repro-
duces exactly what you put into it. 

If your processing includes heavy clip-
ping, it will pass through without modula-
tion robbing overshoots. 
We worked hard getting good sound from 

our old transmitter. With many modifica-
tions, including an additional power supply 
for the modulators, modulator tube balanc-
ing and weekly Monday mornings off the 
air for maintenance, we could hold IMD to 
around 3.2 percent at 90 percent modula-
tion. The DX-50's IMD was less than 1 
percent at 95 percent modulation. THD 
measured between 0.115 percent to 0.38 
percent. 
The DX-50 is a great stereo transmitter. 

Both our day and night antenna loads are 
very good. IQM measured at -41 dB. 
Excellent stereo separation was achieved 
with very little delay equalization dialed 
into the stereo generator. 

continued on page 44 

USER REPORT 

Broadcast Electronic's AM-5 

Pumps Iron into KUSA's Sound 
by Dave Obergoenner 
Vice President Engineering 
KUSA(AA+1)-KSD-FM 

ST. LOUIS It was late in the summer of 
1991 when Broadcast Electronics asked 
me to field test a new Solid State AM 
Transmitter. 
"Wait a minute," I thought, "BE is only 

supposed to build FM rigs." But it was 
true; with over a decade of experience 
building reliable FM transmitters, BE was 
venturing into the already-competitive 
world of AM. 
Field testing something as important to 

your station's reliability as a transmitter 
can be a bit nerve-racking. But my nerves 
were calmed when I was told another St. 
Louis station, ICEZK, had been field test-
ing the 1 kW version for several months. I 
thought, "Maybe that's why the station has 
been sounding so good lately." 

Where's the iron? 
Before risking my station, I looked more 

closely into the new gear. Upon my first 
inspection of the transmitter, the biggest 
question that came to mind was, "Where's 
the iron?" Most modem AM transmitters 
shed the big modulation transformers and 
chokes years ago. What struck me was 
that the transmitter had no big power 

transformer. How did BE accomplish this? 
The answer lies in the computer technol-

ogy of the 1980s—the switching power 
supply. It not only greatly reduces the 
weight and the cost of the transmitter, it 
reduces power consumption, improves 
performance, and makes it far more toler-
ant of line voltage fluctuations. 
True enough, international broadcasters 

will love this: anything between 185 volts 
and 252 volts works just fine with no 
transformer taps to change, and no degra-
dation in performance. 

True AM stereo 
The new BE AM transmitters incorporate 

an internal C-QUAM Stereo exciter. This 
means the basic transmitter design accom-
modates AM Stereo with high quality, and 
certain tricks can be incorporated into the 
stereo generator to optimize the perfor-
mance of both. 
For example, all MOSFET amplifiers 

generate Incidental Phase Modulation 
(IPM) due to a change in capacitance as 
the voltage is varied to modulate them. 
The BE AM stereo exciter allows you to 
do a pre-correction at the exciter level to 
cancel this effect. The result is a transmit-
ter with almost no IPM. 
Indeed, with our AM-5 feeding the four-

continued on page 42 le. 
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USER REPORT 

Nautel ND50 Proves Practical and Durable 
by Garrett Lysiak 
and Dennis Whitehead 
OWL Engineering/WCTS-FM 

ST. PAUL, Minn. When Central 
Seminary decided to purchase AM 1030 
radio, one of the first orders of business 
was to replace the existing tube transmit-
ter. On weighing the benefits of solid state 

construction. Some of the most important 
features to us were the soft failure charac-
teristic, low B-operating voltage and on-
air serviceability. 
The Nautel came through the door on a 

Thursday morning. By that evening, we 
had it fully assembled and ready for con-
nection to the power mains. The electri-
cian arrived the next morning and by 

midday, we had the 
simple short version of 
the commissioning pro-
cedures well underway. 
The station was origi-

nally set up to operate 
on site, but we planned 
to operate it by remote 
control. There were sev-
eral circuits we had to 
build to ensure complete 
switching from the 50 
kW non-directional day 
pattern to the 1 kW night 
pattern. 
When we switched on 

the transmitter, one of 
our control circuits 

Nautel's AMPFET ND50 stereo transmitter features 
a soft failure characteristic and 24 power modules. 

against tube technology, it was apparent 
that solid state had all the right stuff. 
Plant visits were made to two high-

power solid state radio transmitter manu-
facturers. After putting both transmitters 
through an identical set of tests, the 
choice was made more difficult. 
Making the choice on color alone was 

tempting unless the units were analyzed 
in terms of build, operation in unusual 
situations and maintenance requirements. 
Neuters AMPFET ND50 equaled or 

exceeded the competition in all tests run. 
But it wasn't just because of the factory 
tests, it was the perception that this box is 
built for the long haul. 

Simple and practical 
The Nautel AMPFET ND50 stereo 

transmitter stood on its own in the area of 
simplicity and practicality of design and 

re 

started randomly switching from day to 
night and back again. This was later 
traced to a control circuit problem. The 
Nautel AMPFET ND50 acted just like it 
was handling that antenna system with 
kid gloves. It turned itself off before any 
damage could be done and really saved 
us. 

Easy replacement 
Another fine feature of the Nautel 

AMPFET ND50 is the ease in which a 
failed module can be replaced. The ND50 
has 24 power modules that contribute 
equally to the overall performance of the 
transmitter. 
We already had the Nautel on the air for 
a few days when a low voltage warning 
light was noticed on one of the modules. 
Because we purchased a spare module 
(which we would recommend to anyone 

RE AMERICA, INC. 
31029 Center Ridge Rd. A Westlake, Ohio 44145 
Phone: (216) 871-7617 A Fax: (216) 871-4303 

thinking of buying a new solid state 
transmitter), we were able to facilitate 
quick replacement without going off the 
air for even a second. 

Another positive feature of the 
AMPFET ND50 is the use of indepen-
dent main and standby exciter sections, 
which give redundancy. The AM stereo 
board is a fully integrated part of the 
transmitter, not just an external box 
attached to the outside as an afterthought. 
This feature helped us select the Nautel 
transmitter. 
One nice thing about the ND50 is the 

ease in finding things on the well laid-out 
circuit boards, and in the descriptions and 
diagrams in the manuals. One can tell that 
time and effort were put into the process 
of documentation, so repairs and adjust-
ments can be quickly accomplished. 

Better reception 
Because we replaced the old transmitter 

before even operating the station, we 
haven't had any experience with power 
bills. The former owner gave us thumb-
nail sketches of what he paid for electrici-
ty, but our bills haven't been close to 
those. 
I will say that the signal sounds much 

clearer than the old tube transmitter. 
People 80 and 90 miles away comment 
on the clarity of the AM signal. And 
we've had reception reports 200 miles 
from the transmitter site, much farther 
than our former FM station. 
The Nautel technical service people are 

quite helpful in walking you through a 
problem. We had a failure in a shutback 
circuit that we weren't sure how to fix. 
They waited while we found the board 
and tested the FET that had failed. 
A spare parts kit, which came in handy 

in the wee hours of a weekend morning, 
was a valuable part of the Nautel pur-
chase. The FET we needed was in the kit, 
and within a few minutes we were ready 
for "business as usual" the next day. 

nlock the revenue 
potential of RBDS with 

RE America's 533 Slim Profile 
RDS/RBDS Coder. For under 
S2,500.00 and in a matter of 

minutes, your station can be 
online, talking to the 
"smart radios." 
Your format and call 

letters will be continu-
ously displayed, as well 

as, providing the ability 
to send 64 character mes-
sages. Station promotions, 
song titles, and advertise-
ments are just a few of the 
creative sales and market-
ing tools that RBDS can offer. 

A Call letters transmitted for 
continuous display 

A 64 character radio text 
messages 

A Traffic announcements 

A Internal real-time clock for Clock 
Time transmission 

A Windows type software 
(control program) 

A 16 RBDS records stored in non-
volatile memory 

The AMPFET ND50 has proved to be 
everything we could have hoped for and 
more. Nautel will certainly be high on the 
list for any improvements we may see in 
the future. 

ODD 

Garrett Lysiak, P.E. is president of 
OWL Engineering, Inc. Dennis White-
head is Director of Engineering of 
WCTS-FM in St. Paul. 
For information on the ND50, contact 

Jorgen Jensen in Canada at 902-823-
2233; fax: 902-823-3183; or circle 
Reader Service 103. 
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INDUSTRY ROUNDUP 

AM Technology Keeps Up with Changes 
by Mary Ann Dorsie 

WASHINGTON Although the world of 
AM radio may no longer be in its heyday, the 
medium is still advancing technologically. 
And in the world of AM transmitters, the 

tune is no different, according to AM trans-
mitter manufacturers. With solid state the 
established choice, technology is changing 
to reflect variations within the genre. 

Still going strong 
"The transmitter is the strongest part of 

the transmission system in the sense that 
it's very highly efficient in producing for 
amplitude modulation," said Jorgen 
Jensen, Nautel's manager for sales and 
marketing. "It's an old technology in a 
sense, but the new transmitters produce a 
signal quality that far exceeds the ability of 
receivers to take advantage of it." 
Since solid state came into the scene, the 

focus is on higher and higher powers, 
Jensen said. 
"We're looking at megawatt solid state 

transmitters to be competitive price-wise 
with tube types," he said. 
John DeLay, AM product line manager 

for Harris Allied, said the future of AM 
transmitters is for in-band DAB technolo-
gy. If this type of technology is approved, 
it will help give AM a competitive edge. 

"It will open the opportunity for AM 
broadcasters to compete on a more head-
to-head basis with FM," DeLay said. 

Tim Bealor, director of RF and studio prod-
ucts for Broadcast Electronics, also said 
many things are happening to strengthen 
AM, including the possibility of RDS/RBDS 
and in-band technology for AM. 
David A. White, BE's sales manager for 
RF products, said BE has been promoting 
AM stereo for some time now. The compa-
ny now includes some type of stereo gen-
erator in its products. 
"We've been able to offer excellent C-
QUAM stereo at a very attractive price," 
White said. 

The darker side 
Despite the successes, there is a down 

side to AM radio right now. 
"The broadcast AM market is not grow-

ing," DeLay said. "It does appear to be 
shrinking." 
Jensen said about half of the current AM 

stations will have to shut down for lack of 
money sometime in the future. 
"I think it's a pretty dark outlook for a 

good many stations, but there are still people 
who are making money too," Jensen said. 
Jensen said he does think AM as a medi-
um will survive for a longer period of time 
than FM because it's more of a viable 
option, especially in the Third World. 
It's a way to provide a low-cost information 

service to people distributed over large areas, 
he said. "Everyone can buy a $3 AM radio." 
But all is not totally bleak, Jensen said. 

The recession did cause a slowdown, but 

FCC DEADLINE ALERT: 
Stem.- _OK 

WE'LL GIVE YOU $350 TO REPLACE 
YOUR OLD SU WITH A TFT 9100A... 
UNLESS YOU'D A1 1;1 I HAVE $700 

TO MAKE IT DIGITAL. 
Is your station ready for the July 1 FCC deadline on STL 
type-notification? After that date, your current SIL may no 

longer be legal. 

Let TFT make it easier on you. Whatever brand or model 
SIL you currently own, we'll give you a $350 rebate 

towards the purchase of a TFT 9100A — or any type-noti-

fied TFT composite SIL. The 9100A is frequency agile, 
features patented IF modulation and is fully type-notified 

and legal after July 1. 

But maybe you'd like to save twice as much. Purchase the 

9100A and add digital SIL capability with TFT's new 

DMM-92 and TFT will double the rebate offer to $ 700. 

The new DMM-92 can accommodate four 15 kHz program 
channels and two 3 kHz channels plus two MUX in a sin-

gle 500 kHz channel allocation and is ideal for LMAs and 
duopolies. 

Call TFT today at 1-800-347-3383. But hurry, this rebate 

offer expires June 30, 1993. 

"THE ONE THAT FITS" YOUR BUDGET 

3090 Oakmead Village Drive • Santa Clara • California 95051 
Toll Free: 1-800-347-3383 • Tel: (408) 727-7272 • Fax (408) 727-5942 

now things are starting to pick up. 
"We're seeing a definite upswing in the 

number of transmitter sales domestically," 
Jensen said. 
"AM broadcasters are making enough to 

buy transmitters," Jensen said. "Things 
must be going pretty good, because they're 
usually last in line." 
Based on the increase in transmitter sales, 

the AM market has "bottomed out," Bealor 
said. 
"The guys that survived up to this point 

are starting to gain a little bit of momen-
tum," Bealor said. 
White said he believes AM will always 

survive. 
"You drive across the western United 

States and there are still spots in the coun-
try where you don't have anything else to 
listen to," White said. "It's the medium of 
choice for many, many people who are on 
the road, or in rural areas." 
Bealor said the manufacturers of AM 

equipment have started to listen to the 
needs of the users, and therefore, make 
more functional products. 
And even though all broadcasters need 
a transmitter, it doesn't provide many 
extras, he said. 

Broadcast Electronic's AM-5 

Pumps Iron into KUSA's Sound 
continued from page 40 

tower KUSA directional antenna system, 
mid band IPM is below -50 dB. Because 
there's no question about which transmit-
ter the stereo generator is fed to, setup is 
greatly simplified. A solid state transmitter 
design makes stereo very stable— no 
realignment necessary when you change 
tubes, because there are none. 
The AM-5 will adjust to any of five pre-

set adjustable power levels. Of special 
interest to stations with very low PSSA or 
PSRA power, the AM-5 will still make its 
specs down to 25 watts. 
The very high efficiency of the switching 
power supplies and BE's class E mode of 
operation on the P.A. MOSFET create a 
transmitter using very little power. In fact, 
we calculate that our savings in power 
bills and tubes will pay for the transmitter 
in just a few years. 

Soft fail 
The transmitter comes in a modular 

design. Eight P.A. drawers are hot-plu-
gable in seconds, and the four power sup-
ply modules can be changed in just about 
two minutes. There's very little down time 
with this transmitter. 
The loss of a P.A. module or power sup-

ply module results in only a small reduc-
tion in power output, with no interruption 
in service. You can just pull out the failed 
P.A. drawer and service it, or plug in a 
spare— no need to leave the air. 
Just a word of advice to anyone making 

the switch from tube type transmitters to 
an all solid state design: check your ARC 
gaps at the bases of your towers. 
This is your first and most important line 

of defense against hundreds of thousands 
of volts just waiting to pour back down 
your coax to blitz your transmitter. After 
one terrific electrical storm took out sever-
al P.A. modules on our new AM-5, we 
discovered the gaps on some of our towers 
had been "adjusted" by the feet of some 
tower climbers to several inches. 
Since we've re-adjusted the gaps, and BE 

has improved the lightning protection in 
the AM-5 several times, we've had no 
problems. 

Sound quality 
One of the biggest questions to ask when 

faced with a new design from a company 
that has never sold an AM transmitter 
before is: "How will this thing sound?" 
KUSA was the site for the field test of 

BE's AX- 10 stereo exciter a few years 
ago, and we were very impressed. So I had 
some idea of what to expect from an AM 
transmitter of the company's design, but 

this AM-5 goes way beyond our expecta-
tions. 
For years AM has been looking for real 

world performance from transmitting systems 
that can match or exceed the quality of FM. 

Broadcast Electronic's AM-5 transmitter 

There is a BNC connector inside the trans-
mitter that allows input of an external stereo 
exciter, RDS/RBDS, an external time base 
for synchronous transmitters, or a Digital 
Audio Broadcasting (DAB) signal. 
With the advantage of a built-in stereo 

generator optimized to the transmitter, and 
a very forgiving output combining and tun-
ing design, the BE AM-5 turns better proof 
numbers in stereo into our Directional 
Antenna System than our own FM station. 
For example, stereo distortion is 0.5 per-
cent, stereo separation is in the 40 and 50 
dB range, stereo noise in the mid -60 dB 
range and stereo SMPTE IM distortion is 
under 1 percent. 
These are real world numbers into a less-

than-great antenna system, and this thing 
sounds great. 

DOD 

For information on the AM-5, contact 
David White in Illinois at 217-224-9600; 
fax: 217-224-9607; or circle Reader 
Service 74. 
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KINTRONIC LABS 

TECHNOLOGY UPDATES 43 

EEV 

IA/BAP's Challenge of Staying On the Air During 

Tower Maintenance is Met by DL-50 Dummy Load 

BRISTOL, Tenn. The engineering staff 
of WBAP Radio, the Capital Cities/ABC 
AM station in the Dallas-Fort Worth area, 
faced a dilemma as a result of the ANSI 
radiation exposure standards—how 

to remain on the air during normal tower 
maintenance? The solution was to erect 
an auxiliary tower. 
The switching challenge involved fabri-

cating a floor mounted switch cabinet per-
mitting either of the Nautel ND-50 trans-
mitters to be routed to either antenna or to 
a Kintronic Labs DL-50 dummy load. 

ALTRONIC RESEARCH 

High Power Medium Dummy 

Loads Bring Cooling Relief 

YELLVILLE, Ark. Altronic Re-
search's newest air loads are designed 
for the medium wave broadcast band. 
The loads are cooled by pulling air into 
the cabinet with large fans and then forc-
ing the air over banks of resistors on its 
way out of the load. 
This system eliminates the worry of oil 

or water. The medium wave loads have 
RF characteristics, typically 1.1:1, from 
0.5 through 2 MHz. 
The high-power loads start at power 

ratings of 100 kW, but are available at 
almost any rating. The most popular 
model is the 150 kW unit, but Altronic 
has built 600 kW loads and a 1500 kW 
load. 
The loads can be specified for outside 

service and/or extreme weather condi-
tions. The 600 kW load is approximately 
six-feet tall, seven-and-a-half-feet wide 
and nine-feet long, depending upon con-
figuration. 
For information, contact Doug 

Starkey in Arkansas at 501-449-4093; 
fax: 501-449-6000; or circle Reader 
Service 43. 

In addition, a third 10 kW transmitter 
was to be routed to either antenna or to a 
10 kW dummy load. 
The switching problem was solved 

using two three-port, one four-port and 
one seven-port Kintronic 3 1/8-inch 
patch panels, and a Dielectric 3 1/8-inch 
motorized switch. All were interconnect-
ed using 1 5/8-inch and 3 1/8-inch rigid 
line components. Separate interlock 
switches were supplied for each possible 
U-link location. 
For information, contact Tom F. King 

in Tennessee at 615-878-3141; fax: 615-
878-4224; or circle Reader Service 188. 

Tetrodes Add Longevity and Better Performance 

ELMSFORD, N.Y. EEV's Broad-
cast tetrodes are designed to enhance 
the longevity of transmitters and 
increase their audio performance. 
EEV 4CX Broadcast tetrodes are man-

ufactured with a mesh filament design. 
The mesh design ensures long-lasting 
concentricity of the filament. 
EEV currently manufacturers the fol-

lowing tetrodes: 4CX5000A, 4CX-
10000D, 4C X10000J, 4CX15000A, 
4CX35000C, 4CW25000A and 4CV-
100000C. 
For information, contact Greg 

Morton in New York at 914-592-
6050; fax: 914-682-8922; or circle 
Reader Service 116. 

Quality 
The world's finest modular studio furniture. 

The Express Group offers several lines of affordable, high-quality, 
modular studio furniture. In addition, we specialize in fine, 
custom-designed furniture for any special application. 

Quality. In the long run it's the only true bargain. 

The Express Group • 3518 3rd Ave., San Diego, CA 92103 

Call or write for our free color brochure (619) 298-2834 
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ENERGY-ONIX 
ECONCO 

Tube Rebuilder Will Test 

Station Transmitter Tubes 

WOODLAND, Calif. Broadcast 
engineers who remove tubes from 
sockets while troubleshooting a trans-
mitter often are reluctant to reinstall 
the tubes once the problem is resolved. 
Engineers have learned from personal 

experience that protective interlocks 
often don't operate fast enough to pre-
vent high voltage arcs from doing exten-
sive damage to solid state components. 
Econco offers free testing to engi-

neers who find themselves in this cir-
cumstance. Any engineer can take 
advantage of this service regardless of 
whether the tube in question has been 

rebuilt by Econco or not. 
Simply send the tube to Econco with a 

note asking for a "Test & Advise" on 
the tube. Include a name and telephone 
number, and within a few days of 
receipt, Econco's Customer Service rep-
resentative will call with the test results. 
Information available includes the 

general condition of the tube, any indi-
cation of the potential for catastrophic 
failure and an estimate of remaining 
tube life. 
At this time the engineer can decide 

upon a course of action. 
For information, contact Debbie 

Storz in California at 800-532-6626; 
fax: 916-666-7760; or circle Reader 
Service 127. 

The AM-1K: A Low Power AM and Shortwave Transmitter 

Designed With RF Exciter and 4-400C Tetrode Tubes 

HUDSON, N.Y. Energy-Onix Broad-
cast Equipment Co. is introducing a low 
power AM and shortwave transmitter, the 
AM- 1K. 
The AM- 1K is designed to meet the 

needs of worldwide broadcasters requiring 
a 1 kW to 1.2 kW output for their facilities. 
The output of the transmitter's crystal 

control RF exciter is amplified by a broad-
band solid state IPA. The IPA can produce 
30 watts, while only 10 watts is required to 
drive the final amplifier on the AM-1K. 
The power amplifier utilizes two 4-400C 

tetrode tubes, which can produce 1.2 kW 
of carrier power. The input circuit to the 
PA is conventionally tuned, and its output 

clearly Digita 
Moseley's DSP 6000 Digital Transmission System... 

the clear solution to your STL problems is now a reality 

V Convey up to four 15 kHz audio channels with 

CD quality specifications over a single STL. 

V 25 dB system gain improvement over analog 

STLs reduces new antenna & transmission line costs. 

V Fade and co-channel intermod problems have no 

effect on SNR, so even quiet passages remain crystal 

clear and noise free. 

V Interface to any composite STL, preserving the 

capital investment of your exsisting STLs. 

V Low coding delay of 3.8 ms keeps the air talent 

happy. 

V A built-in V.35/RS-422 interface opens the door 

for utilizing the DSP 6000 with Fractional Ti digital 

Telco circuits. 

V AES/EBU digital I/0 allows direct digital interface To learn more about the digital transmission 

to other digital hardware. advantage, call today for our free color brochure. 

Moseley 
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES INC. • Ill CASTILIAN DRIVE • SANTA BARBARA, CA 93117 • (805) 968-9621 • FAX (805) 685-9638 

circuit is a PI-L. 
Vacuum capacitors are used for both PA 

tuning and loading. The transmitter's mod-
ulators are also 4-400C tetrode tubes, 
which operate in push-pull configuration. 
The modulators are driven by a solid state 

audio driver. The modulators in turn drive 
a conventional modulation transformer. 
The output of the modulation transformer 
is developed across a dual choke, which 
modulates both the PA plate and the PA 
screen. 
Front panel LED lamps are located on a 

graphically displayed control ladder so the 
status of all major transmitter components 
can be understood at a glance. The con-
troller is designed for local and remote, 
manual and automatic control. The control 
override system allows the transmitters to 
stay on the air, even in the event of a con-
troller failure. 
The AM-1K, and all Energy-Onix trans-

mitters, use commonly-available parts. 
Energy-Onix's AM and shortwave trans-
mitters range from 2.5 kW to 50 kW. 
For information, contact Ernie Belanger 

in New York at 518-828-1690; fax: 518-
828-8476; or circle Reader Service 145. 

Harris DX-50: 
A Reliable 
RF Winner 

continued from page 40 

We used to listen to the demodulated IF out-
put of our stereo generator and wonder if there 
would ever be an AM transmitter that could 
sound that good. The DX-50 achieves this. 

The payoff 
Utility rates are high in Los Angeles. 

Rates and billing practices were fully stud-
ied, and the station is on the best constant-
demand (full-time 50 kW operation) rate 
available. Our utility costs dropped from 
$10,000 per month to $6,000 when we 
switched to the DX-50. 
Annual tubes and parts for the old trans-

mitter typically cost between $ 10,000 and 
$15,000 per year. We've paid nothing for 
parts after two and a half years of the DX-
50's operation. 
The performance of this transmitter 

remains constant. No more weekly, all-
night sessions are needed to maintain a 
quality sound. 
In a word, the transmitter's reliability is 

outstanding. Heritage no longer owns 
KDAY (now KBLA), but we had no fail-
ures while we did own it. I checked with 
the chief engineer about any recent fail-
ures, and he's lost one power MOSFET 
since the transmitter went on the air. Our 
Seattle transmitter has been operating since 
April 1, 1992 with no failures. 
We've sent three engineers to the DX-50 

school for maintenance training. All three 
came back praising both the DX-50 and the 
training program. 
In summary, I'm convinced that Harris 

has its act together. The DX-50 is a great 
transmitter. I am totally pleased with the 
DX-50's performance and reliability. 

DOD 
For information on the DX-50, contact 

John DeLay in Illinois at 217-222-8200, 
ext. 3103; fax: 217-222-7041; or circle 
Reader Service 181. 
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OPTIMOD-AM 
AUDIO PROCESSOR 

orbon 
MODEL 910013 

Today's AMs face too much competition for too few 
advertising dollars. That's why Orban's OPTIMOD-AM 

has become the weapon of choice for competitive 

broadcasters in every market. 

OPTIMOD-AM produces 
maximum loudness, consis-

tency and clarity on all types 

of AM radios, using evefy last 

watt of your authorized power 

to extend your listenable area 

and increase your billing opportunities. 

Comprehensive controls and metering 
allow you to easily fine-tune your sound, keeping it 

distinct and aggressive in a changing marketplace. 

OPTIMOD 

AM 9 1 0 0 

A powerful six-band limiter and patented 
distortion-canceling multi-band peak controller 

deliver deep, tight lows and clean, transparent highs. 

You get the closest thing to FM sound, with maximum 

intelligibility in the essential voice frequencies. 

© 1993 AKG Acoustics, Inc. 
Orbri and Optirrod are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics, Inc. 
AKG .s a registered trademark of Akustische u. Kino-Gerâte Ges.m.b.H., Austria. 

Fully NRSC and 
EBU/CCIR compliant 
and with mono units easily 

field-upgradable to stereo, 

OPTIMOD-AM meets today's 

standards and protects your 

'investment as you grow. 

And Orban's superior customer service is there if 

you need it to provide world-class support for you 

and your in-house or contract engineering staff. 

Give your programming a chance by making 
sure it gets heard. Call your Orban dealer today for 

an on-the-air evaluation, and put OPTIMOD-AM 

to work protecting your bottom line. 

,rbcin® 
A Division of AKG Acoustics, Inc. 

1525 Alvarado Street, San Leandro, CA 94577 USA 
Tel: ( 1) 510/351-3500 Fax: ( 1) 510/351-0500 
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IS WELL SUPPORTED by a caring factory staff via a toll-free service line, and a super next-day 
delivery no-charge warranty. 

.àd 

LED A REVOLUTION 
by proving that a low-priced console 

could offer major market features, rugged 

construction, and superb audio specifications. 

IS AVAILABLE in 6, 12, 18 and 24 channel models for 
any size studio. 

FEATURES AS STANDARD EQUIPMENT a mix-minus buss, 
full remote control, full metering, talk-back, two stereo outputs, P&G faders, cue and 

headphone amps, mic through line level on any input, timer, and much more. 

IS HIGHLY REGARDED by the 600+ owners who have purchased RS-Series consoles since 
their introduction. Over 90(7( rated their boards a "superior value". Over 250 owners bought another 

RS-Series console when they built another studio. 

HAS A COMPLETE RANGE of available options including copy stand, distribution 
amplifier card, special application remote interface cards, input extender card, 4 and 2 buss mix-minus 

cards, squawk box card, and more. And even with all these standard and optional features, the factory 

is happy to modify the board when special user applications call for something different. 

IS THE BEST VALUE available today in broadcast consoles, and is now available from select 
distributors. Call today for more information and the name of a dealer in your area. 

Ranio SYSTEMS INC. 
110 High Hill Road • P.O. Box 458 • Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458 • 609/467-8000 • 800/523-2133 • FAX 609/467-3044 
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CCA ELECTRONICS 

TECHNOLOGY UPDATES 47 

AM Transmitter Line Offers Simple Installation, 
Non-Proprietary Components and RF Levels to 50 kW 

• min um um win 

OCA 

FAIRBURN, Ga. For over 30 years, 
CCA Electronics has manufactured AM 
medium wave and shortwave transmit-
ters, and supplied them to broadcasters 
all across the United States and around 
the world. 
With downsizing of engineering and 

technical staffs in U.S. stations, simplici-
ty is more important today than in the 
past. CCA's AM and HF transmitters are 
designed for easy installation and main-
tenance, and for less-complicated trou-
bleshooting. 
CCA transmitters are made with con-

CONTINENTAL 

Solid State Transmitters 

Yield AM Stereo Performance 

DALLAS The solid state AM transmit-
ter lines by Continental Electronics 
Corporation (CEC) range in power lev-
els from 300 W to 10 kW. 
Highlights of the transmitters include 

low power consumption and the non-rou-
tine replacement of vacuum tubes. 

The transmitters come standard with the 
following features: interchangeable mod-
ules (no tuning required), lightning pro-
tection, over-temperature sensing, full 
cabinet cooling, VSWR protection, 
remote-control compatibility, power cut-
back, module construction and module 
status and monitoring. 

For information, contact Steve 
Claterbaugh in Texas at 214-381-7161; 
fax: 214-381-4949; or circle Reader 
Service 153. 

servatively-rated components for opera-
tion in environments under less-than-
desirable conditions. Parts are always 
available from CCA, but the end-user 
isn't "forced" to purchase replacement 
parts from CCA. 
Plate-modulated design, low ICPM, 

modern relay control-logic, automatic 
power control and VSWR protection are 
some of the features incorporated in 
CCA AM transmitters. 
CCA's 'F' series AM transmitters have 
RF power levels from 1 KW to 50 KW. 
For information, contact Steve McElroy 

in Georgia at 404-964-3530; fax: 404-
964-2222; or circle Reader Service 170. 

Important Points For AM Dummy Load Installations 

NEPTUNE, NJ. Selecting and installing an AM dummy load should only be 
done after consideration of some important information. 
Power rating is important, so both the carrier and modulation should be considered 

when selecting the dummy load; a 10 kW AM transmitter requires a 15 kW-rated load. 
Be certain that you run a heavy ground strap to the load cabinet, in addition to the 

input connector ground. All Electro Impulse loads have a heavy brass ground stud 
for this purpose. 
Dummy loads will dissipate all of the incident power from the transmitter as heat. Be 

certain to allow ventilation and adequate spacing from any walls, floors, ceilings, etc. 
If you're going to vent or duct the heat out of the room, be certain you consider the 

backpressure of the duct. 
Electro Impulse dry dummy load maintenance involves periodically checking the 

air cooling path, periodically checking the air movers, if used; and verifying the 
operation of the air flow interlock and checking the input resistance of the dummy 
load using an ohmmeter. 
For information, contact Mark Rubin in New Jersey at 908-776-5800; fax: 908-

776-6793; or circle Reader Service 20. 

The inventor of 

high powered 

solid-state AM 

has perfected 

solid-state FM 

You know us as worldwide suppliers of cost-effective, 
power-efficient solid-state AM transmitters. 

Now we're proud to offer Nautel reliability, efficiency and 
serviceability in three new solid-state FM transmitters. 

AMPFET FM4 4kW 
AMPFET FM7 7kW 
AMPFET FM10 10kW 

Get the full story on our complete line. 
Call, write or FAX today. 

Phone: (902)823-2233 Canada • Fax: (902)823-3183 • Telex: 019-22552 

Nautel 

(Nautical Electronic Laboratories Limited) 
R.R. #1, Tantallon, Halifax County, 

Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 310 

Nautel Maine Inc. 

201 Target Industrial Circle 
Bangor, Maine 04401 U.S.A. 
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CURRENT TECHNOLOGY 

MP Power Siftors Save Station's 

Broadcast Facility From 

Spikes, Surges and Other Electrical Problems 

RICHARDSON, Texas For years, 
Dallas radio stations, KKDA-AM-FM, 
relied on Current Technology MP 
(Main Panel) Power Siftors® to protect 
the station's broadcast facility from 
damaging spikes, surges and other 
electrical disturbances. 
During a spring storm, a lightning 

strike knocked out KKDA's unpro-
tected off- site power transmitting 
station located on a hill several 
miles from the broadcast station. 
Listeners were greeted with the deaf-
ening sounds of total silence. KKDA 

AM ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

50 KW AM TUNING UNIT 

Antenna Tuning Units 
Transmitter Combiners 
Folded Unipole Antennas 

Diplexers, Triplexers 
RF Components 

Call LBA Technology for RF systems 
and excellent technical service. 
Products for AM, FM, Shortwave and 
TV are designed and built to interna-
tional standards. LBA antenna 
systems will improve your efficiency, 
performance and reliability. 

LBA is the world leader in single and 
multiple station folded unipole antenna 
systems for high efficiency, wide-band 
AM transmissions at all power levels. 
LBA systems are found from Alaska to 
Argentina, Kuwait to Saipan. 

Our capabilities include the design and 
fabrication of RF equipment, complete 
system integration with products of 
other leading suppliers, project 
management, on-site installation, and 
commissioning. Consult LBA for fast 
response to your RF needs. 

919-757-0279 

919-752-9155 FAX 
or Contact Our Representatives 

Worldwide 

LBA TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
P.O. Box 8026 Greenville, NC 27835 USA 

30 YEARS OF 

WORLDWIDE ENGINEERING 
SERVICES 

COMPLETE LINE OF RF 
PRODUCTS 

was off the air. 
To compound matters, the transmitting 

station was surrounded by dangerous 
floodwaters resulting from unusually 

heavy spring rains. A competing Dallas 
radio station's news and traffic heli-
copter transported new equipment and an 
MP Power Siftor to the KKDA transmit-
ting site. 
Today, KKDA uses Current Technol-

ogy's products at both the broadcast 
facility and off-site transmitting station. 
Subsequent storms have hit the Dallas 
area, but no disturbances or downtime 
were reported. 
The Power Siftors have saved the sta-

tions money in downtime and repair 
costs, said Gerald L. Dalton, director of 
engineering. 
For information, contact Teresa 

Henderson in Texas at 214-669-0818; 
fax: 214-669-0420; or circle Reader 
Service 69. 

People 
Shure Brothers Inc. appointed two 

new managers in the company's mar-
keting department. 
Brian Hall is Market Development 

Manager, concentrating on the compa-
ny's sound contracting market, and 
Steve Johnson is Product Line 
Manager, concentrating on Shure's 
wireless market. 
Both Hall and Johnson join Shure 

after working for Motorola. 

Bob Orban was awarded an Oscar 
by the Academy of Motion Picture 
Arts and Sciences for his part in the 
development of Dolby Laboratories' 
"Container." 
The Container is an audio processor 

that permits added creativity in 
soundtracks recorded in the analog 
domain. Orban's 
original basic 
research is used 
in AKG Acou-
stics' Optimod0 
audio proces-
sors designed 
for broadcast 
peak limiting. 

FM 2 96 100 104 106 MHz 

Inc., 35 Hardscrabble Hill Road, 
Chappaqua, N.Y., 10514-3009. He 
can be reached at 212-246-0227. 
ProDisk warranty service and sales 
support is handled by Laslo Katona 
and Vince Mosdar, Film-Tek and 
Associates, 26-07 Broadway, Suite 
24, Fair Lawn, N.J. 07410. They can 
be reached at 201-797-4999. 

BSW has changed its name to 
Broadcast Supply Worldwide and 
redesigned it logo to mirror the com-
pany's new scope. For the first time 
this year, BSW's 120-page catalog 
will reach more than 60 countries. 

Alridge Marketing of Houston 
recently received the 1992 "Rep of 
the Year" award at the Ramsa/Panas-
onic Pro Audio national sales meet-

ing and awards 
dinner. 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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S.C.M.S., Inc. announced that John 
Timm joined the sales department in 
the broadcast equipment division. 
Primarily covering the Florida area, he 
can be reached at 26646-1 Players 
Circle, Lutz, Fla., 33549 (phone: 813-
973-1788; fax: 813-973-4877). 

Companies 
Otani Corporation has opened a 

direct Sales Office at 420 Lexington 
Avenue, Suite 300, New York, NY 
10170 (phone: 212-297-6109; fax: 
212-986-1952). The office is responsi-
ble for Otari's "high tech" products, 
including the DTR-900, MTR-100, 
MTR-90, ProDisk 464 and all con-
sole/automation products. 
Tape machine warranty service and 

sales support is handled by Greg 
Hanks, New York Technical Support 

in 1992. 

The profes-
sional division 
of Audio-Tech-
nica U.S., Inc. 
experienced a 
15 percent in-
crease in sales 

beyerdynamic has appointed MTA, 
North Hollywood, California, its Rep 
for Southern California, Arizona and 
Southern Nevada. 
The company also appointed two 

reps for the metropolitan New York 
and New Jersey areas. Sigmet 
Marketing will focus on Pro Audio, 
Contractor, Broadcast/Video and 
Musical Instrument dealer activities, 
while Audio Associates will focus on 
Consumer Audio and Video dealer 
activities. 

Group One, Ltd. is now the offi-
cial U.S. distributor for Focusrite, 
the British manufacturer of recording 
consoles and signal processing 
equipment. 

A SEE THE FUTURE A 

A AVANT-GARDE SERIES MURPHY 
MODULAR FLEXIBILITY WITH A CUSTOM FIT 

WE OFFER A CHOICE OF FIVE ELEGANT LINES OF STUDIO FURNTIURE STUDIO FURNITURE 

A 4153 N BONITA STREET A SPRING VALLEY, CA 91977 TEL ( 619) 698-4658 A FAX ( 619) 698-1268 A 

An LBA Group Company 1993  
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BUYING YOUR FIRST HARD DISK SYSTEM? 

ASK DCS USERS WHO'VE BOUGHT THEIR 

2ND, OR 3RD OR 4TH... 

(ay. 
W e needed a one-

button operation to fire 
commands at each of 
our four simulcast 
stations and the DCS 
was the only system 
reliable and smart 
enough to trust with 
our spot load." 

MARK ROLLINGS, 

PRESIDENT, ROLLINGS 

COMMUNICATIONS, 

CHAMPAIGN/URBANA, IL 

apt—X DIGITAL COMPRESSION 

I have installed a he' 
dozen DCS systems here 
and in other stations, 
and I think it's the most 
functional, flexible and 
complete system on the 
market." 

DENNIS EVERSOLL, 

VP ENGINEERING, 

WRHQ, SAVANNAH, GA 

Comput RPORATIOer Concepts 
CO N 

"Computer Concepts 
leads the way, in my 
opinion. Our next 
system was delivered 
right after Radio '92... 
that says it all!" 

MARK VAIL, 

STATION MANAGER, 

KSJQ & KFEQ, 

ST, JOSEPH, MO 

PROFIT FROM OUR tXPERIENCE, CALL 

awl 
W e are very pleased 

with the Computer 
Concepts hard disk 
system for both our 
stations, but Jam most 
pleased with the 
support, especially the 
pleasant, 
knowledgeable and fast 
help from your staff" 

DAVE ANTHONY, 

STATION MANAGER, 

WCED/WOWQ DuBois, PA 

-255-
COMPUTER CONCEPTS CORPORATION • 8375 MELROSE DRIVF, LENF\ ‘, KS 66214 • TEL: 913-541-0900 • FAX: 913-541-0169 
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MARKETPLACE 
A compendium of new and recently introduced radio broadcast products 

The ADSP-2 103 

Digital Signal Processor 
Analog Devices, inc. has introduced the 

ADSP-2103, a 3.3-V powered digital sig-
nal processor (DSP) operating at 13 MHz 
and dissipating to 30 mW during typical 
operation, and to 83 mW, maximum, when 
fully active. 
The ADSP-2103 was designed for opera-

tion at 3.3 V ±10 percent. Analog Devices 
uses transistor size reduction plus design 
enhancements, allowing the ADSP-2103 to 
attain its low active-power specification 
while still operating at 13 MHz. 
Future design enhancements will bring 

standby power consumption to less than 1 
mW, and operating speed to 20 MHz. 
For information, contact Analog Devices 

in Massachusetts at 617-461-4447; fax: 617-
821-4273; or circle Reader Service 34. 

Mom Always Said, 
"KeepYour Hair Combed 
Wear Clean Underwear & 
Put Out A Helladously 

Clean Signal." 

The way Mom felt about 
keeping everything neat 
and clean, she'd love our 

Platinum Series® FM 

transmitters. They put out 

the cleanest signal around. 

So clean, in fact, the> 

outperform the 

competition, no sweat. 
What does all this 

cleanliness mean to you? 

Increased market share. 

Because your signal will be 
noticeably stronger than 

your competitors'. You'll 
sweep up more revenue. 
And increase your profits. 

What's more, our 

Platinum Series FM 

transmitters are simple 
to maintain and operate. 
Their solid-state tech-
nology eliminates the 

constant fine-tuning 

HAnnus 
AL_LIED 

5 

demanded by tube 

transmitters. And 
decreases recommended 

maintenance by up to 90%. 

You won't have to worry 

about down time mopping 
up your revenue. 

Attract more listeners 
with a Platinum Series FM 
transmitter from Harris Allied, 
the most trusted name in FM 

technology. We'll help you 

make a clean break to the 
top of your market. 

217-222-8200 

Fax 217-224-1439 
Canada 800-268-6817 

Toronto 416-731-3697 

01993 Harris Corp. 

AKG Blue Line 

AKG Acoustics, Inc. has introduced the AKG Blue Line, a modular microphone sys-
tem for professional recording and live sound. 
The line is comprised of one preamplifier, eight different micrphone capsules and 
a range of dedicated accessories. The system's new ModuLockTM positive action 
bayonet coupling helps system components to be assembled quickly and accurately. 
The Blue Line features two cardioid mic capsules. the CK 91 and the miniature car-

dioid CK 97-C; a hypercardioid capsule, the CK 93; two omnidirectional capsules, the 
CK 92 and miniature CK 97-0; a figure eight, the CK 94; and a short shotgun, the CK 

98. 
For information, contact Joey Wolpert at 510-351-3500; fax: 510-351-0500; or circle 
Reader Service 141. 

Fiber Optic STL Systems 
BEC Technologies has introduced a 

modular, digital fiber optic STL system 
capable of transmitting up to 64 chan-
nels of full-bandwidth, bi-directional 
audio. 
The maximum transmission distance is 

two miles multimode with the standard 
LED driver, or up to 25 miles single 
mode with an optional laser driver. 
Specifications include a frequency 

"Doing things for 
successful FM translators" 

( H FMTA) 
FM TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Talk with Howard 
Enstrom, veteran 
broadcast consul-
tant who, in the 70s 
switched to FM 
translators as a 
specialty. 

FMTA services: Feasibility studies, 
frequency searches, system design-
engineering, FCC applications. Pub-
lisher of The SIGNAL SOURCE, bi-
monthly newsletter all about FM 
translators. BEST EQUIPMENT 
PRICES. 

FM TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 

30925 Vista Vista 

Mount Dora, FL 32757 

(904) 383-3682 FAX (904) 383-4077 

response of 10 Hz to 22.5 kHz (±3 dB), 
THD+N of less than 0.01 percent and 
dynamic range better than 92 dB. 
Proprietary Fault Tolerant Redundant 

Communication (FTRCTm) technology 
is implemented for fail-safe signal 
integrity. 
For information, contact Michael 

Creamer in Washington at 206-632-2431; 
fax: 206-547-1421; or circle Reader 
Service 66. 

FM STUDIES 
SPACING/INTERFERENCE SEARCHES 
to locate a channel 

DETAILED INTERFERENCE STUDIES 
optimizing site location and 
directional antenna designs 
(calculates allowed ERP on all 360 
bearings) 

TERRAIN ELEVATION RETRIEVAL 
determines HAAT for 8 or more 
radials 

DISTANCE TO CONTOURS plots 
projected coverage 

POPULATION COUNTING to 
determine potential listening 
audience 

COVERAGE MAPS AND OVERLAYS 
depicts signal coverage, zip code 
boundaries, received signal level, 
terrain shadowing and more 

datawophi 
A Service of OW inc 

(301) 652-8E22 (800) 368-5754 
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE 
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s) 

on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly. 

DIGITAL 

PROCESSING 

FOR TODAY'S 

DIGITAL 

BROADCASTER 

The PARAGON brings a new standard of audio processing to the 
digital broadcaster. The RAM-based hardware architecture enable 
the PARAGON to be completely software driven via a 3/5 1.44 
megabyte floppy drive; therefore there's never a need to install 
fragile, static sensitive EPROMS. The Paragon provides a continu-
ously updateable audio processing platform with no planned or 
short-term obsolescence. As the future of Digital Audio Broadcast 
unfolds, the PARAGON is ready to be configured with new soft-
ware and/or hardware updates. 

• Built in Stereo Generator • 6 Band Parametric EO 
• 4-Band compressor • 4-Band Limiter 
• Fully sweepable crossover points • Stereo Image Controlle' 
• Touch Screen interface' • Day parting 
• Limitless user presets • "On-Air- NB Comparison 
• RD Spectrum Graph display • AGC Mapping Graphics display 
• Limiter Dynamic Mapping Graphics • User friendly interface 

List $ 8,895.00 
This is not a redo of an Analog Processor. It was made from the 
ground up by Audio Animation to meet the high demands of the 

Digital Broadcaster for today and tomorrow. 

AUDIO COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE 

Professional Audio Products 

P.O. Box 148, Deer Park, California 94576-1048 
Tel. 800-234-5616 FAX: 707-963-5723 

READER SERVICE NO. 54 

- 
O -Çte 

AUTOMATICALLY 
• Switches to backup or tertiary stereo audio source when 

main audio source loses a channel or is missing 
• Switches both outputs to the channel with audio when 

one channel is missing from a stereo source 
• Corrects audio polarity if it is reversed 
• User programmed time delays and sequencing 
III FULL alarm outputs and total remote control 
• ON-LINE audio monitoring and stereo audio switching 
• Locate at Tranmsitter site for full REDUNDANCY 
la Locate at Studio site to monitor studio audio and make 

instant corrections for console, cart/tape, or satellite 
programming errors. 

AND MUCH MORE. . . CALL FOR DETAILS 

Model MLW-1 
TITUS 

TECHNOLOGICAL 
LABORATORIES 

77 Kreiger Lane Glastonbury, CT 06033 

(203) 633-5472 
READER SERVICE NO. 26 

Obstruction Lighting 
That's Not Sky High 

ElectroFlash' Aviation 
Lighting Systems 
• Medium and High Intensity 

Obstruction Strobe Lighting 
• En Certified, FAA, Transport Canada 
and ICAO Approved 

• Compatible with Dual Installations— 
Auto Restart 

• Available with AC, DC or AC/DC 
Combination Input Voltage 

• Installation and Service Maintenance 
Available 

• Equipment Warranted for 24 Months— 
Includes Flash Tube 

P.O. Box 329 

Nashua, NH 03060 FLASH 
Tel: (603) 883-6500 
Fax: (603) 883-0205 

AUTO-ANSWER TELEPHONE COUPLER 
Ideal for unattended situations such 
as listen lines, IFB feeds, dial-up 
networks, remote transmitter sites & 
satellite links. 

• Clean connection to phone line 
• Easy to install 
• Send or receive program 
• F.C.C. registered 

411141%&/11 VII MY 8 
1111‘11/1ViIMMI‘ 

Comrex Corp., 65 Nonset Path, Acton MA 01720 
Tel: 1-800-237-1776 Fax: 508 635-0401 

READER SERVICE NO. 8 

INTELLIGENT TRANSMITTER OPERATION 
INTELLIGENT DIGITAL REMOTE 

CONTROL. The IT0177 from Hallilcainen 
& Friends, allows fully automatic operation 

of a Moseley TRC-15 remote control equipped 

with a TEL171 Digital Telemetry Adaptor. 

The 170177 plugs into the memory expan-

sion port of a Commodore-64 personal 

computer and to the TEL171 data 

port. Automated transmitter site 

control of the TRC-15 and access 
to the meter reading displayed on the 

TEL171 is by BASIC statements and func-
tions built in to the 171)177. An "auto-boot" 

feature allows the control program to re-load 

and run in the event of a power failure. 2K 

of nonvolatile memory saves information 

from power loss. Make the intelligent choice 

today based on time tested tradition. 

IT0177 
PROGRAMMABLE EXPANDAI311- AFFORDABLE 

HALLIKAINEN & FRIENDS 
141 Suburban E4, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-7590 USA 

805-541-0200 
READER SERVICE NO. 203 

Composite Audio DA 
and Switcher! 

\ \ 

tr'e 

APPLICATIONS 
• Switching Between Composite STL's 
• Main/Alternate Processing Switching 
. Feed Up to 3 Transmitters with Identical Audio 
• SCA or SAP Generator Switching 
• Non-Intrusive Composite Testing/Monitoring 

FEATURES 
• 2 Input Switcher 
• 3 Isolated Outputs 
• Individual Level Control for Each Output 
• Front Panel and Remote Control with Full Status 
• Power Fail Memory with Bypass Mode 
• Inputs Selectable for Balanced or Unbalanced Operation 

bdi 
Broadcast Devices, Inc. 

5 Crestview Avenue 

Peekskill, NY 10566 

Tel. (914) 737-5032 FAX: (914) 736-6916 

READER SERVICE NO. 217 

WEATHER RADIO 
Model CRW 

Price $540.00 

Sensitivity .28 microvolts for 12 dB quiet-
ing. All 3 frequencies. Alert tone demutes 
receiver, closes relay and gates audio to 
600 ohm rear terminals. Another set of rear 
terminals has continuous 600 ohm audio 
output. Double conversion crystal con-
trolled, crystal filter in first I.F., ceramic fil-
ter in second I.F. Dual gate MOS FET front 
end. 50 ohm coaxial input. Adjacent chan-
nel (j25 kHz) down to 70 dB. 19" rack 
mount, 31/2" H, all metal enclosure. In 
stock—available for immediate delivery. 

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO 
257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701 
Phone 614-593-3150 • FAX 614-592-3898 

Affordable Custom Broadcast 
Furniture. 

Delivered and 

installed by 

ECHNOLOGY 
For additional information contact 

Vince Fiola at: 

PHONE: (215) 640-1229 

FAX: (215) 640-5880 

READER SERVICE NO. 35 READER SERVICE NO. 63 



Roc Werld 
Broadcast Equipment Exchange 

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers. 

RADIO RESOURCES 
1201 S. Sharp St. 

Baltimore, MD 21230 

DO YOU HAVE LXCES 
FOUIPMENT TO SFLL? 

Mail or fax us a iist of what you have for 
sale, and we will help you turn your 

excess equipment into CASH.. 

Some of the eaucinent items we need are 
POTOMAC FIELD STRENGTH METERS 

MARTI VHF/UHF RPU EQUIPMENT 

MARTI SIL EQUIPMENT 

MOSELEY SIL EQUIPMENT 

ORB AN 8 I 00A OPTIMOD 

If there is a piece of pre-owned equip-
ment you are looking for give us a caii, 

we can probably help you. 

THE INDUSTRYS BEST NEW & 
PRE-OWNED EOUIPMENT DEALER 

Ask for Bill, Steve or Chuck 

Voice: 1-800-54-RADIO 

FAX: 1-410-783-4635 
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AMPLIFIERS 

Want To Sell 

Gates MO-2696 rack mount, prof tube 
amp, 1950s, $200. R Franklin, Franklin 
Studios, 1004 Dekalb St, Norristown 
PA 19401. 

Dynaco ST120, fact built, gd cond, 
BO. R Robinson, TNA Rcdg, 10 
George St, Wallingford CT 06492. 
203-269-4465. 

Bext PJ-100 used less than 2 yrs, 
broadband, $ 1295. R Newton, Family 
105.3, 266 Lantz Rd, Lawrenceburg 
TN 38464. 615-766-1022. 

BWG Mdi 85 (2) pwr amp, stereo, 35 
W/chnl, 1RU, exc cond, $250 ea/$400 
both; Shure M-267 rem, $275. J 
Somich, Somich Prods, 1208 Stoney 
Run Trl, Broadview Hghts OH 44147. 
800-334-3925. 

Haeco (2) 1x16 audio DAs, $50 ea. L 
Houck, Rollin Rcdg, 210 Altgelt, San 
Antonio TX 78201. 

New 250 W solid state amp, $1800. 
Call for details. Bill Hoffman, 518-583-
9490. 

McMartin MS- 10B amp/preamp, 
PA/music application, $45. B Mayor, 
Galaxy, 175 Bunker Hill Rd, Auburn 
NH 03032. 

ATI (4) preamps. $75 ea. N Doshi, 
WOCD, 220 E 42nd St Ste 2812, NY 
NY 10017. 212-210-2775. 

Perma-Power S-102 w/S1420 batt 
pack, port PA unit, 12 W out, exc cond, 
$100. R Sumner, CAVU, 3322 
Applegate Ct, Annandale VA 22003. 
703-968-8894. 

Video DA, 1 in 3 out, stand alone, 110 
VAC oper, BNC conns, $50. D Burns, 
Electroman, 5960 Orleans Ave, New 
Orleans LA 70124. 504-482-3017. 

RTS 465 mie pre w/limiter, $ 150; RTS 
dual buffer 444 matchbox, $100; BGW 
85 pwr, stereo, 35 w/chan, $225. J 
Somich, Somich Engrg, 1208 Stoney 
Run Trl, Broadview Heights OH 44147. 
800-334-3925. 

AB Syst 205A stereo, new, $400 
ea/B0. J Diamond, Blue Diamond, Box 
102C Chubbic Rd RD1, Canonsburg 
PA 15317. 412-746-3455. 

RCA, Altec, Dynaco tube amps, sell 
of trade. Tracy Eaves, 615-821-6099 
(evenings before 10PM EST). 

Want To Buy 

Mick-Lock 2-3 line amp. M Gimenez, 
WPAB, POB 7243, Ponce PR 00731. 

Mclntosh/Marantz, Fairchild 670/602. 
K Gutzke, 612-866-6183. 

ANTENNAS & TOWERS 

Want To Sell 

Andrew LDF5, LDF4, FHJ5 1/2"; 
LDF4-50A 807607251.25', 7/8"; FHJ5-
50A 24i/457.504s/h. K Kuespert, TPC 
Tech, 1794 Russell Rd, Baroda MI 
49101. 219-291-6996. 

FM - ANTENNAS 
Desig,ited and buill for your fre-
quency. Choose front 1 to 12 
bays and five power levels. 
Financing available. Call 

Jimmie iloyill al S.W.R. 

214-335-3425 

Utility 340 in 9 sections, 1 tapered 
base section, 1 1/2-section tube leg, 
painted, 210' w/o base insulator/hard-
ware, $3500/B0+s/h.0 Glasgow, 
KROP, 120 S Plaza, Brawley CA 
92227. 

ERI cir polar 4-bay on 94.7 MHz. B 
Dodge, WWNH, Rte 155, Dover NH 
03820. 603-742-8575. 

Andrew 3 1/8" rigid, 380', 13 yrs old, 
$200/20'+s/h. T Nelson, WCAL, St Olaf 
College, Northfield MN 55057. 507-
646-3328. 

160' tower, self-supp, non-guyed, galv 
& painted. M Latham, KAGY, POB 
1307, Buras LA 70041. 

Potomac Instr AM-19 4-tower ant 
mon & PMA-19 prec adap, like new, 
$6500 both. D Dybas, WPNT, 875 N 
Michigan, Chicago IL 60611. 708-869-
0001. 

Shively 6813 2-bay, new w/radomes 
tuned to 96.1, BO. D Magnum, WBOG, 
1021 N Superior Ave, Tomah WI 
54660. 800-736-WBOG. 

Belden 8281 (3) 200' pieces, yellow, 
(1) 150' red; ( 1) 250' equiv, BO; vari-
ous lengths, indiv shielded, BO. L 
Houck, Rollin Rcdg, 210 Altgelt, San 
Antonio TX 78201. 

Hughey-Phillips 36" flasher beacon, 
exc cond, BO. H McDonald, KKJV, 
POB 807, Veradale WA 99037. 509-
535-7535, 

Dielectric Mdl 50000 motorized coax 
switch, $3500/80; Prodelin patch 
panel, $500, both 3 1/8". T Toenjes, 
KOLA, Box 104, Manhattan KS 66502. 
913-437-6549. 

Dielectric/Delta 4- port, 3 1/8" coax 
switch, gd cond, 3 1/8-5 1/8 EIA adap. 
H Kneller, WKII, 3151 Cooper St #56, 
Punta Gorda FL 33950. 813-639-1112. 

Shively 6813 2-bay, new w/radomes 
on 96.1, BO. D Magnum, Pres, WBOG, 
1021 N Superior Ave, Tomah WI 
54660. 800-736-WBOG. 

Utility tower, 50011, 36 inch face, new 
in 1982. Also 2-bay antenna tuned to 
101.7. C Clinton, KSOX, 345 S 7th 
Raymondville TX 78580. 210-689-
3333. 

ERI 37CP8 8-bay, hi pwr, end-fed, in 
storage, on 107.3, $6000. K Reising, 
WRZQ, 825 Washington St, Columbus 
IN 47201. 812-379-1077. 

ERI FMH-10AC high-pwr FM on 98.5, 
nds repair, burned, $2500/B0. E Joe 
Eck, KSAJ, Box 61, Abilene KS 67410. 
913-263-7111. 

AVOID HEAVY FINES FOR 
EBS NONCOMPLIANCE! 

INTRODUCING THE NEW DAM FROM SINE SYSTEMS 

AeSleir rem smarm - tor. edis4 

• Easily handles EBS • Allows direct access to 
requirements for "WALK the air chain 
AWAY" Operations (discrete or composite) 

For more information about the 
DAI - 1 or the Sine Systems Dial Up Remote Control, 

Call Your HE Sales Engineer today! 

(804)974 -6466 

• Remote broadcasts (no 
one at the station) 

1E4 HALL  
FAX (804)974 -6450 Electronics 
Will work with your present remote control! 

Want To Buy 

4-8 bay FM on 91.9 MHz, M Latham, 
KAGY, POB 1307, Buras LA 70041. 

2- bay, cire polar on 91.1 MHz. B 
Dodge, WWNH, Rte 155, Dover NH 
03820. 603-742-8575. 

5-7 bay cire polar on/tunable to 103.9 
MHz to handle 20 kW; 3" coax 
w/conns, 80' used/new. C Hall, KLOA, 
POB 165, Nephi UT 84648. 801-623-
4010. 

4-bay cire polar, on/near 90.1 FM. 
414-494-9010. 

Used FM, 6-bay, cire polar, 90.5 MHz 
pref. J Winchester, KCHU, POB 467, 
Valdez AK 99686. 907-845-4665. 

AUDIO PRODUCTION 

Want To Sell 

Eventide H910Hharmonizer, gd cond, 
$325. J Addie, 708-579-3749. 

TEAC EGA-3034 10-band graphic E0, 
real time freq spectrum analyzer 
w/LED display, new, less than 10 hrs, 
$175. H Guetzlaff, Trinity Foundation, 
5634 Columbia Ave, Dallas TX 75214. 

Altec 1/3 octave graphic EQ, $55. G 
Wachter, 602-258-6161. 

Gentner Versapatch (2) prewired 
patch bay, pert cond, $360 ea+s/h. B 
Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St, 
Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374. 

Soundcraftsman EQ PE2217 gd 
cond; (2) JVC 5-band Kb, fair cond, 
BO. B Spitzer, KKLS, Box 460, Rapid 
City SD 57701. 605-343-6161. 

0000000 

SAVE 
6300 
ON T T 
144 POINT PATCH BAYS 
brokers of bne and coarse used eqwpment 

audio village 619/320-0728 

0000000 

SymetrIx SE-400 para EQ, new, 
$400/80; (2) phase shifters, new, 
$250 ea/BO; (2) SG-200 stereo noise 
gates, new, $300 ea/B0. J Diamond, 
Blue Diamond, Box 102C Chubbic Rd 
RD1, Canonsburg PA 15317. 412-746-
3455. 

UREI 1178, dual, $400 ea; Dictaphone 
logger w/2 mo tape sply, $ 1000 
ea+s/h. N Doshi, WQCD, 220 E 42nd 
St Ste 2812, NY NY 10017. 212-210-
2775. 

ReVox PR99 auto-ready, repro mach, 
gd cond, BO. E Gross, KEYZ, 410 E 
6th St, Williston MO 58801. 

Shure M-260 mixer, 4 mic/1 aux, 
$150; M-267 rem amp, $275; M-67 
rem amp, $250; Ramko Sidekick ENG 
mixer, 4 mic/2 line, $225; Orban 622B 
para EQ, $500; Auratone Sound Cube 
NF mons, $60 pair. J Somich, Somich 
Engrg, 1208 Stoney Run Trl, 
Broadview Heights OH 44147. 800-
334-3925. 

Roland SPH323 phaser, $75; 
Rockmann sustainer & stereo cho-
rus/delay, $350/both. W Gunn, 619-
320-0728. 

Prophet 600 synthesizer, $450; 
Spectro Acoustics rack mount 200 W 
amp, $ 150; Crown VFX2 electronic 
crossover, $ 125. W Gunn, 619-320-
0728. 

TT (Bantam) ADC patchbays, 144 pts, 
1 rack sp, $ 129; Tannoy HPB385A 
15" coaxial monitor pair in cabinet, 
$1750; Altec 436A tube compressors, 
Daven attn. both $700. W Gunn. 619-
320-0728. 

SKL Hi/L0 variable filter (pair), UK 
W Gunn, 619-320-0728. 

MCI JH110A 2-Irk in stand w/sound & 
vision remote/locator, $ 1200; Orban 
674A paragraphic stereo EQ, $600; 
Fostex 3070 comp/limiter, $ 150; 
Foxtex 3180 reverb, $50. W Gunn, 
619-320-0728. 

AKG 414 P48 like new, $675; Dynaco 
410, 400 W amp, $400; dbx 1BX 
expander, $ 135. W Gunn, 619-320-
0728. 

Want To Buy 

Used, (2) cart machs, ( 1) R- R, ( 2) 
turntables, ( 1) tape deck, ( 1) bulk 
erase, ( 1) CD plyr, ( 1) mie & ( 1) DAT 
mach. Jim, 703-379-5073. 

MERCENARY 
AUDIO 

WANTS TO BUY YOUR: 

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK 

UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD 

PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON 

UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN 

AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS 

ANYTHING THAT IS 

OF EXCEPTIONAL 

AUDIO QUALITY! 

"this is not a problem" 

(508)543-0069 TEL 
(50i3)543-9670 FAX 

Shure Audio Master para EQ/amp. B 
Ladd, WNAR, 108 1/2 E Main, 
Bellevue OH 44811. 419-483-2511. 

Fairchild 600 conac or 602 Cones 
high freq limiters. J Gangwer, 942 
32nd St, Richmond CA 94804. 415-
644-2363. 

Ampex MX10 or MS 35 mixers. W 
Gunn, 619-320-0728. 

AUTOMATION EQUIP 

Want To Sell 

Cetec 902 (5) ReVox I/0 cards 
w/cables, BO. B Spitzer, KKLS, Box 
460, Rapid City SD 57701. 605-343-
6161. 

SMC MSP-1 w/(5) Ampex 440$, (4) 
SMC 250s, Xtel printer, (5) racks, man-
uals, $5000. Jim, KNGT, POB 609, 
Jackson CA 95642. 209-223-0241. 

Harris 90/9000 w/2 pwr splys, brain 
control hd, (4) ITC 750 R-Rs, 2 single 
play, 1 RIP, (2) IGM 78-trays, extra 
parts, $ 1500+s/h; TM Cent AutoSegue 
sequencer & ( 3) Pioneer PD-M730 
plyrs & (2) 6- pack carts, $2600. J 
Evans, KNT1, 75 4th, Lakeport CA 
95453. 707-263-1551. 

Cetec Schafer 7000 Lvl 2 VEL printer, 
(3) audio file/2A 48-tray, $4000. C 
Gillespie, WBDY, POB 509, Bluefield 
VA 24605. 703-326-2207 

Systemation X7/X7D w/brain, (2) con-
trollers, 8mm Sony decks, $3500/130. 
C Windsor, WWMC, POB 20000, 
Lynchburg VA 24506. 

SMC 350 (3-4) Carousels, gd cond. B 
Dodge, WWNH, Rte 155, Dover NH 
03820. 603-742-8575. 

3A programmer, $ 1000. H Hoyler, 
KIRC, 120 E Main, Shawnee OK 
74801. 405-878-1803. 

SMC 250R5 (3) Carousels w/front 
panels, mounting hardware & docu-
mentation, working, full/parts, $ 100 
ea+s/h. J Schreck, 315-539-4240. 

MEI MP100 48-pos thumbwheel 
sequencer, gd cond, 4 yrs old, 
$1000/80; Ampex AG 445B, 4 stereo 
decks w/preamps, 25 Hz detectors, 
decent hds, $2800/80. H Kneller, 
WKII, 3151 Cooper St # 56, Punta 
Gorda FL 33950. 813-639-1112. 

Systemation Guikdisc 1 w/sat prog, 
lease/option. D Weakland, WBRX, RD 
1 Box 756A, Patton PA 16668. 814-
674-8150. 

Microprobe Satmaster microprobe, 
BO. J Kesler, 606-843-2209. 

Instacart 48-cart, BO. J Kesler, 606-
843-2209. 

MW Persons 3A prog for up to 4 
sources, unitd sequential rotation 
w/manual, $250. R Chambers, Sierra 
Bdctg Corp, 3015 Old Johnstonville 
Rd, Susanville CA 96130. 916-257-
2121. 

SMC 350 RSB (5) 24-tray Carousels, 
exc cond, $400 ea. B Christie, Grande 
Radio Group, POB 907, La Grande 
OR 97850. 

IGM Go Cart Ils (2) 42-tray, ( 1) 78-
tray, spare parts & manuals, BO; BE16 
syst, part out, BO. D Brown, 602-645-
8181. 

Microprobe programmer. J Kesler, 
606-843-2209. 

Want To Buy 

ATC/Gates SC48 thumbwhl syst pro-
grammer. F Hollon, WAHI, Rt 1 Box 
72, Plymouth IL 62367. 217-392-2340. 

STUDIO EQUIPMENT 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

• HITACHI V-1150, V-1065 Scopes 

• SAS Audio Routing Switch 

• YAMAHA YPDR 601 CD Recorder 

• TASCAM 2 8,, 8 Trk Rcdr, CD & Cass Player 

• DORROUGH Stereo Test Set 

• SATELLITE DISHES . . . and MUCH MORE! 

Cali 617/267-8600 for complete configurations 

Like New! • Sale or Lease 
EQUIPMENT REMARKETING COMPANY • Boston. MA 

Circle ( 30) On Reader Service Card 
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CAMERAS (VIDEO) 

Want To Buy 

LPTV studio cameras (2). J Kesler, 
606-843-2209. 

CART MACHINES 

Want To Sell 

Spotmaster 505 mono/play, good 
heads, new paint & pinch roller, $250; 
Tapecaster 700-RP mono, RIP, new 
condition with secondary cue tone, 
generator & detector, $750. R Franklin, 
Franklin Studios, 1004 Dekalb St, 
Norristown PA 19401. 

BE Spotmaster 5302A triple-deck 
mono, PB, $750. M Gollub, WMJS, 
POB 547, Prince Frederick MD 20678. 

7o
1 Great Prices on original 
, equipment tape heads 

t. i for ITC, BE, Fidelipac, 

1 w Glad, Tascam & others! 

_,IEHAI4 1_._ 

Electronics 

(804) 974-6466 • FAX 6450 

Spotmaster 500C compact desk top, 
solid state, R/P w/manual, refurb, gd 
cond, $300+s/h. G Gibbs, KMNS, 901 
Steuben St, Sioux City IA 51102. 712-
258-0628. 

ITC PDII R/P, 5 yrs old, excellent con-
dition, $250+s/h; (4) ITC PDII, play, 
$200+s/h, each mono with 30 free 
carts. H Hayes, Hot Productions, 1748 
70th St, Brooklyn NY 11204. 718-234-
9374. 

Disc Trak digital, triple deck with roc & 
keyboard, 3 1/2" discs, $2999. J Salov, 
SHGR, 1 Energy PI, Mt Pleasant MI 
48858. 517-740-1165. 

ITC PDII mono R/P, few hrs, exc cond, 
$400. N Alexander, N Alexander 
Prods, 514 Goodwin Dr, Richardson 
TX 75081. 214-242-7777. 

ITC 99B repro, $ 1295/130. J Addie, 
708-579-3749. 

BE 2100 RIP, exc cond, $450; ITC 
PDII R/P, mint, $450. B Spitzer, KKLS, 
Box 460, Rapid City SD 57701. 605-
343-6161. 

Audicord dual stereo, R/P, gd cond, 
$500. G Smith, 915-672-5149. 

Fidelipac Dynamax CTR112 (5) 
stereo, perfect condition, $ 1300 
ea+s/h. B Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 
208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-631-
2374. 

ITC 3D Delta 3-deck PB, mono, gd 
cond, $ 1460/130; (2) IGM Instacar1 24-
deck, $1500 ea/BO. T Toenies, KOLA, 
Box 104, Manhattan KS 66502. 913-
437-6549. 

Tapecaster RP-700 RP, factory refur-
bished, $150; Tapecaster X-700 RP, 
$150. R Chambers, Sierra 
Broadcasting Corp, 3015 Old 
Johnstonville Rd, Susanville CA 
96130. 916-257-2121. 

CART MACHINES: 
For Sale: $395 & UP 

Repairs: $ 100 per deck + parts 

Recondition: $ 150 per deck + 

parrs. Call Mark 619-598-3311 

ITC 3D with WRA mono 3D single tone 
with stereo 3-tone WRA rec unit, exc 
condition, motor overhauled, quiet 
bearings, $ 1200; Audicord S-26 
stereo/RP 3 tones, good condition, 
$650/130. H Kneller, WKII, 3151 
Cooper St * 56, Punta Gorda FL 
33950. 813-639-1112. 

Spotmaster 400A rec/PB, working, 
$150/B0+s/b. T Crockett, Hot Tracks, 
POB 10501, Blacksburg VA 24062. 

BE 5300C tripledeck, stereo, PB, mint 
under 50 his, BO. R Kaufman, Pams 
Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX 
75046. 214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT. 

ITC 99B stereo 3 tone, $795; ITC 
Premium 3D, $ 1895; ITC Premium 
R/P, $ 1595, all are rebuilt & include 
manuals, connectors & a 90 day war-
ranty. Phil Davis, Hall Electronics, 804-
974-6466. 

Tapecaster R/P, $325 ea; play only, 
$200. M Powell, VVWPL, 2802 Lomax 
Cl, Waldorf MD 20602. 301-843-8821. 

Want To Buy 

Spotmaster 5-Spot w/release button, 
schematic & align instruc, spare parts, 
photocopies OK. V Bea, VJB Prods, 
RR 2 Box 73, W Friendship MD 21794. 
202-736-9563. 

CASSETTE & REEL-70-
REEL RECORDERS 

STUDER SERVICE 
SPECIALIST 

Thousands Serviced • Unbeatable Rates 
Precision Capstan Resurfacing 

Audio Advantage 
Tel (6151742-3834 FAX (6151254-8826 

PRICE-QUALITY-SERVICE 
Let Us Prove It 

Want To Sell 

Ampex ATR-700 7 1/2 & 3 3/4 ips, gd 
cond, $600. G Smith, 915-672-5149. 

Otarl ARS-1000 (4) w/25 Hz tone 
detectors, good condition, $500 
ea/BO; (5) SMC 250 RS Carousel, fair 
cond, $200 ea/BO. M Hendge, KLWT, 
At 2 Box 29, Lebanon MO 65536. 417-
532-2962. 

MCI Sony 110C 8- Irk, 1" w/Auto 
Locator Ill, $1500. R Leonardi, Voices, 
16 E 48th St, NY NY 10017. 212-935-
9820. 

Otari ARS-1000 7 1/2 or 3 3/4 PB with 
25 Hz detector, good condition, $600. 
L Salge, KCMR, P013 979, Mason City 
IA 50402. 515-424-9300. 

Ampex 350/440 parts, most new; MM 
1100 16-Irk 15/30 ips, little use, $6000, 
both superb cond. M Gore, 415-469-
0136. 

HEAD RELAPPING/ 
REPLACEMENT 

All tape and film formats 
30 years experience 
• 

'Ç) 

350 N. Eric Drive 
Palatine, IL 60067 
708-358-4622 

ReVox A-77, (2), $ 100 ea. G Gibbs, 
KMNS, 901 Steuben St, Sioux City IA 
51102. 712-258-0628. 

ReVox All w/new hd, rblt 1/4" 2-trk, 
$500. D Dent, Winds of Music, 3230 Pt 
White Dr, Bainbridge Is WA 98110. 

Otarl MX5050-85D 1/2" 8-Irk in con-
sole w/rem control, low hrs, exc cond; 
Tascam M50 12x8x2, like new w/man-
ual & cable harness, $4800 both. G 
Jones, SW Mediacast, 110 Sierra Rd, 
Kerrville TX 78028. 210-367-4587. 

Ampex ATR-700 2-chnl, gd cond, 
$700. B Kidd, VPI, 510 W 2nd, 
Rayville LA 71269. 

Ampex ATR700 with low hours, good 
cond, $700; TEAC A3340s, $800; 
Pioneer RT1020L, little use, $300; 
TEAC A3300SX, new, $450; TEAC 
X1000R, reconditioned, $400. J 
Parsons, Parsons Sound, 2781 
Fayson Cir, Deltona FL 32738. 904-
532-0192. 

Ampex 440, 2-Irk, PB, rblt 3 years ago 
with roll around cab, $975; Otan i MX-
5050 1311 2-track, R/PB/masterinng, 2 
years old with documentation, 
$1950/130, both 1 owner. B Danton, 
Ewing Enter, 2927 W 141st St, 
Gardena CA 90249. 310-532-9216. 

Ampex 30960-02 rack mount, tube 
R/P for parts, large VU meters, input 
transformers, tubes, BO; Wollensak 
1500-SS 1/2-track, mono, port, built-in 
10 W amp, preamp output, good con-
dition, $ 45. R Franklin, Franklin 
Studios, 1004 Dekalb St, Norristown 
PA 19401. 

Scully 280 parts. R Robinson, TNA 
Rcdg, 10 George St, Wallingford CT 
06492. 203-269-4465. 

Orban studio chassis & STL cards. M 
Powell, WWPL, 2802 Lomax Cl, 
Waldorf MD 20602. 301-843-8821. 

Otarl ARS 1000 (3), exc cond w/25 Hz 
tone sensor & cue tone relays, $375 
ea. R Chambers, Sierra Bdctg Corp, 
3015 Old Johnstonville Rd, Susanville 
CA 96130. 916-257-2121. 

MCI JH-16 24-track with Autolocator II, 
$7500; JH-100 Series 1" 8-track with 
Autolocator Ill, $3900 ea; Scully 280B 
1/2" 4-Irk in Ruslang cab, $550; Scully 
2808 1/2" 4-Irk, $350. C Baker, Sound 
Rcrders, 9136 Mormon Bridge Rd, 
Omaha NE 68152. 

Tascam 22-2 2-Irk, 2-chnl rec/repro, 
new, less than 5 hrs, $500; Fostex 260 
multi-Irk combo 6, 4-Irk, 4-chnl, new, 3 
hrs use, $ 1100. H Guetzlaff, Trinity 
Foundation, 5634 Columbia Ave, 
Dallas TX 75214. 

Tascam, $1000. H Hoyler, KIRC, 120 
E Main, Shawnee OK 74801. 405-878-
1803. 

Radio Syst DTC-1000 DAT nec, 
$1100+s/h. B Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 
SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-
631-2374. 

Scully 280 parts. R Robinson, TNA 
Rcdg, 10 George St, Wallingford CT 
06492. 203-269-4465. 

EXPERT REVOX REPAIRS 
Fast Turnarounds-Competitive Rates 

Rebuilt A77s, $800 
Capstan shaft resurfacing, $35. 
»I TECHNICAL ARTS 

30 Music Sq. W. I/5 
Nashville, TN 37203 (615) 2d4-6852 

Ampex ATA 700, very gd cond, 
$500/130. L Houck, Rollin Rcdg, 210 
Angie, San Antonio TX 78201. 

Ampex 601 suitcase w/elects w/o 
deck, gd cond, $50/130. J Schrack, 
315-539-4240. 

ReVox All w/rblt hds, rack mounts, 2 
rem control units, fair cond. B Spitzer, 
KKLS, Box 460, Rapid City SD 57701. 
605-343-6161. 

Revox PR99 2-Irk w/roll around con-
sole & mon, exc cond, $800. G Frey, 
Graphic Sound Studio, 354 Rileyville 
Rd, Ringoes NJ 08551. 609-466-8827. 

Ampex CI-Mat R/PB units, orig floppy 
disk, BO. L Houck, Rollin Rcdg, 210 
Altgelt, San Antonio TX 78201. 

MCI 110B spares, boards, etc. M 
Shea, Precision, POB 727, NY NY 
10276. 

Tascam MS-16 1, 16-Irk w/dbx, rem 
locator & svc manual, $5000/60. 13 
Westfield, Westfield Audio, 2905 
Boswell Ave, Alexandria VA 22306. 
703-768-8443. 

Ampex 350 with Scully PB, 7 1/2, 15 & 
30 ips with tentrol, mounted in wood 
grain console, good condition, $400. D 
Humphreys, Masterwork, 1020 N 
Delaware Ave, Philadelphia PA 19125. 
215-423-1022. 

NORTRONICS 
REPLACEMENT 

TAPE RECORDERS 
Test Tapes, Degaussers, 
Gauges, Cleaners, Swabs. 

Lapping Films, Splice 
Bars/Tabs, and 
Demagnetizers 

SEQUOIA 
ELECTRONICS 

1 131 Virginia Ave. 

Campbell, CA 950013 

(408) 866-8434 

Magnecord 1024 1/4" stereo record 
PB, excellent condition, collectors 
item, $75. P Russell, Bowdoin College, 
Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-
725-3066. 

Roberts 192FT full-Irk, tube, gd cond, 
hums w/Sams Photofact, $ 50. S 
Hoffman, CU Theatre, 2800 W Gore, 
Lawton OK 73505. 405-581-2428. 

Tascam 22-2 2- Irk, 2- channel 
rec/repro, new, less than 5 hours, 
$500; Fostex 260 multi-track combo, 6 
in 4 out, indep stereo buss, 4-track, 4-
channel, new, 3 hours use, $ 1100. H 
Guetzlaff, Trinity Foundation, 5634 
Columbia Ave, Dallas TX 75214. 

Otarl ARS 1000DC (2), $450 ea. J 
Kesler, 606-843-2209. 

Norton hds (3) full-Irk, erase/R/P for 
Ampex 350, $ 150 alt/BO; (3) Norton 2-
Irk stereo tape hds for Scully 280, 
$225/130; Technics hd set for RS-1500 
series, 2-track stereo, erase/R/P, 1/4-
Irk play hd, unused. $130; Otan i CR-
705 rem ctrl for Otan 50950/MTR-10, 5 
buttons & LED roc light, 20' cable, 
$100/130; Otari hubs for 10" NAB reels, 
$25 ea/I30. L Snyder, MBI, Box 182k, 
Floral Park NY 11001. 718-347-2940. 

STUDERIREVOX 
Factory Authorized Service 

"Superlative Service" 

Over 14,000 units serviced! Fast 
turnaround w/War. Huge parts 
inventory. New/Used Equip., 
Capstan shaft resurfacing. 

STUDIO-SONICS 
450 W. Rand Road 

Mt. Prospect, IL 60056 

708-670-002 5 

Uher 4200 rep mon, 1/2-Irk, port, 3 
hds, 4 spds, new, $500. R Sumner, 
CAVU, 3322 Applegate CI, Annandale 
VA 22003. 703-968-8894. 

ReVox A77 (2), 1 OK, 1 doesn't 
record, fair mech cond, BO. H Kneller, 
WKII, 3151 Cooper St *56, Punta 
Gorda FL 33950. 813-639-1112. 

Ampex ATR-700 2 track 7.5-15 ips. 
Rebuilt w/warranty. Phil Davis, Hall 
Electronics, 804-974-6466. 

Scully 270 14" PB, 1 stereo plus 1 
mono for parts, $200/both; 
Ferrograph Super 7, 10", 3-7-15 ips, 
2 Irk, $300. W Gunn. 619-320-0728. 

Magnecord 728; Kenwood KW5066; 
Sony TC355; Sony 464 CS, all work. G 
Fitzgerald, G Fitzgerald Music Prods, 
37-75 63rd St Ste 829, Woodside NY 
11377. 

Scully 280B (4) PB decks, BO. D 
Brown, 602-645-8181. 

Tascam 32, 2-track with rack ears, 
new in perfect condition, $980. R 
Payne 313-786-1767. 

Ampex ATR800 mono, like new, 
$1200 & AG440-8 1" 8-track; Otarl 
7800 V 8-track, $2900.W Gunn. 619-
320-0728. 

Otarl Mark II-1V 1/2" 4-track, multi-
track, mint, less than 50 hours, BO. R 
Kaufman, Pams Productions, POB 
462247, Garland TX 75046. 214-271-
7625, after 3PM CDT. 

Tascam 40-4 with dbx & flight case, 
$950; Tascam 48 8 Irk, excellent for 
sync, $2950. W Gunn. 619-320-0728. 

Tascam 32 2-Irk & 38 8-track, like 
new, $2000/both; Teac 3340 4-track, 
1/4" deck, $375; Tascam 80-8 8-track 
never really used/perfect, $ 1600. W 
Gunn. 619-320-0728. 

Want To Buy 

Tascam 8-Irk, 1/2". F McNulty, WLS, 
190 N State St, Chicago IL 60035. 
312-750-7446. 

Otani MK Ill 8-hd bridge wlo hds. R 
Robinson, TNA Rcdg, 10 George St, 
Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-4465. 

High spd cass tape duplicator for 3 
copies from master. D Vine, WTTM, 
762 Mayflower Ave, Lawrenceville NJ 
08648. 609-989-4747. 

Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for 
parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors, 
machine parts, or electronic parts. Call 
818-907-5161. 

()tad MX 5050 and Revox B77. Will 
buy or trade for new equipment. Phil 
Davis or Jon Hall, Hall Electronics, 
804-974-6466. 

Scully ' 100' recorders, record/play 
amplifiers, 8. 16, 24 track heads. 
Sequoia Electronics, 1131 Virginia 
Ave, Campbell CA 95008. 408-866-
8434. 

CD's/PLAYERS 

Want To Sell 

Denon ON-950FA, $725+s/h. B Lord, 
Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St, Kent 
WA 98042. 206-631-2374. 

EMPLOYMENT 
To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers 

write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, Attn:  

POSITIONS WANTED 

Over 5 yrs exper, young AT, seeks 
FT gig at AC/CHR/oldies in East, call 
for R/FVPhilos. Rich, 716-285-0327. 

Medium-sml mkt GM to sell & pro-
gram. John, 502-247-0090. 

DJ w/4 yrs exper, college grad w/BS in 
prod, concert promoter & sales exper. 
908-671-6491. 

On air/promotion/prod/PR, 5 yrs 
exper, modern/CHR/AOR/AC/oldies 
formats prefer, highly motivated & 
knowledgeable, will relocate. Brandon, 
618-344-1721. 

Sales & Mktg experts! sensational 
exper & plan to add $30K/month min 
to station w/decent signal & population 
coverage. 813-849-3477. 

Exper air personality sks FT in mid-
west/southeast oldies/classic rock/ 
AOFVC&W/AC. Jack, 414-242-4357. 

Bdcter desires to make contact 
w/owner of big signal station for pay 
radio concept. 813-849-3477. 

Prog/engrg pos in radio/prod co, 10 
yrs exper in San Fran & LA, will relo-
cate. Bruce, 415-388-8368. 

Seeking lob w/talk radio, news/sports 
talent, promo exper, play-by-play 
exper. 804-474-2934. 

Exper air personality seeks FT airshift, 
prog/sports, southeast/midwest, pref 
oldies/classic rock/AOR/C&W/AC for-
mats, great voice & prod. Jack, 414-
242-4357. 

Skilled engr seeks FT/PT/contract 
maint w/AM/FM, built 1st FM to bdct 
from World Trade Ctr, odd hrs OK, 
own tools & test equip, reasonable 
rates, gd voice, will travel 100 miles. 
718-347-2940. 

CE w/big prod voice á over 15 yrs 
hands-on engrg exper seeks CE pos 
w/prod/air shift in top 100 mkt. G 
Morgan, 704-563-8676. 

GM for Fla med/large mkt, 29 yrs 
sales/prog/engrg exper, turnaround/ 
start ups, avail imrned. 813-849-3477. 

Engineer, experienced in all aspects 
of radio engineering: studio/transmitter 
maintenance, audio & AM DA proofs, 
new constructiont rehabilitation, satel-
lites, remotes, seeks CE or corporate 
position. Send responses to: Radio 
World, POB 1214, Falls Church VA 
22041. Attn: 04-28-01RW. 

HELP WANTED 

Salesman, for very small mkt radio in 
southwest Arizona, retired or semi 
retired for Winter Visitor season. 
Would need to work out of a Motor 
Home. KBUX, POB 1, Ouartzsite AZ 
85346. 

Christian A/C-CHR station seeks 
computer literate station manager. Inc 
sales work and air. T&R, WPFF, Box 
444, Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235. 

Exper engineer w/RF, directional 
background need. AM/FM combo in 
So. C al mkt. Send resume to Larry 
Morton, 1231 Mesa Oaks CA 93436. 

RADIO 
Help Wanted Management 

Small-Mkt GM/GSM. Growing radio 
group seeking strong, stable GM/GSM. 
with interest in ownership, for top-rated, 
underperforming AM station with 
Expansion/LMA opportunities located 
in attractive. Mid-Atlantic small- mkt 
General & sales mgt experience required 
with proven results in small mkts. 
$33,000435,000 initial salary range with 
excellent benefits plus incentive bonuses 
Opportunity for Equity upon achieving 
selected performance goals and manage-
ment criteria. FOE 
Please send resume & acheivements to: 

Radio World, POR 1214 
Falls Church, VA 22041 

Attn: 04-28-02 RW 

Chief Engr for WBAB, Long Island's 
Rock N Roll leader. In depth under-
standing of xmitters, studio expertise & 
rem exper req. Rush introductory letter 
&detailed resume to Bob Buchmann, 
POB 1240, 555 Sunrise Highway, 
Long Island, New York 11704. EEO. 

BROADCAST/COMMUNICATIONS 
ENGINEER 

Outstanding opportunity /cresol:Rive-
ted and highly qualified senior engi-
neer to join our broadcast consulting 
a eff. Prior consulling }Inn and/or FCC 
1113pSfillfflie with EE degree and PE re-
quired. Responsibilities will Include 
performance and supervision of appli-
cation and field engineering »Moss. 
Must have good theoretical and hands-
on slabs with all types of radio and te-
levision transmitting facilities. mil:m-
elee and land mobile "totems. Excel-
lent verbal and written commun 
tions sidita eseenfiel. IMy include sig-
nificant travel In US and abroad. En-
joy a chalienging position in a beautiful 
area with excellent educational and re-
osetional facilities. Generous benefits 
package furnished. 

Reply in confidence: 

011_ LemereBetr Asscriatem kr 
We Jew Relneks, Gana* Meng« 
P.O. Pop PDX Gredimilla. NC 274.34 

ABOUT OUR EMPLOYMENT SECTION 
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run "Help Wanted ads for $ 1.50/word or buy 

a display box for $55/column inch. Payment must accompany insert, use your MasterCard or 
VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of 
$10. Responses will be forwarded to listee, unopened, upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for 
details. 

POSMONS WANTED: Any individual can run a Position Wanted' ad, FREE of charge (25 words 
max), and it will appear in the following 2 issues of Radio World. Contact information will be 
provided, but if a blind box number is required, there is a $ 10 fee which must be paid with 
the listing (there will be no Invoicing). Responses will be forwarded to the listee, 
unopened. 

Mail to: BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE 
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 

Attn: Simone Mullins 
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CDs/PLAYERS...IArrS 

Denon DN-950F (2), $300 ea. N 
Doshi, WOOD, 220 E 42nd St Ste 
2812, NY NY 10017.212-210-2775. 

Philips CD recorder, w/2 blank 
unrecorded CDs, $5395. Phil Davis, 
Hall Electronics, 804-974-6466. 

Want To Buy 

Player w/varispd. R Robinson, TNA 
Rcdg, 10 George St, Wallingford CT 
06492. 203-269-4465. 

Nikko NCD 600 CD auto change play-
er service manual, and information to 
connect units to PCs. R Meyers, 
Benchmark Comms, 4700 SW 75th 
Ave, Miami FL 33155. 305-264-5963 
FAX 305-264-2357. 

Sony CDP-3000 CD players in work-
ing condition vintage 1988 or later. Call 
Bill or John at CD Associates 714-733-
8580 or FAX 714-786-1486. 

COMPUTERS 

Want To Sell 

Goldstar 286 16 MHz AT w/2MB 
RAM, 5 1/4" HD, 20M6 HD, modem, 
VGA card, $450. C King, MST 
Comms, 1703 Avondale St, Amarillo 
TX 79116. 

Tandy 2000 w/sottware, $375; Kaypro 
port, $200; Texas lnstr 810 printer, 
$450. R Robinson, TNA Rcdg, 10 
George St, Wallingford CT 06492. 
203-269-4465. 

Unlyac mainframe w/printers, drives, 
cables, $ 1000/trade. B Kelley, 
WYOAK, 4237 Airline Rd, Muskegon 
MI 49444. 

CONSOLES 

Want To Sell 

BE 8M250 in excel cond, $3500/80: 
Sparta A16R in excel cond, 
$1000/130. Call Mark at 619-598-3311. 

Collins 212G-1 w/9 chnls, 18 inputs, 
mono, very gd cond, $800/BP+s/h. J 
Evans, WSHF, POB 3115, Valdosta 
GA 31604. 

Presto 900A1 1940s, tube-type, port 
tape/disk rec/mix, spare tubes, collec-
tors item, $250. R Franklin, Franklin 
Studios, 1004 Dekalb St, Norristown 
PA 19401. 

RCA BC-8A 8-chnl, solid state, self 
contained dual output w/30 inputs, 
plug in mods, gd cond, $650+s/h. G 
Gibbs, KMNS, 901 Steuben St, Sioux 
City IA 51102. 712-258-0628. 

Tascam M-308 8-chnl stereo, 8 
mic/line inputs, EQ mod on ea chnl 
w/documentation, $950. B Danton, 
Ewing Enter, 2927 W 141st St, 
Gardena CA 90249. 310-532-9216. 

BE 4S50 4-chnl stereo, gd cond, $900. 
L Salge, KCMR, POB 979, Mason City 
IA 50402. 515-424-9300. 

,aven • SHALLCO 
Rotary Step Attenuators for 

Console Upgrades 

Gates Langevin 
Harris Continental 
Autogram LPB 
Collins RCA 
Cetec McMartin 
Broadcast Electronics 

Sparta and others 

Shallco, Inc. 
308 Components Drive 

PO Box 1089 Smithfield NC 2 
919,934-3135 info 

8004376-3135 orders 
VISA and Mastercard Accept. 

Ramsa WR-71320 20- input, 8-
group/16-output for 8-/16-trk w/meter 
bridge, $3100. R Nagger, Haggar 
Audio Prods, 4902 Hammersley Rd, 
Madison WI 53711. 608-274-4000. 

Russco Studio Master 505, nds 
minor work, $500. G Smith, 915-672-
5149. 

PR&E BMX-22 Series 22 mainframe, 
Digitimer, Digiclock, ( 17) line cases, 
(2) mic mods, Telco mod, exc cond, 
$9900. S Horner, KMRO, 2310 
Ponderosa, Camahllo CA 93010. 805-
654-0577. 

Ramko DC5AR, clean w/plug ins, 
$250 ea; Grommes Precision M5, new, 
$275; Altec 15928, $250 ea, all 5-chnl, 
mono. J Parsons, Parsons Sound, 
2781 Fayson Cir, Deltona FL 32738. 
904-532-0192. 

Edcor 400 4-chnl auto, 1 rack, $99, 
JBL mdl 7510 16-chnl auto, 5 1/4" 
rack, $165. G Wachter, 602-258-6161. 

EVflapco Catalina C-12 w/20 mictline 
inputs, 3-band ED, 3 sends, patch pts, 
4 subs w/road case, very gd cond, 
$1000. E Kizer, CTW, 407 Park Ave 
Ste 102, Scotch Plains NJ 07076. 201-
450-5983. 

Shure M-260 mic mixer, 4 mix/1 aux, 
$200; Ramko SideKick port ENG, 4 
mix/2 line, master, cue, batt oper, 
$225: Orban 622B para E0, $600. J 
Somich, Somich Prods, 1208 Stoney 
Run Tri, Broadview Hghts 01-1 44147. 
800-334-3925. 

Gates Yard Board, painted white, 
$300; Bogen CSM remote mixer, 
$125. W Gunn. 619-320-0728. 

Altec 1628A 8-chnl auto mic mixer, 2 
sp rkmt, very gd cond w/manual, $275; 
JBL 5600-2, 3 sp rkmt, gd cond 
w/manual, $ 135. S Hoffman, CU 
Theatre, 2800 W Gore, Lawton OK 
73505. 405-581-2428. 

Tascam M-30, 8x4 w/subs & EQ & 
Mdl 34 4-Irk, $750 ea/BO. 619-229-

8307. 

Harris Stereo 5, gd cond, $550. H 
Kneller, WKII, 3151 Cooper St #56, 
Punta Gorda FL 33950. 813-639-1112. 

Sparta Centurion 6-pot, pwr sply, 
mono, gd cond, $600. M Vanhooser, 
KSKY, 4144 N Central Exp #266, 
Dallas TX 75204. 214-827-5759. 

Sparta 8-chnl mono, Auditon, mix & 
prog, gd work cond, $500; 5-chnl 
stereo, Auditon, aux & prog on all 
chnls, $250. R Chambers, Sierra Bdctg 
Corp, 3015 Old Johnstonville Rd, 
Susanville CA 96130. 916-257-2121. 

Ramko DC8MS rebuilt, $800. 806-
385-3888. 

Want To Buy 

Spaila/Cetec Centurion mods, whole/ 
parts, working, pref rotary pots. M 
Vanhooser, KSKY, 4144 N Central 
Exp #266, Dallas TX 75204. 214-827-
5759. 

Autogram, Audltronics, McCurdy, 
LPB & related consoles. Will buy or 
trade for new equip. Phil Davis or Jon 
Hall, Hall electronics, 804-974-6468. 

DISCO & SOUND 
EQUIPMENT 

Want To Sell 

Ashley SC-63 para EQ, mint cond, 
$125. M Mottsey, MAM Sound, RD 1 
Box 116 John St, E Kingston NY 
12401. 

JBL 4412 3-way, 12, low end, new 
telephone, $675. K Para, Para Studio, 
8562 Longwell Cross Rd, Hammonds-
port NY 14840. 607-868-3482. 

dbx 120x sub harmonic bass proc 
mint cond, $225. M Mottsey, MAM 
Sound, RD 1 Box 116 John St, E 
Kingston NY 12401. 

dbx 180 2-chnl noise reduc, encode/ 
decode, $225. J Tamburello, Burello 
Sound, 16 W 86th St, NY NY 10024. 

Yamaha DMP-7 dig mix proc, prog 
auto line mixing, dig FX, motor faders, 
30-scene storage, MIDI, 10 sp rkmt, 
very gd cond, $975; Garrard MRM 101 
phono preamp. gd cond, $ 65. S 
Hoffman, CU Theatre, 2800 W Gore, 
Lawton OK 73505, 405-581-2428. 

PHONE: 703-998-7600 FAX: 703-998-2966 
Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager, to 
reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card 
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD. 

RacJicnWerld 
5827 Columbia Pike, Ste 310 

Falls Church, VA 22041 

Select from these categories for best ad positioni 
Acoustics Consoles 
Amplifiers Disco-Pro Sound Equip 
Antennas & Towers & Cables Financial Services 
Audio Production (Other) Limiters 
Automation Equip. Microphones 
Brokers Miscellaneous 
Cameras (Video) Monitors 
Cart Machines Movie Production Equip. 
Cassette & R-R Recorders Receivers & Transceivers 
CATV-MATV Equip. Remote & Microwave Equip. 
CD's Satellite 
CD Players Software 
Computers Stations 

ng: 
Stereo Generators 
Switchers (Video) 
Tapes, Carts & Reels 
Tax Deductible Equip 
Test Equipment 
Transmitters/Exciters 
Tubes 
Turntables 
TV Film Equip. 
Video Production Equip. 
Video Tape Recorders 
Positions Wanted 
Help Wanted 

Display Rates for Classified Advertising Effective January 1, 1991 

1 x 3x 6x 

1-9 col inch (per inch) 
10-19 col inch (per inch) 
Distributor Directory 
Professional Card 
Classified Line Ad 
Blind Box Ad 

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns x inches) by the desired rate schedule 
for your per unit cost. Example: a 3" ad at the lx rate is $ 165, at the 3x rate $ 159, at the 6x rate $ 150, 
at the 12x rate $ 147, etc. 

$55 
50 
90 
60 

53 
48 
85 
55 

$1.50 per word 
$10 additional 

50 
45 
80 
50 

12x 

45 
40 
75 
45 

Soundworkshop 262 stereo reverb, 
new, $400/130; ART DR1 dig reverb; 
ART 01A dig reverb, new, $500 
ea/BO; Loft 450 delay line/flangers, 
new, $400 ea/BO; (2) Nexus 96-pt 
patch bays, new, $300 ea/BO. J 
Diamond, Blue Diamond, Box 1020 
Chubbic Rd RD1, Canonsburg PA 
15317. 412-746-3455. 

BGW Mdl 10, mono, 2- way, elect 
crossover w/freq select, 1 sp rkmt, gd 
cond w/manual, $75. S Hoffman, CU 
Theatre, 2800 W Gore, Lawton OK 
73505. 405-581-2428. 

Yamaha MDF-1 disk drive for QX5 
sequencer, $ 100; Yamaha OX5 MIDI 
sequencer, $ 150. P Cibley, Cibley 
Music, 138 E 38th St, NY NY 10016. 
212-986-2219. 

Pultec SP-3 stereo panner, tube, very 
good cond with manual, $250; Ampex 
ADD-1 stereo DDL, $500; road case 
for Sony 3/4" U-Matic, excellent cond, 
$250; TEAC AN-80 Dolby B noise 
reduc unit, good cond, $ 100. D 
Humphreys, Masterwork, 1020 N 
Delaware Ave, Philadelphia PA 19125. 
215-423-1022. 

Korg DW8000 with heavy duty case, 
$500; Arp Omni 2, $350; Roland 
TR707 drum machine, $250. G Fitz-
gerald, G Fitzgerald Music Prods, 37-
75 63rd St Ste B29, Woodside NY 
11377. 

TEAC EQA-30BL 10-band graphic EC) 
w/real time freq spectrum analyzer & 
LED display, new, less than 10 hrs, 
$175. H Guetzlaff, Trinity Foundation, 
5634 Columbia Ave, Dallas TX 75214. 

Rafle MP24 mixer/preamp, nice cond, 
$800/80. Shannon, WRFA, 800 8th 
Ave SE, Largo FL 34641. 813-581-
7804). 

Dolby 301 A-type stereo, discrete, 
$500. W Gunn. 619-320-0728. 

Want To Buy 

Burwen/KLH DFN1201A & 
TNE7000A transient noise eliminators. 
F McNulty, WLS, 190 N State St, 
Chicago IL 60035. 312-750-7446. 

FINANCIAL SERVICES 

Want To Sell 

EQUIPMENT Financing, Lease 
Purchase Option. Need equipment for 
your radio, television or cable opera-
tion? New or Used. No down payment. 
Carpenter & Associates, Voice 501-
868-5023 Fax 501-868-5401. 

O FINANCING 
RADIO EQUIPMENT 

• Easy to quality 
e Fixed-rate, long term 
leases 
• Any new or used equxp-

rnent & computers 
e 100% Imancmg, no 
down payment 

• No fmanctals required 
under 650.000 

• Reteronces evadable 

Call Mark Wilson 
(800) 275-0185 

EXCHANGE 
eArgin NATIONAL 

FUNDING 

Use Our Experience 
For Your Business 

LIMITERS 

Want To Sell 

Orban Optimod 8000, exc cond, 
$1500. C King, MST Comms, 1703 
Avondale St, Amarillo TX 79116. 

Radio Design Labs NRSC PR & FL 
stick-on pre-emphasis & bandstop fil-
ters, $ 100 pair. P Beckman, Filbec 
Audio, 5535 RTLSNK Hammock, 
Naples FL 33962. 813-261-4600. 

CBS 4450A & 4110, BO. B Spitzer, 
KKLS, Box 460, Rapid City SD 57701. 
605-343-6161. 

Gregg Labs Series 2530 (2) tri-band 
audio proc amp, $400 ea. T Nelson, 
WCAL, St Olaf College, Northfield MN 
55057. 507-646-3328. 

UREI 1176LN mono, $400; Mdl 1178 
stereo, $625, both peak, excellent con-
dition. J Somich, Somich Productions, 
1208 Stoney Run Td, Broadview Hghts 
OH 44147. 800-334-3925. 

CBS Labs Audimax Ill Mdl 444, $ 150. 
G Gibbs, KMNS, 901 Steuben St, 
Sioux City IA 51102. 712-258-0628. 

Orban 8100AXT2 6-band comp chas-
sis for Optimod FM. H Kneller, WKII, 
3151 Cooper St #56, Punta Gorda FL 
33950. 813-639-1112. 

Kahn Symetrapeak. G Gibbs, KMNS, 
901 Steuben St, Sioux City IA 51102. 
712-258-0628. 

CRL AM-4 mono, excellent condition, 
$1700/130. M McNeil, Guardian 
Comms, 800 Compton Rd #33, 
Cincinnati OH 45231. 513-931-8080. 

UREI 1178 stereo peak limiter, $750; 
Orban 424A dual-channel, comp/hm, 
de-esser, $650; Orban 6228 stereo 
para EQ, $600; ( 2) Orban 526A 
dynamci sibilance cont, $ 175 ea; 
Ampex ATR-800 with remote, $2000; 
A&V patch bays, mint condition. S Fox, 
Country Club Studios, Roslyn Hghts 
NY 11577. 516-626-0154. 

Mod Scl CP803 composite clipper, 
Mod Sci CP803, new w/manual, $675. 
J Addie, 708-579-3749. 

Hnat HIndes Amaze proc & CO 2013 
Comproc, excellent condition, BO; 
CBS Volumax 400 AM, new caps, 
recent proof, excellent conditior, 
$150. H Kneller, WKII, 3151 Cooper 
St #56, Punta Gorda FL 33950. 813-
639-1112. 

Mod Scl CP803 proc, BO; Gentner 
Audio Prisms, both chnls, BO. J 
Vavrirek, KSYZ, 3532 W Capital, 
Grand Island NE 68801. 

CRL PMC 450. G Patschke, KIJN, 
POB 458, Farwell TX 79325. 806-481-
3318. 

UREI LA3A, noisy, 2 sp rack mount 
with manual, excellent condition, trade 
for Shure SM99/EV CP218 gooseneck 
podium. S Hoffman, CU Theatre, 2800 
W Gore, Lawton OK 73505. 405-581-
2428. 

Somich Engineering composite clip-
per CP-803 & Orban 526 sibilance 
controller. Phil Davis, Hall Electronics, 
804-974-6466. 

Want To Buy 

Orban 8000A/8100A for educ FM. 13 
Dodge, WWNH, Rte 155, Dover NH 
03820. 603-742-8575. 

WE BUY 
OPT1MOD 8000 & 8100 

414-482-2638 

Orban XT2 6-band for 8100/A, gd 
shape. B Garcia, KBUR, 1411 
Roosevelt Ave, Burlington IA 52601, 
319-752-2701. 

Orban 8100A & 8000A optimodsl 
Will buy or trade for new equipment. 
Phil Davis or Jon Hall, Hall Electronics, 
804-974-6466. 

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY 
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to 

help you with any of your requirements. 

SPENCER 
BROADCAST 
Where Service doesn't 
End With the Sale! 

Fax: (602) 843-2860 

Call (602) 242-2211 

Serving Broadcasters 
Since 1979! 

CORNELL-DUBILIER 
MICA CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS CAPACITVOACRSUUM 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
RELAYS 

SURCOV ASSOCIATES 
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A 
Carlsbad, California 92008 

(619) 438-4420 

This Space 

Available 

Call Simone 

for details 

1-800-336-3045 

... country, top 40, news, 
urban, talk, jazz, the classics, 
mixed bag ... 

RADIO! The beat goes on! 

CROUSE-KIMZEY 
OF ANNAPOLIS 
tops in broadcast equipment 

1-800-955-6800 
ask for Kathleen 
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MICROPHONES 

Want To Sell 

Shure Level-lc controller, unused, 
$75. B Spitzer, KKLS, Box 460, Rapid 
City SD 57701. 605-343-6161. 

EV RE-20, exc cond, $275; ( 3) 
Sennheiser MD-421U, $310 & $200; 
(2) Neumann KMM84 condenser, exc 
cond, $250 ea/$400 both; (3) Shure 
SM-58, avg cond, $70 ea/$160 all. J 
Somich, Somich Prods, 1208 Stoney 
Run Tri, Broadview Hghts OH 44147. 
800-334-3925. 

Sennheiser HD-421-u, exc cond, 
$275. C King, MST Comms, 1703 
Avondale St, Amarillo TX 79116. 

Sony C-351 condenser, $ 150; AKG 
C/414/48, $500; beyer M107 dynamic, 
$75. R Leonardi, Voices, 16 E 48th St, 
NY NY 10017. 212-935-9820. 

EV N/DYM 308 (2), mint cond, $ 100 
ea. M Mottsey, MAM Sound, RD 1 Box 
116 John St, E Kingston NY 12401. 

Beyer M58 dynamic stick, $ 125; EV 
RE-20, $250; Sennheiser MD-421U, 
$200; Sennheiser MD-421U, $275; EV 
635A, $85; AKG D- 1000E, $40; AKG 
D12E, $50; AKG D12, $40. J Somich, 
Somich Engrg, 1208 Stoney Run Trl, 
Broadview Heights OH 44147. 800-
334-3925. 

Shure SM-7 w/metal case, $295; EV 
RE-27N0, new, $400. J James, Marin 
Voice, Box 1802, Sausalito CA 94966. 
415-331-5346. 

Sennheiser 441 (matte), new w/all 
papers & response curves, $450. R 
Payne 313-786-1767. 

RCA 77DX and 44 ribbon mics, will 
pay shipping. P Davis, 804-980-2940. 

EV 676 supercdioid mics 3/$200; EV 
RE10 mic, $ 125. W Gunn, 619-320-
0728. 

Telefunken tube mic pre amps V-76, 
U-73 limiter's; RCA BA-21As, BA-1As; 
Altec tube mic-pres. Tracy Eaves, 615-
821-6099 (eves. before 10PM EST). 

Telefunken M-250, U-67, 221-A; 
Neumann U-67, KM-56, UM-57; RCA 
KV3A-10,0001, 44-BX, 77- DX, BK-4, 
BK-5, 74-B, varicustics; Altec M-20, M-
11, M-30 tube type mics. Trade or 
sale. Tracy Eaves, 615-821-6099 
(evenings before 10PM EST). 

Telefunken M921 dual (2-way, not 
front/back) nickel capsules, cardoid 
only, classic tube mic; Neumann 
KM84 pair, mint, $ 1100. W Gunn, 619-
320-0728. 

Want To Buy 

RCA 77DX dead/alive, complete. 
Repino, Repcomco, 1 Glen Cir, 
Hummelstown PA 17036. 

RCA 44BX to rebuild. E Coker, KTRH, 
POB 1520, Houston TX 77251. 713-
630-3530. 

RCA 77DXs/44BXs ribbon, chrome/ 
TV grey, gd cond, BO. R Kaufman, 
Pams Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX 
75046. 214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT. 

Shure M-267 & M-67 mic mixers. Phil 
Davis or Jon Hall, Hall Electronics, 
804-974-6466. 

77-DX's, 44-BX's, KU-3A's On-Air 
lights. Top price paid. Fast response. Bill 
Bryant Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro Rd, G12, 
Nashville TN 37212. 615-269-6131. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Want To Sell 

Symetrix TI-101 telephone hybrid, 
$279; TFT 7601 remove control. Phil 
Davis, Hall Electronics, 804-974-6466. 

Audiolab TD-3 in excel cond, 
$325/80. Call Mark at 619-598-3311. 

Star case, black, used once, 
45x21x21. R Haggar, Haggar Audio 
Prods, 4902 Hammersley Rd, Madison 
WI 53711. 608-274-4000. 

Henry Telecart II, $95; (2) Lit Miss 
Moffat, 48 V phantom pwr sply, $25 
ea+s/h; 6' equip mounting rails, $25 
ea+s/h; (2) Electrocom JBL ceiling 
spkrs, housing & vol controls, $39 
ea+s/h; Realistic TM 150 AM/FM 
tuner, $25 ea+s/h. B Lord, Lord Bdctg, 
13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042. 
206-631-2374. 

Lyrec tape'timer, 15 ips; MAP 2-unit 
rack shelf, $25; 3M 1/2" paper loader 
tape, $5/roll; Yamaha MDF-1 disk 
drive & QX-5 MIDI sequencer, $150 
ea/$250 both. P Cibley, Cibley Music, 
138 E 38th St, NY NY 10016. 

Superior Elec Stabaline pwr cond, 
$140+s/h. B Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 
SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-
631-2374. 

Alertlite 3V on-air warning light, new, 
$50. R Franklin, Franklin Studios, 1004 
Dekalb St, Norristown PA 19401. 

Valentino prod library w/220 10" 
rece, 78 rpm discs, excel cond, includ-
ing catalogue, 6300/B0+s/h. M Kuehl, 
Passage Prod, 1418 N Stevens, 
Rhinelander WI 54501. 715-369-4007. 

Key phone system, 1A2 type, 5-6 
phones, 1 wall set, 6-button, intercom, 
4-line KSU, TT, $300. L Houck, Rollin 
Rcdg, 210 Altgelt, San Antonio TX 
78201. 

Radio sales training tapes, ( 16) VHS, 
covering 30 topics, $2000. R Trumbo, 
New Life Bdctg, POB 117, Quincy CA 
95971. 

1972 motor home mobile studio 
w/announcers booth large window, 
NC, carpet, bench seats, table, insu-
lated, 20' length, $5000. H Hoyler, 
Real Country, 120 E Main, Shawnee 
OK 74801. 405-878-1803. 

WE 1890 xformers, $35 pair; UTC LS-
141 hybrid xformer, new, $50; Cinema 
Engrg 64266 xformers, $30 pair; 6' 
Anvil case w/whls, $ 1000; Moog 902 
VCA mod w/PS, BO. R Robinson, TNA 
Rcdg, 10 George St, Wallingford CT 
06492. 203-269-4465. 

Studio equip, $ 14K. M Lobaito, 
Teletek, 156 Burbank Ave, Staten 
Island NY 10306. 718-987-2318. 

Teletype, various, one each mdl 
28RO, mdl 28KSR, mdl 19KSR, mdl 
32ASR, manuals included, BO. R 
Meyers, Benchmark Comm, 4700 SW 
75 Ave, Miami FL 33155. 305-264-
5963 FAX 305-264-2357. 

ADC Jackbay unwired, 52 1/4" TRS 
jacks whormals, $ 125; ADC Ultra-
patch 4-26290-0010 jackfield punch-
down block, $50 ea/$125 for 3; 
Sescom mic splittar, 1 in 2 out x 4, $75 
ea/$200 for 3; Gentner Microtel, 6100; 
ESE MS-570 dig timer, $40. J Somich, 
Somich Engrg, 1208 Stoney Run Tri, 
Broadview Heights OH 44147. 800-
334-3925. 

RCA BA 146 limiter amp manual. J 
Graham, Graham Bdct Svcs, POB 
242, Sandy Springs SC 29677. 803-
242-1005. 

MAD black rack shelf, $20; 3M 1/2" 
paper leader, $5/roll. P Cibley, Cibley 
Music, 138 E 38th St, NY NY 10016. 
212-986-2219. 

Want To Buy 

Instruc book for Gates tube-type Yard 
console & GTM88S stereo mod mon; 
Gospel programming for NC educ FM, 
tape & satellite. F Hollon, WAHI, Rt 1 
Box 72, Plymouth IL 62367. 217-392-
2340. 

UTC LS-10X, 12X, LS- 15, LS 15X, LS-
18 A-10 A-11 A-12 A-24 A-25 & A-
26 xformers; W Electroacoustic Labs 
PS 120A; Hycor 4201 passive E0; 
Gates Sta-Lvl M5167 & M3529B lim-
iters manuals; CBS Decibel meter mdl 
600 manual. R Robinson, TNA Rcdg, 
10 George St, Wallingford CT 06492. 
203-269-4465. 

RCA/Collins/Gates literature, 40s/50s. 
T Knapp, 1937 Valley Dr, Las Vegas 
NV 89108. 

RCA M1-11718-1 lighted studio sign 
w/on-air glass. M Neff, WARM, Wilkes-
Barre Scranton Hwy, Avoca PA 18641. 
717-655-2271. 

Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" 
LP be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices 
paid. B Rose, Program Recdgs, 228 
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212-674-
3060. 

Radio transformers by Chicago, 
UTC, Triad, Peerless, Freed, Sola, 
send list. J Gangwer, 942 32nd St, 
Richmond CA 94804. 415-644-2363. 

MONITORS 

Want To Sell 

Harris M6659 AM mod mon w/manual, 
gd cond, $ 100. P Beckman, Filbec 
Audio, 5535 RTLSNK Hammock, 
Naples FL 33962. 813-261-4600. 

Beier SCA, $1500. H Hoyler, KIRC, 
120 E Main, Shawnee OK 74801. 405-
878-1803. 

McMartin TBM 3700/2200A FM 
stereo, $ 1200/130, TBM-2000B SCA, 
$600; TBM 8500B AM, $600. T 
Toenjes, KOLA, Box 104, Manhattan 
KS 66502. 913-437-6549. 

McMartin EBS/2 & TG2, gd cond, 
$600 both. H Kneller, WKII, 3151 
Cooper St #56, Punta Gorda FL 33950. 
813-639-1112. 

Want To Buy 

McMartin (buy 8i sell) any model. C 
Goodrich, 11435 Manderson, Omaha 
NE 68164. 402-493-1886 or fax 402-
493-6821. 

PATENTS AVAILABLE 

Want To Sell 

OFDM TECHNOLOGY: 
Patents rights for OFDM digital com-
munications technology are , available 
for assignment. Applications include 
Digital Audio Broadcast ( DAB), 
Mobile Radio Data Terminal ( MRDT) 
and High Speed Date Rate Subscriber 
Loops (HDSI.). Patents No. 5063574 of 
Nov. 5, 1991, "MULTI-FREQUEN-
CY DIFFERENTIALLY ENCODED 
DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
A HIGH DATA RATE TRANSMIS-
SION THROUGH UNEQUALIZED 
CHANNELS" is the basic patent 
Patent No. 5166924 of Nov. 24, 1992, 
"ECHO CANCELLATION IN 
MULTI-FREQUENCY DIFFEREN-
TIALLY ENCODED DIGITAL 
COMMUNICATIONS"is a continua-
tion in-part of the basic patent. 

For further information: 

Mercury Digital Communications 
FAX: ( 4118) 649-5218 

RECEIVERS & 
TRANSCEIVERS 

Want To Sell 

SCA RECEIVERS—ALL TYPES 

Reading Service / Ethnic / Data 
Professional, Portable, Table 

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP. 
(Manufacturer) 

4411 Bee Ridge Rd. (1319 
Sarasota, Fl. 34233 

Tel: 813 378 5425 FAX: 3394 

RCA Midland (13) 800 MHz, 2-way 
mobiles, 25 W, $400 ea; (2) 800 MHz 
base stations, $800 ea; (6) RCA 450 
MHz, 2-way mobiles, $ 150 ea; ( 1) 
RCA VHF 100W repeater, $1000; (2) 
Masar VHF 2-way mobiles, $ 100 ea; 
(1) RCA 800 MHz repeater, $ 1500. H 
Hoyler, KIRC, 120 E Main, Shawnee 
OK 74801. 405-878-0162. 

SERVICES 
BROADCAST 
DESIGN & 
CONSTRUCTIONAc 
• Facility Relocation 

• R.F. Systems 

• Soundproof/Acoustical 

• Custom Cabinetry 

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE 

(313) 465-3226 

UNITED 
STATES 
TOWER 
SERVICES, LTD. 

5263 Agro Drive 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

301-874-5885 
Constructual. Inmallanons. &des. 

and Maaureuane 1570. 

REMOTE EQUIPMENT 
RENTALS 

COMREX and GENTNER 

1, 2 & 3- Line Extender Systems 

MARTI and TFT 
450, 455 & 161 MHz RPU Systems 

SWITCHED-56 SYSTEMS 
Call or FAX Dwight Weller 
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL 

ENGINEERING 
Phone: 410-252-8351 FAX: 252-4261 

ROHN. 
Broadcast Towers 
Furnished & Installed 

20 Year 
Warranty! 

Call Mike Flelssner 
toll free 

Guyed or Self- Supporting 
Solid or Tubular 

1-800-225-ROHN 

CONSULTANTS 
W. LEE SIMMONS 
& ASSOC., INC. 

BROADCAST 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

CONSULTANTS 

5 Gracefield Road 
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928 

1-800-277-5417 
803-785-4445 

FAX: 803-842-3371 

T. Z. Sawyer 
Technical Consultants 

1-800-255-2632 
• FCC Applications & Exhibits 

• Frequency Studies - Class Upgrades 

• Directional Antennas - AWFM/TV 
• High Power Antenna Arrays 

Telefax: (301) 913-5799 
6204 Highland Dr. Chevy Chase, MD 20815 

EVANS ASSOCIATES 
Consulting Communications Engineers 

TV• FM • AM • ITES • Satellite 
FCC Applications, Design 
and Field Engineering 

Video/Datalloice • Light Fiber& 
Microwave • Wide-Area Halved% & STL's 

216 N. Green Bay Road 
Thiensville, WI 53092 

(414) 242-6000 • FAX (414)242-6045 
Member AFCCE 

Consulting Communications 
Engineers 

• FCC Data Bases 
• FCC Applications and Field 
Engineering 
• Frequency Searches and 
Coordination 
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV 

OWL ENGINEERING. INC.  
• 

1306 W. County Road. F, 
St. Paul, MN 55112 

(612)631-1338 'Mernber AFCCE' 

ekraletech,Inc. 
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS 

AND ENGINEERS 

• FCC Applications & Field Engineering 

• Frequency Searches & Coordination 

• Tower Erection & Maintenance 

• Facility Desiga & Construction 

CONTACT: 

Kenneth W. Hoehn 
23400 Michigan Ave 
Dearborn, MI 48124 

(313) 562-6873 

North America RF & Audio 

Mirkvvood Engineering 
Services 

Broadcast and Telecommunications 

Consultants 
Multidiscipline Engineenng and Planning Firm 
including • Application á Allocation Services 
• Project, Engineering & Construction 

/Aanagement • Site Acquisition 
• Rural & Remote Site Installations 

• Field Seivice • Studio Design & Installation 
50 Park Ave. Claremont NH 03743 

(603)5421784 

MUJ 
Moffet, Larson St Johnson, Inc. 
Consulting Telecommunications 

Engineers 

Two Skyline Place, Suite 800 

5203 Leesburg Pike 

Falls Church VA 22041 

(703) 824-5660 

FAX: 703-824-5672 

Member A F( 1F 

a vre, You've 

found 

THE CARD! 

Radio .Sv.trou. Engineering 
"For all your Engineering Needs" 

AM - FM - TV - Tronslotors LPTV 
FCC Applications - Design - Installation 

Coll, fan, or write today! 

(800) 551-1667 

fan: (702) 898.8731 

4289 Roonridge Las Vegas, NV 89120 

V 

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC. 
Consulting Engineers 

*Design & Optimization of 
AM Directional Arrays 

*Analysis for New Allocation, 
Site Relocation, And Upgrades 

AM-FM TV LPTV 
Wireless Cable 

(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS) 
*Environmental Radia:ion Analysis 

*Field Work 
*Expert Testimony 

9049 Shady Grove Court 
Gaithersburg, MD 20877 
Phone: (301) 921 -0115 
Fax: (301) 590-9757 

PC — SOFTWARE 

AM FM TV Search Programs 

Contour Mapping-STI. Parks 
RF F1AZ-1990 POP Count 

FAA Tower-Draw Tower 

Doug Vernier 
Broadcast Consultant 

1600 Picturesque Dr 
( :.'dar Falls, IA 5061 1 

800-743-DOUG 

Don't Gamble 
with your 

advertising dollars. 

Advertise in Radio World and reach 
22,000+ subscribers. 

Call Simone at 1-800-336-3045 today! 

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities 

RO. Box 1214 Falls Church VA 22041 

1-800-336-3045 
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RECEIVERS & TRANSCEIVERS...IA/TS 

Marti SCR-8H subcarner receiver & 
gener, $ 350; McMartin BFM1531R 
SCA gener, $200. R Johnson, 1705 
Liberty St, Mexico MO 65265. 314-
581-2900. 

AM STEREO RECEIVERS 
From 1,34 Q5 rollahl, Hotnr. Auto 

RRADCO 
Clioni.v1,A X 70s-5 I 3- I 386 

Want To Buy 

Sansul CISD-1/4 sound proc. R 
Longseth, Surround Plus, Box 64, 
Emery SD 57332. 605-449-4759. 

RECORDING SERVICES 

CD 1-off copies from 

your DAT master. 

48 hour turnaround. 

Integrated Digital Systems 

310-478-4264 

fax: 310-444-9224 

REMOTE á MICROWAVE 

EQUIPMENT 

Want To Sell 

SIL pair, $1000; Andrews 7/8, new, 
no pieces, $675. H Hoyler, KIRC, 120 
E Main, Shawnee OK 74801. 405-878-
1803. 

COMREX 
RENTALS 

1, 2 and 3-Line Extenders 
Switched 56 Systems 

Call Steve Kirsch for details 
Silver Lake Audio 

(516)623-6114 FAX: 377-4423 

Micro Dynamic TC-8 8-channel dig, 
mint condition, $ 1300. A Beaulieu, 
WBWC, POB 156, Ripon WI 54971. 

Moseley PCL-303 SIL TX, fact 
recond, gd cond on 948.5 MHz, BO. G 
Gibbs, KMNS, 901 Steuben St, Sioux 
City IA 51102. 712-258-0628. 

RENTALS 
RENTALS 

RENTALS 

CONIREX 
3-fine extender 

Frank Grundstein 215-642-0978 
AudioNideo 

Tellabs mdls 2801, 2802, 2805, 9001, 
9193, 9194, 9021, 8001 and SB5200A 
and SB6606B cards and 1925 
Appamotos case. D Albanese, WEEI, 
529 Main St, Boston MA 02129. 

Intraplex TDM-153 T-1 syst w/2-15 
kHz, 3-7.5 kHz. 3 voice mods per side 
& CSUs. 9 mos use, BO. R Russ, 
KBLA, 1700 N Alvarado St, Los 
Angeles CA 90026. 

Moseley 505, 950 MHz, $2500; TRC-
15, BO. H Hoyler, KIRC, 120 E Main, 
Shawnee OK 74801. 405-878-1803. 

Comrex RRB (2) dual-chnl xmtrs & 
dual-chnl rcvr, BO. M Aldridge, 
Remote Sound, P013 616, Ooltewah 
TN 37363. 

Orban Studio Chassis for Optimod 
8100A/1, use before discreet L&R 
phone fines/SIL, used less than 3 
mos, orig box, exc cond, $450. H 
Kneller, WKII, 3151 Cooper St #56, 
Punta Gorda FL 33950. 813-639-1112. 

Gentner EFT 3000 pair, 3-line freq 
ext, very gd cond, $5000/80. Randy, 
WHFS, 8201 Corp Dr #550, Landover 
MD 20785. 

Marti RPT-15 RPU 15 W UHF, dual 
freq. P Bailion, KMCM, 1218 Pioneer 
Bldg, St Paul MN 55101. 612-222-
5555. 

Burk TC-8 for Telco 2 wire link w/relay 
panel. J Webber, 518-382-5400. 

Rust RC 1000 syst w/manuals, clean 
mech cond, BO; Moseley TAC 15-AR 
15-chnl w/Hallikainen dig add-on, gd 
cond, $950/130; Marti STL-10 on 
946.875/947.125 w/ xmtr/rcvr combin-
ers, less than 3 yrs old, exc cond, 
$5200; Gentner VRC 2000 & interface 
panels. H Kneller, WKII, 3151 Cooper 
St #56, Punta Gorda FL 33950. 813-
639-1112. 

Marti RMC-15 w/manual, $390. R 
Chambers, Sierra Bdctg Corp. 3015 
Old Johnstonville Rd, Susanville CA 
96130.916-257-2121. 

Gentner SPH-3A telephone interface 
syst, $325. R Sumner, CAVU, 3322 
Applegate C1, Annandale VA 22003. 
703-968-8894. 

Symetrix 108 8-line/3-hybrid phone 
syst w/2 consoles, nice cond, 
$800/130. Shannon, WRFA, 800 8th 
Ave SE, Largo FL 34641. 813-581-
7800. 
TFT 7601 C/R, gd cond, $ 1225; SCA 
gener, 110 kHz, $450. B Bales, KNDR, 
Box 516, Mandan ND 58554. 701-663-
2345. 

Comrex SLX 4-channel console & 
encoder, $2495. Phil Davis, Hall 
Electronics, 804-974-6466. 

Two HP-21A120E-2 radiation prod. 
2110 to 2200 mHz dishes for sale. 
800-356-2342. 

Want To Buy 

Moseley Composite SIL xmtr & rcvr, 
505C/later, in compliance & exc cond. 
C Phillips, WXVO, POB 987, Clinton 
TN 37717. 615-435-0987. 

Marti RPT xmtr & rcvr, any freq, work-
ing. J Steele, WKBX, Box 2525, 
Kingsland GA 31548. 

Moseley 505/C or 606/C rcvr & xmtr. L 
McGowan, KCBQ, 9416 Mission 
Gorge Rd, Santee CA 92071. 

WE BUY 
MOSELEY 303, 505 & 606 

414-482-2638 

Moseley SCG-8 185 kHz subcarrier 
gener & SIL SCD-8 demod. H Scott, 
WCKH, 12146 Cedar Ridge Rd, 
Williamsport MD 21795. 301-582-
0285. 

Comrex TCB-1 telephone voice cou-
pler. S Kirsch, Silver Cake Audio, 2590 
Hillside Cl, Baldwin NY 11510. 516-
623-6114. 

Moseley & Marti STL 8 & 10 SIL 
equipment! Will buy or trade for new 
equipment. Phil Davis or Jon Hall, Hall 
Electronics, 804-974-6466. 

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT 

Want To Sell 

Sci Aft (3) decoders, (2) 15 kHz dual, 
(1) 7.5 dual, BO. B Giordano, 617-728-
1957. 

McMartin SDR-I IF demod, exc cond, 
BO. G Reynolds, W2GOAB, 333 
Fayetteville St Mall, Raleigh NC 
27602. 

Macom/Prodelin 161-6 10' fiberglass 
dish, 8- bolt sections, hand crank, 
$350. B Dickerson, WEAG, 1421 S 
Water St, Starke FL 32091. 904-964-
5001. 

Sol Atl 7300/7325 DAIS rcvr wa, 7.5 
& 15 kHz cards, $3000. Shannon, 
WRFA, 800 8th Ave SE, Largo FL 
34641. 813-581-7800. 

Zenith ZS 6300 dual low noise block-
down converter, $ 150. B Reck, WPTL, 
Box 909, Canton NC 28716. 

Microdyne 1100 sat rcvdclowncon-
verter w/LNA & 20' Heliax, exc cond, 
$2600. M Vanhooser, KSKY, 4144 N 
Central Exp #266, Dallas TX 75204. 
214-827-5759. 

SCPC SATELLITE AUDIO RECEIVE 
EQUIPMENT: New & used, many 
brands, complete units, downconvert-
ers, commercial LNB's. AH in excellent 
condition, good prices, perfect for low 
cost SCPC uses. SASE for list. 
Universal Electronics, 4545 Groves Rd 
#13, Columbus OH 43232. 1-800-241-
8171. 

Want To Buy 

Fairchild Dart 384/similar. M Rollings, 
Rollings Comm, 16005 Nantuket Pt. 
Ct., Grover MO 63040. 

TRANSCOM CORP. 
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters 
and Also New Equipment 

For the best deals on Celwave products, 

Andrew cable and Shively antennas. 

1 kW FM 

2.5 kW FM 

3 kW FM 

3 kW FM 

3.5 kW FM 

10 kW FM 

15 kW FM 

25 kW FM 

30 kW FM 

1978 Collins 831C2 

1978 CCA 2500R 

1975 CCA 3000D 

1974 Harris FM3H 

1979 Syntronics SI-F-3 50 kW AM 1977 CCA AM50,000D 

1970 Collins 830F2 50 kW AM 1979 Harris MW5OB 

1971 AEL 15KG 

1981 Harris FM25K 

BE FM30 

2.5 kW AM 1982 CCA 25000 

2.5 kW AM 1976 McMartin BA2.5K 

5 kW AM !977 RCA BTA 5L 

1077 Rydal Road #101 
Rydal PA 19046 

800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738 

Harris 6550; Sci All 7550 A Morris, 
KSWM, 126 S Jefferson, Aurora MO 
65605. 

Standard Comm CST-810/CS1875 
SCPC/subcarrier rcvr. B Davis, WBTV, 
1 Julian Price PI, Charlotte NC 28208. 
704-374-3639. 

Scientific Atlanta, Wegener & 
Fairchild. Will buy or trade for new 
equipment. Phil Davis or Jon Hall, Hall 
Electronics, 804-974-6466. 

STATIONS 

Want To Sell 

FM 90.5 educ, 700 W, $ 75K. D 
Parsons, KLUH, POEI 1313, Poplar 
Bluff MO 63901. 314-785-0006. 

AM 5 kW in north UT univ town, owner 
moving, $475K; AM/FM combo, 
$525K. M Skinner, KSGI, Box 1450, St 
George UT 84771. 801-628-1000. 

AM & FM in Wyoming, dark, FM can 
upgrade to full C, $ 155K. R Moore, 
KRAL, 2617 Cully Sark, Rawlin WY 
82301. 307-324-6942. 

NORTH NEW MEXICO 
FM, full C2, 49% ownership. On 
air, covers 6 ski areas. $98,500 
cash 8c $93,000 loan security, 
collateral or cash 

Ken Lamson 

510-447-7405 

FAX 510-447-7400. 

FM in cent AR, 3 kW upgradeable to 
50 kW. 501-470-1525. 

5 kW AM, univ town, north UT, $475K. 
Morgan. 801-628-1000. 

Mt. Vaca Radio Site 
views Northern SF Bay Area 
Sacramento Valley solid. Single 
space, entire building rental or lease. 
Power, telco. 150ft. tower. 24hr 
access. Please call or write: 

Radio Properties, POB 192, 
Elmira, CA 95625. (707)446-3419. 

5kW day/29W nite w/new 
tower/ground system, w/4 acres in 
Jacksonville, FL metro market. 
Beautiful historic beach town. Best 
cash offer over $200,000. Bill, 205-
238-0281 or Mark, 205-236-6484. 

Want To Buy 

Southeast FM, only FM operating in 
county of 70,000. Exc mkt acceptance. 
Good operation w/almost new equip. 
Owner retiring. Bargain! Respond to: 
Radio World, POB 1214, Falls Church 
VA 22041. Attn: Box# 04-28-03RW. 

Indiv seeks FM CP/dark in mkt of 
25K/less. R Ritchey, River City Bdctg, 
400 Bitters #602, San Antonio TX 
78216. 210-490-7487. 

New group seeks AM or FM or non-
commercial FM, dark or on anywhere, 
will consider lease, send or call terms 
and price to: Radio World. POB 1214, 
Falls Church VA 22041. Attn Box #04-
14-01RW. 

Small market, prefer FM, consider 
AM. $ 100,000 maximum, anywhere 
USA. Joel 508-535-6355. 

STEREO GENERATORS 

Want To Sell 

Catel 2000 Series in excel cond. 
$1500/130. Call Mark at 619-598-3311. 

Mod Sci CP-803 comp clipper w/rack-
mount kit, $250; Dorrough 80-B, $50. 
J Somich, Somich Engrg, 1208 Stoney 
Run Trl, Broadview Heights OH 
44147. 800-334-3925. 

Inovonics 705 rk mt stereo w/remov-
able FMX, gd cond, $750/60. H 
Kneller, WKII, 3151 Cooper St #56, 
Punta Gorda FL 33950. 813-639-1112. 

STUDIOS 

Want To Sell 

Complete like new radio studio, all 
brand name equipment, still available 
new in the market, Arrakis FM just fac-
tory reconditioned board, R-R, 112 & 
122 cassette, etc. Complete spanish 
discoteque, LP's, cassettes and CDs, 
all kind of spanish music, reasonable 
offer takes all. Rolando Rios, 201-539-
5749 day or night. 

SWITCHERS (VIDEO) 

Want To Sell 

3M brand bridging video switcher, 
$500/130. Call Mark at 619-598-3311. 

TAPES/CARTS 

St REELS 

Want To Sell 

Oldies on Scotchcart II, 6 mos use, 
$9000; Scotchcart If 3.5. 4.5. 5.5 & 
7.5, new/used, $2.25-$3+s/h; Abco & 
Fidelipac racks, $20 ea+s/h. B Lord, 
Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St, Kent 
WA 98042. 206-631-2374. 

awn Pao 

DT 120 10 49 
SONY 

DT SOR 7 Si 
DT 120R 799 

AWE% 
DAT 120 ISSIS 

AAA 
DA 

“Alku 
GI 120 849 

xec 
0-1209D 9 SS 

Fidelipac 300 (2) NAB type B, 16 min 
ea, BO. M Saady, 1st City Rec, 141-60 
84th Rd 3E, Briarwood NY 11435. 

DAR 60 769 
DAR 120 49 R6/70''1' 979'  

99007 69Q I 
672607 749 

OAT 120 7» 1 

OAT 122 

ITC-AA new in boxes, (90) 4.5 min & 
(40) 5.5 min, $900/60. C Brennan, 
508-775-6800. 

Alrchecks from 50s/60s/70s. B 
Eckart, OK Classic, POB 803, 
Mustang OK 73064. 

Large quantity carts, various lengths, 
2 1/2-5 1/2 mins, $. 75 ea. M Gollub, 
WMJS, POB 547, Prince Frederick MD 
20678. 410-535-2201. 

Library AC/oldies, many CDs, exc 
cond; Tascam w/3 bal outputs, $275. 
M Powell, WWPL, 2802 Lomax Cf, 
Waldorf MD 20602. 301-843-8821. 

Mastercarts (200). Gold, various 
lengths, $1 ea; (300) Gray from 70s, 
$.50 ea. J Callow, WAGN, 413 10th 
Ave, Menominee MI 49858. 906-863-
1340. 

Ampex 4-400, $200. B Lacy, KARX, 
3611 Soncy #6A, Amarillo TX 79121. 
806-359-4000. 

Fidelipac Mastercarts many, comm 
length, $ 1 ea/BO; Audiopaks. H 
Kneller, WKII, 3151 Cooper St #56, 
Punta Gorda FL 33950. 813-639-1112. 

Fidelipac Scotch various, $. 75 ea. M 
Powell, WWPL, 2802 Lomax Cl, 
Waldorf MD 20602. 301-843-8821. 

Pams Jingles ref tapes, 1951-1976, 
BO. R Kaufman, Pams Prods, POB 
462247, Garland TX 75046. 214-271-
7625. 

Want To Buy 

Burned down library, needs any year 
& type, ASAP. S Stevenson, 
Stevenson Corp. POB 1288, Blaine 
WA 98231. 604-531-4576. 

Amy Grant promo singles. W 
Hildenbrand, 412-776-2322. 

Gold Discs, all kinds. K Kenze, KFXE, 
13 E 11th. Washington MO 63090. 
314-239-0209. 

45/78 records. K Gutzke, 612-866-
6183. 

Radio/TV history, various mkts. B 
Eckart, OK Classic, POB 803, 
Mustang OK 73064. 

Fidelipac Mastercart II 
Gold/Audiopak AA-4 2 1/2-4 min 
lengths, gd cond, many. R Kaufman, 
Pams Prods, POB 462247, Garland 
TX 75046. 214-271-7625. 

TAX DEDUCT EQUIP 

Want To Sell 

Educ FM nds bdct & test equip, will 
pay s/h. C Hicks, WEAX, W Park Ave, 
Angola IN 46703. 219-665-7310. 

New student FM nds equip. S Smith, 
WLKR, Lake Superior State Univ, 
Sault Ste Marie MI 49783. 906-635-
2107. 

CREI course materials, text & lessons, 
used, useful for bdct engrg students. G 
Garrison, Tr 6 Box 48, Warrenton VA 
22186. 

Christian, new, non-comm, any 
appreciated, will pay s&h. 414-494-
9010. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

Want To Sell 

HP 334A dist analyzer w/low pass filter 
& alum case, $800; Tek TM515 suit-
case, port w/SC502 oscilloscope & 
probes, DC502 freq counter w/TXCO 
timebase, SG502 oscillator & storage 
module w/scope probes; Delta TCA-
20-EX RF ammeter w/toroidal current 
stoner, $450: Altec Decade Step 
attenuator, $200, all very gd cond 
w/manuals. H Ginsberg, 404-964-
3530. 

We Have RENTAL EQUIPMENT 

available to SAVE YOU MONEY 

Spectrum Analyzer 

Potomac Field Strength Meters 

Impedance Bridges 

Receiver/Generator 

Audio Test Set 

ALSO 

Other Equipment Available 

RADIO RESOURCES 

Ask for STEVE, BILL or Chuck 

1-800-54-RADIO 

Gent Radio 916 impedance bridge, 
$300. T Nelson, WCAL, St Olaf 
College, Northfield MN 55057. 507-
646-3328. 

ARMSTRONG 
TRANSMITTER 
World Leaders in rebuilt transmitters! 

AM-FM-TV Transmitters, 
FM Antennas, STLs 
Transmitters are available: 

• Tuned & Tested on YOUR Frequency 

• Guaranteed 
• Parts and Technical Support with Every Purchase 

• Expedited Service Available 

-TRADE INS GLADLY ACCEPTED-

See Your Transmitter WORKING in Our 

Showroom BEFORE You Take it Home! 

OVER 500 
CUSTOMERS 

IN 30 
COUNTRIES 

Corporate Office 

5046 Smoral Rd. 

Syracuse, NY 13031 

Phone 315-488-1269 

FAX 315-488-1365 

International 
Hablo Espanól 

Phone 305-471-1175 
FAX 305-471-1182 

Miami, FL 

NO ONE ELSE 
OFFERS YOU 

MORE 

Armstrong 
Southeast 

Phone 615-822-0256 
FAX 615-826-0082 
Hendersonville, TN 

Circle (12) On Reader Service Card 
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TEST EGUIP-INTS 

Natl instr IEEE488/PC interface & 
software, new, $95; Tek 5441 storage 
scope w/5A26 dill input & dual 5A17 
time bases, gd cond, $455; HP 
HP1741A 100 MHz dual-trace storage 
scope, VGC, $495. G Wachter, 602-
258-6161. 

Westcom Hameg HM103-3 oscillo-
scope, $275+s/h. B Lord, Lord Bdctg, 
13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042. 
206-631-2374. 

B&K 1403 3" oscilloscope/phase 
meter, $75. J Somich, Somich Engrg, 
1208 Stoney Run Trl, Broadview 
Heights OH 44147. 800-334-3925. 

Tek 529 Mdl 188D waveform w/PAL 
frame selector, exc cond, $525. R 
Sumner, CAVU, 3322 Applegate Ct, 
Annandale VA 22003. 703-968-8894. 

Sanborn 323 dual-chnl variable chart 
spd recorder w/DC amp, 2-chnl & extra 
rolls paper & access, $350. S Homer, 
KMRO, 2310 Ponderosa, Camarillo 
CA 93010. 805-654-0577. 

Soar MS 60-40 oscilliscope, little use, 
gd cond; LDM 170 distortion meter; 
Dynascan sweep function gener; 
Heathkit IT-28 capacitor checker; Soar 
FC-864 multifunction counter, all BO. J 
Vavrirek, KSYZ, 3532 W Capital, 
Grand Island NE 68801. 

Avcom PS-65A Spectrum Analyzer, 
General Radio 1450 TB 600 ohm 
Decade Attenuator, HP 650B 600 ohm 
Decade Attenuator. Steve Schuh, 
Intelligo Corp., 1-507-454-4839. 

TRANSMITTERS 

Want To Sell 

CCA FM-10DS 10 W FM, meter panel, 
pwr sply, 4- bay CCA/Comark 1 kW 
ant, educ band, BO. R Franklin, 
Franklin Studios, 1004 Dekalb St, 
Norristown PA 19401. 

RCA 7.58 converted to 10B on 105.5 
w/spare tubes, new sockets, $8000. H 
Hoyler, KIRC, 120 E Main, Shawnee 
OK 74801. 405-878-1803. 

Continental 816 tube assembly for 
IPA driver. B Giordano, 617-728-1957. 

FM - TRANSMITTERS 

Factory new not used. Why 
buy a used Transmitter when 
you can own a new FM 
Transmitter for about the 
same cost? Call JIMMIE 
JOYNT at 214-335-3425. 

Collins 830H 1A 20 kW, (2) driver 
halves, spare parts, $ 12K. T Nelson, 
WCAL, St Olaf College, Northfield MN 
55057. 507-646-3328. 

DEMOED EQUIPMENT 
BEXT Inc. has a few demoed 
exciters, amplifiers and STI:s for 
sale. All demoed systems are sold 
first corne first served and have the 
same 2-year warranty as BEXT's 
new equipment. For intnrmation: 

619-239-8462 

Ampliphase AM 50 kW parts, gd 
cond. C Sloan, 804-685-2924. 

ACT I 0 N -GI RAM 
Equipment Listings 

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a 
FREE listing service for all broadcast and pro-sound end users. 

Simply send your listings to us, following the example below. Please 
indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear. 

Mail your listings to the address below. Thank you. 

Please print and include all information: I would like to receive or continue receiving 
Radio World FREE each month. 

Contact Name U Yes 0 No 

Title 
Signature Date 

Company/Station 
Please Circle only one enty for each category: 

Address 
i. Type of Firm 

City/State D. Combination AM/FM station F. Recording studio 
A. Commercial AM station G. TV station/teleprod facility 

Zip Code - B. Commercial FM station H. Consultant/ind engineer 
Country C. Educational FM station I. Mfg. distributor or dealer 

E. Network/group owner J. Other 

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other 
organizations who are not legitimate end users IL Job Function 
can participate in the Broadcast Equipment A. Ownership G. Sales Manager 

B. General management E. News operations Exchange on a paid basis. Une ad listings & dis- 
. C Engineering F. Other (specify) play advertising are available on a per word or 

D. Programming/ production 
per inch basis. 

WTS 0 WTB 0 Category: 

Make: Model: 

Brief Description: 

Price: 

WTS 0 WTB 0 Category: 

Make: Model: 

Brief Description: 

Price: 

WTS 0 WTB U Category: 

Make: Model: 

Brief Description: 

Price: 

*Closing for listings is the first and third Fridays for the next month's issue. 
All listings are run for 2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee. 

Broadcast Equipment Exchange 
Phone: 703-998-7600 PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA USA 22041 FAX: 703-998-2966 

RCA BTA-1S very gd cond, 1 kW on 
1410 kHz, $5000. T Gaiser, KERN, 
1400 Easton Dr # 134, Bakersfield CA 
93309. 805-328-1410. 

Nautel/Harris 10 kW AM. M Berlinger, 
WDAY, 301 8th St S, Fargo ND 58103. 
701-241-5350. 

50 Kw AM Transmitters 

Gates/Harris 1974 MW-50 
upgraded to MW-50A 

- Both In excellent condition - 

Both with 100Kw, 25Kv power, 480 VAC 3 phase. Optional spare parts. 
Maintenance Records available. Available for immediate pickup. 

Call 1-806-372-5130. 

Harris 1980 MW-50A 

CCA FM 40 E 40 W exciter w/manual 
& test cable, $ 1900; McMartin B-910 
exciter, $ 1000, w/stereo & 57 kHz gen. 
ers, $ 1600. M Benson, KWTY, Box 
773, Big Pine CA 93513. 916-893-
8737. 

NEW 
McMARTIN 

BF-5K 
Lowest priced 

tube replacements 

5500 W FM, broadband grounded 
grid output circuit, VSWR protec-
tion, excellent efficiency 75-80% 
automatic recycling & overload 

status. Fully remote controlled. 
FCC approved to 5500 watts. 

Goodrich 
Enterprises, Inc. 
11435 Manderson Street 

Omaha, NE 68164 
402-493-1886 

FAX: 402-493-6821 

Energy Onix MK 30 30 kW w/exciter 
on 100.1 MHz, less than 3 yrs old, 
clean, exc cond, $28K/B0; Harris TE-3 
on 100.1 MHz w/Orban wideband 
interface, gd cond, $750. H Kneller, 
WKII, 3151 Cooper St # 56, Punta 
Gorda FL 33950. 813-639-1112. 

NEW 3 kW 
FM transmitters 

for under $14,000. 

Call for details 
Bill Hoffman 

518-583-9490 

TTC/Wilkinson AM2500I3 2.5 kW, sin-
gle phase option on 1060 kHz, over 
$15K. Dr Soho, 714-974-0200. 

LP AM custom made, $300. J Kesler, 
606-843-2209. 

Bauer FB 5000J AM 5000/500 W, gd 
cond. BO. R Trujillo, FIT Comms, 
10008 Cordova Glen Ct, Sacramento 
CA 95827. 916-364-5520. 

TRANSMITTERS 
1.0 kW AM 1987 Hams SX lA 
30 watts FM 1988 B-E FX-30 
500 wails FM 1985 0E1 6757500 
20.0 kW FM 1973 CCA 20000 DS 

PMA MARKETING, INC. 
"TRANSMITTING SAVINGS TO YOU' 
414-482-2638 FAX 414-483-1980 

Harris HT-5 FM transmitter. Excellent 
condition. Call Steve or Howard at 
CCA Electronics at (404) 964-3530. 

Used d New Transmission Line, 
many sizes & lengths, many like new. 
816-635-5959. 

Want To Buy 

FM & AM for Christian radio in W 
Africa, gd cond, cheap/donation. K 
Heathenvood, Grace Intl, 2111 Griffith 
Ave, Terrell TX 75160. 

FM used, inexpensive, 20 kW harmon-
ic filter. B Lacy, KARX, 3611 Soncy, 
Amarillo TX 79121. 

7-10 kW FM, post 1980 mdl. B 
Christie, Grande Radio Grp, PBO 907, 
La Grande OR 97850. 

Photocopy of schematics and 
instruction manual for Visual 
Electronics A1000, 1 kW medium 
wave TX rig, urgently needed. Contact: 
Anthony Gallagher, Harmony Heights, 
Castlebar, Co.Mayo, Ireland. Phone: 
094-23576. 

AM 10 W for travelers inof svc, 100 
mW tunable. A Anello, Anello Tech 
Svcs, 1915 W Waters Ave # 1, Tampa 
FL 33604. 813-933-6009. 

LPTV 50 W. J Kesler, 606-843-2209, 

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model, 
exciter or stereo modules. Goodrich 
Ent., 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 
68164. 402-493-1886. 

TUBES 

Want To Sell 

ECONCO 

Quality 
Rebuilt Tubes 
Approximately 1/2 the 

Cost of New 

Call for Our Price List 

800-532-6626 

916-662-7553 

FAX 916-666-7760 

Gide (104) On Reader Servke Cord  

D and C Electronics Co. 

Lowest Price on Tubes 
including: 

4- 1000A/3-1000Z/ 
88 77/4CX2508/833A 
4-500/5-500/4-400/ 
40( 3500/50(1500 

and much more! 
Factory Warranty! 

1-800-881-2374 
(904) 688-2374 

Se habla Espanol 
FAX: (904) 683-9595 

Tubes (500) amp, Ro & To, BO. T 
Nelson, WCAL, St Olaf College, 
Northfield MN 55057. 507-646-3328. 

1930-1960 (2000) radio & TV receiv-
ing, new, 400 types. B Giordano, 617-
728-1957. 

4-1000A, 8877, 4CX250B, 4CX1500B, 
4CX3000A & more. We carry large 
inventory all major brands, Eimac, 
Amperes, RCA, etc. Call Stew 1-800-
842-1489. 

Want To Sell 

1 d 

We BUY & SELL all types of 
transmitting/receiving tubes. 

C&N Electronics 
Harold Bramstedt 

6104 Egg Lake Road 
Hugo, MN 55038 

(612) 429-9397 ext.23 
(800) 421-9397 ext. 23 
FAX (612) 429-0292 

Gide (17) On Reader Senike Card  

TURNTABLES 

Want To Sell 

RTS-405 (2) stereo preamp, $200 
ea+s/h. B Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 
208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-631-
2374. 

LPB S-7 3-spd, quick starts w/arms. 
$100 ea; Technics SP-25 2-spd, direct 
drive, Audio-Technica 12" tone arm, 
BO. R Franklin, Franklin Studios, 1004 
Dekalb St, Norristown PA 19401. 

Gates & various old radio ETs, BO. L 
Houck, Rollin Rcdg, 210 Altgelt, San 
Antonio TX 78201. 

Technics SL 1200-1.1K2, gd cond, 
$160 w/Stanton pre amp, $200. G 
Smith, 915-672-5149. 

ORK 12C, tan color, $ 100. B Spitzer, 
KKLS, Box 460, Rapid Cif), SD 57701. 
605-343-6161. 

1 kW FM 
Solid State 
Transmitter 
$13,200 list 

includes Exciter! 

MIR 

II... Ida MD 

MVO MO BIM. 

Legend 4000 pictured 

LEGEND 1000 
Features 

• Automatic Power 

Output Control 

• VSWR Foldback and 
Protection 

• Remote Control Ready 

• Full System and 
Individual Module 
Metering 

• Motorola MRF151G 
MOSFETS 

• PLUS MANY MORE FEATURES 

" The Transmitter People" 

 Energy-Onix 
752 Warren Street, Hudson, New York 12534 

(518)828-1690 FAX(518) 828-8476 

Grde (75)On Reader Service Cord 
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TuRNTABLEs..wTS 

Audio Technica APT-12 12" tone arm 
w/shell, $ 100. J Somich, Somich Engrg, 
1208 Stoney Run Tri, Broad-view 
Heights OH 44147. 800-334-3925. 

Russco Fidelity Pro stereo TT pre-
amp, gd cond, BO. H Kneller, WKII, 
3151 Cooper St k56, Punta Gorda FL 
33950. 813-639-1112. 

Want To Buy 

Gray/other 16" tonearms. T Knapp, 
1937 Valley Dr, Las Vegas NV 89108. 

16 inch Transcription Turntable in 
good condition. JIM, 304-599-7000. 

TV FILM EQUIP 

Want To Sell 

Sharp XV-100 LCD pron w/screen, 
100" pict, warranty. B rico, Matrix Syst, 
1056 Paula St, San Jose CA 95126. 
408-297-6056. 

RCA TP-66 16mm film proj & TK-27 
camera, BO. A Weiner, WHVW, 507 
Violet Ave, Hyde Park NY 12538. 914-
423-6638 

Space A uctiPable I 

1-703-998-7600 
bon iittauttatioit 

VIDEO PROD EQUIP 

Want To Sell 

Hum buck video, BNC conns, $50. D 
Bums, Electroman, 5960 Orleans Ave, 
New Orleans LA 70124. 504-482-3017. 
Sony LDP-1000 (3) laser video disc 
plyrs, CAV & CLV, int/ext drive, gen-
lockable, RS232, rem, manual & 
cables, exc condition, $350 ea, $900 
all. J Krepol, JVK Studios, 7 Dustin Dr, 
Wilmington DE 19703. 302-798-4076. 

Pana AVE-5 SPC EFX mixer with char 
generator with over 100 effects, 
$1600. M Camargosilva, NPS-IMC, 
125 E Ave IMC, Norwalk CT 06852. 

Electrohome EDP58XL 10' diag 
green screen video data proj, autolock 
to var scan rates, comp input, very gd 
cond w/stand & manual, $375. S 
Hoffman, CU Theatre, 2800 W Gore, 
Lawton OK 73505. 405-581-2428. 

NEC FS-16 frame sync/TBC w/new 
card, manual, $5000+s/h; Pana 3/4 edit 
sys, NV9600/NV9240/ NVA960, $2000. 
D Hurd, Harding Univ, 805 Park St, 
Searcy AR 72149. 501-279-4017. 

Canon VR-HF800 HiFi stereo, VHS 
VCR/editor, mint, $500/B0; VC-40A 
color camera stereo mic, title genera-
tor; Quasar VHS HiFi 4- head, 3-
speed, mint, little use, $600. J 
Diamond, Blue Diamond, Box 102C 
Chubbic Rd RD1, Canonsburg PA 
15317. 412-746-3455. 

Want To Buy 

JVC R9U/Sony PVM 8220 8/9" color 
w/rack mounting hardware.J McLean, 
Stagedoor 1, 9915 MacArthur Blvd, 
Oakland CA 94605. 510-562-4818. 

VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS 

Want To Sell 

Pana NV-9100 (5) color 3/4" U-matic, 
auto repeat, RF out, $100 ea; Sony 
VP- 1000, VP-1200, BVE 500 & 500A 
edit controllers & 1/2" EIAJ R-R 
recorders, BO. J Krepol, JVK Studios, 
7 Dustin Dr, Wilmington DE 19703. 
302-798-4076. 

JVC CR-6600U (2) 3/4' U-matic 
VCRs, $225 ea. C Baker, Sound 
Rcrders, 9136 Mormon Bridge Rd, 
Omaha NE 68152. 

JVC HR 2200U indus port VHS w/GZ-
53 color camera, deck plays but needs 
work in recording mode, $199. D 
Nuechterlein, Allmake Prod, 6130 S 
Dehmel Rd, Frankenmuth MI 48734. 
517-652-6863. 

JVC CR4400 port 3/4' w/power supply 
& battery, Portabrace case, $550+s/h. 
D Hurd, Harding Univ, 805 Park St, 
Searcy AR 72149. 501-279-4017. 

Sony VO 2610 3/4 set with RM 440 
controller. M Gatti, Underdog Studios, 
771 Farmington Ave, Bristol CT 
06010. 

Without Advertising 
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. . NOTHING 
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MARKETPLACE 
Best Power's SPS 300 

Best Power Technology has added a 
300 VA model to its line of Patriot 
Standby Power Systems (SPS). 
Patriot's proprietary detection system 

transfers to inverter in four milliseconds 
or less under all conditions. 
Other features include a three- to five-

year battery life, regulated inverter out-
put, exceptional lightning and surge pro-
tection, overvoltage protection, full-time 
EMI/RFI noise filtering, interface port 
for LANs and multi-user systems, and 
status indicator and alarms. 

For information, contact Scott 
Knickelbine or Kenneth Urban in 
Wisconsin at 800-356-5794; fax: 608-
565-2929; or circle Reader Service 51. 

BGW Performance Series 2 
The BGW has introduced the first model in its new line of Performance Series 

Power Amplifiers-the BGW Performance Series 2. 
The Performance 

Series 2 is a two-rack 
space, 300 W per chan-
nel power amplifier 
designed for the audio 
professional musician. 
Features include dual 
speed forced air cool-
ing, a full complement 
of LED indicators. 
detented front panel 
gain controls, and XLR 
and 1/4-inch input connectors. 
Five-way binding posts are supplied for speaker connections. The unit's price is 

$929. 
For information, contact Joe DeMeo in California at 310-973-8090; fax: 310-676-

6713; or circle Reader Service 157. 

Drawmer DL441 Quad Auto Compressor/Limiter 

QM1 has introduced the new Drawmer 
DL441 Quad Auto Compressor/Limiter. 
The DL44I receives four channels of 
Drawmer's DL241 Auto Compressor 
and variable peak level section in 1U of 
rack space. 
Features include: switchable hard/soft 

knee compression with ratio control in 
both modes; auto attack and release to 
constantly follow the dynamics of the 
signal and preserve transients without 

allowing excessive peaks to occur; and 
peak level control, adjustable between 
OdB and + 16dB. 
The unit is switchable for +4dBu or 

-10dBu operation and uses balanced 
XLR inputs and outputs. The price is 
$1,149. 
For information, contact Barry Fox in 

Massachusetts at 508-650-9444; fax: 
508-650-9476; or circle Reader 
Service 98. 



Give Your Production People 
Some POWER! 

THE SP-6 IS LOADED WITH FEATURES! Like a 
powerful equalizer section that gives your talent greater 
creative freedom; four auxiliary sends that can be used 
for special effects, headphone feeds, or IFB mixes; both 
8-track and stereo bus assigns for multi-track and dub-
bing work; plus a choice of mono mic/line or stereo in-
put channels. And, to keep things fast and productive, it 
even includes full machine control logic, control room 
and stAio mutes, plus tally systems—just like you'd 
expect on an on-air console. The SP-6 provides inde-
pendent headphone, control room and multiple studio 
monitors, and (of course) an automatic stereo cue/solo 
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system. Our unique track monitor section will speed 
your production pace, allowing simultaneous stereo 
mixdown during the multi-track bed session. 
A powerful group of accessory modules will increase 

your production control, like a 7- station intercom module 
that links this console with other Wheatstone consoles 
and talent stations throughout your complex; a full-func-
tion tape recorder control panel: an 8-position source se-
lector to enhance input capability: additional studio 
modules to accommodate multi-studio installations; and 
finally, a digital event timer and a precision clock. 

So contact Wheatstore, the company with the 
integrity and experience you can count on. 
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Wheatstone Has It! 
Super Performance Great Price! 

OUR NEW A-300 CONSOLE HAS ALL THE 
RIGHT STUFF: Performance right at the limits of 

technology, the features you want, and a fresh clean look 
your clients will admire. Its got all the busses you'll need. 

It's got the crosstalk and bus off isolation you HAVE to have 

for LMAs and FM/AM combos. Its small footprint and low 

profile let you conserve valuable studio real estate. Its 
virtual audio busTM architecture lets you place any module 

anywhere in the console—no dedicated slots! 

Talent will love our easy-to- learn superphone module 

and the automated cue system that makes monitoring 

confusion-free. Our integrated intercom system lets 

them communicate with any other Wheatstone con-

sole or talent location—handsfree. 

Your program director will really like the 

sound of this console: no VGA distortion— 
just flawless specs. And, because of its 

ultra-flexible architecture, it can be easily 

adapted to any format, anytime. 

The A-300 has what engineers want: first class 

documentation, gold switches. gold connectors. a hinged 
meterbridge for easy re-lamping. straight-forward reliable 

logic technology, and the best I/O connection and tooling 

system in the industry. 

The A-300 is the console that has followed the evolu-

tion of radio. Benefit from Wheatstone's experience and 

total commitment to your satisfaction. Contact us. 
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SWheotxtone'Corporation A-300 

7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse. NY. 13212 (tel 315-452-5000/fax 315-452-0160) 
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